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NICHOLS' BARK & IRON.
MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE MANUFACTURE CEMICALLY PURE

Sulpho-Carbolate of Soda. P RO PYL A M I NE.
A Speciß: in Diphtheria, Scarlet Fever and A Sperfic in Rheumatism, Gout and

Similar Complaints. Similar Complaints.
See article by Dr. Bobee, of Chicago, in the " Boston We are now making the chloride, and our display ofJournal of Chomistry," for April, 1877. this rare salt attracted much attention at Philadelphia and
Be careful to get a pure article. was honoured with a special modal. It in of the utmost
It has been used with succos by the first physicians in importance that Propylamine and its chloride should be

the country. chemically pure.

.4/V OLD ASND VALU.BLE REMED Y.

Nichols' Elixir of Peruvian Bark,
With Protoxide of Iron.

A prominent peculiarity and advantage consists in associating Iron not in a sesquioxide condition, but lu the
more easily apsimilable forai of a protosait, with aIl the valuable alkaloids of Poruvian Bark, in an elegant and
permanent compound, where the chemical equilibriuin of each principle is undisturbed. We unhesitatingly express the
opinion that no more pleasant and desirable chalybeate and tonic bas ever been offered to the profession ; and so far as
our knowledge extends, this result (the co-tbination of the protosalta of Iron with the active principles of Poruvian
Bark,) is not attained in any of the numerous preparations crowded upon the public as a substitute and imitation of our
compound.

In order that physicians may prove the presense of protoxide of iron in this Elixir, we give the usual test:-
Pour a small quautity of the Elixir into a wine-glass, and add a few drops of ferro-yanide of potassium. The

instant change of colour to a deep blue, shows the presence of iron in the forni of a protosalt.
Our EL.xia or PauviAN BARK wiTH PRoToXIDE op IRoN is sold in botties holding one pint, also In two quart and

gallon packages. if physicians desiring to prescribe this preparation will direct their druggluts to procure the larger
bottles, they can order it by prescription in such quantities as they may desire for their patients.

MADE ONLY BY BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO. BOSTON.

CINCHO-QUININE MANUFACTURE CEEMICALLY PURE

A Safe and Rdiable Substitute for Salts of Arsenic, Ammonium, Antimony, Bar-
ium, Bromine, Bismuth, Cerlum, Calcium,

ULPHATE OF QUININE. Copper, Gold, Iodine, Iron, Lead, Manganeseý
In the same dose It Is equally ap efficacions, and at le,, Mercury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potassium, Sil-

than half the cost. ver, Sodium, Tin, Zinc, etc.
Cincho-Quinine does not produce headache, or other

cerebral disturbances, and as a tonio and anti-periodic, it Price list and descriptive catalogue furnished on appli-
upersedes all Otber bark preparations. cation.

In corresponding with Advtisers, please mention THE CANADA LANCET.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO.,
(Successor to Jas. R Nichols & Co-)

MUE'CTUEINGa- CI-EJMISTS, BOSTONT.
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SOLUBLE PILLS .AND GRANULES.
Unequaled for Purity in Composition, Solubility in Coating, Uniformity in Size.Perfection in Form and Finish.The marked increase during the past few years in the demand for Pills made in accordance with the U. S. Pharma-

copceia, and other recognizes formulas, induced us, some time since, to commence their manufacture in our own labora.
tory, and we are now furnishing Coated Pills, which, for beauty of finish, solubility, and general excellence are unequaled.We desire to call the attention of physiciaus and others to the following points:

I. The best materials are used in their manufacture.
g. No article required by a formula is omitted on account of its high cost.8. No Pills are deficient in weight.
4. The Pills are Coated wile soft.
à There i. but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, land there is no sub-coating of resinous character.6. The Coating is so thin that the Pills are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient to protectthe Pills from atmospheric influences; and effectually cvers any nauseous taste, thus rendering the Pil easyto be

swallowed.

7. The Cating is so transparent as to clearly reveal the color of the mass.
S. Their solubility is not impaired by age.
9. The various masses are so thoroughly worked that the materiais are perfectly distributed.10. The excipients are peculiarly adapted to the permanent solubility of the mass and its efficient therapeutic action.

tartcular attention is called to our GRANULES of MORPHINE, STRYCHNINE. ARSENIOUS ACID, and
other powerful remedies, which are prescribed in minute doses. The desirability of having these medicines in this shape,
accurately weighed and ready for administering, has long been recognize il.We also offer a line of GRANULES of RHUBARB, IPECAC, OPIUM, CAMPHOR, and other simple agentsin such minute divisions that they can be administere i R almost any required proportions. We oave taken every ption to insure accuracy in weight, and can give assurance that in this,as in oth er particulars, they can be implicîtîy c-elied

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.N.B.-We have made arraWgements with Messrs. Lymans, Clare &Co., of Montreal whereby they can supply thepon most favourable terms.
In Cerresponding with Advertisers, please rnention THE CANADA LANCET
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NEW BOOKS, AND NEW EDITIONS.
WILLING & WILLIAMSON wiMI supply any work in this list on receipt

of the price, Pnst-paid.
ALLINGHAM, (William.) On Fistula, Hemorrhoids, Painfui Ulcer, FARQUARSON (Robert) and WOODBURY (Frank). A Guide to

Stricture, Prolapsu Third edition, revised and enlarged. $3.25 Therapeutics and Materia Medica Edited, with additions embrac-AITKEN (W.) Science and Practice of Medicine. Third edition with ing the United States Pharmnacopoeia. Cloth, $2.25.additions by Meredith Clymer, M.D. 2 vols. Cloth $12. Lea. $14. FOX (Tilbury). Epitomne of Skin Diseases. With Formula forARTHUR (Robert.) The Treatment and Prevention of Decay of the Studentsand Practitioners. Second Edition. Cloth, $1.50.health. New edition. Illustrated. $1.25. GRAY (Henry) and HOLMES (Thomas) Anatomy, Descriptive andASHURST, (John, Jr.) The Principles and Practice of Surgery. Surgical. With Holden's Landmarks, Medical and Surgical. NewSecond edition. With 542 illustrations. Clo h $6. Leather 47. American, from eighth English Edition. Illustrated. Cloth, 86.
ATTFIELD,(John.) Chemistry, General, Medical and Pharmaceutical. Sheep, $7.

Including the Chemfistry of the U. S. Phî.rmacopoea. Eighth editi ani HABERSHON (S. O.). On diseases of the Abdomen, comprisinz those
revised by the autihor. Cloth $2.75. Leather $3.2à of the Stomach, and other parts of the Alimentary Canal, Ulsopha-

ATTHILL, (Lombe.) Clinical Lectures on Diseases Peculiar to gus, Cæcun, Intestines, add Peritoneum. Second Anerican, from
Women. Fifth edition. Illustrated. S2.50. the third enlarged English Edition. With Illustrations. Cloth. $3.50.

BARNES, (Robert.) Clinical Exposition of the Medical and Surgical GANT (F. J.) The Scien'ie and Practice of Surgery; a Complete
Diseases of Womuen. Second American edition from the second en- System and Text-Book. Illustrated. 2 vols. London, 1878. 9 50
larged English edition. Illustrated. Cloth$4.50. Leather 50. Phila., 1879. Cloth, $12; Leather, $14.

BARTHOLOW, (Robert.) A Practical Treatise on MateriaMedica and HIGGINS (Charles.) On Ophthalmic Out-patient Practice. Second
I'herapeutics. Third edition, revised. Cloth 85.00. Leather $6.00. Edition. 85 cents.

BARTHOLOW, (Robert.) On Spernatorrhoa: Its Causes, Symp HOOD (P.) A Treatise on Gout, Rheumatism, and the Allied Affec-
toms, Results and Treatment. Fourth editiona revised. Cloth 1.1. tions. Third Edition, revised and enlarged. Cloth, 43.50.

BENNETT, (J. H.) On the Treatmeant of Pulamonary Consunmption. JEFFRIES (B.) On Color Blindness: Its Dangers and its Deteetion.
With appendix on the Sanitaria of the United States, Switzerland, Cloth, e1.10.
etc. Third edition. Cloth $ KIDD (Joseph.) The Laws of Therapeutiés ; or, the Science and Art

BILLROTH, (Theodore.) General Surgical Pathology and Thqja. o! .edicine. Cloth, $1.10.
peutics. Translated from the fourth German edition, revised from LANDOLT (E. A.) Manual of Examination of the Eyes : Being a
the eighth edition by Charles E. Hackley. Second American edition. course o Lectures delivered at the Ecole Pratique. Revised by tre
Cloth 85.00. Leather $6.00. Author. Translated by S. M. Burnett. Cloth, $3.

MACKENZIE (Morrell.) Diphtheria: Its Nature and Treatment,BRYANT, (Thomas. The Practice of Surgery. Second G .ericai Varieties, and Locil Expressions. Cloth, $1.from thethird revaed nglash edtion. 0llustrated. ClOta $6-00- MORRIS (Henry.) The Anatomay of the Joints of Man. IllustratedLeather $7.00. . lu 43 Lithographs. Cloth, $5.50.
BERNARD, (Claude) and Huette (Ca.) Operative Surgery aad NAPHEYS (Georg H.) lodern Surgical Therapeutics. Sixth Edi-Surgical Anatomy. By Prof. Claude Bernard, mremberde l' Institut 1tiiaa Cloth, $4. Sheep, $5.(Academie Francaise et Academie des Sciences) and C. H. Huette RAN NEY (Aiabrose L.> A Practical Treatise on Surgical Diagnosis,(de Montargis.) Illustrated by 88 plates drawn fro nature, and Au- designed as a Manual for Practitioners and Students. Cloth, V3

îraved on steel. Translated from the French and edited by Arthiaur REBER (C. T.) Paresis of Sympathetie Centres from Over-ExcitationLrehernNortoin, F.R.C.S. Lecturer o ourery, plas cafHospital, by High Solar ileat (Malarial). 81.10.London. Plain plates, cloth r7.50. Coloured plates, w cal! e15.00. RICE (Charles.) Posological Tables: Including all the Officinal andLOXAmn, (C. L.) Chemristry, Inorgunie and Organic, with Expri- most frequently employed Unoticinal Preparations. Cloth, $1.1e.;ments a d a comparison of 5Equivaent and Molecular Fo.5ul0. RINGER (Sidney.) Handbook of Therapeutics. Seventh editionThird editioa. Cloth $4. 50. Leather $5.50. greatly enlarged. Clrath, e450.BRISTOWE (J. S.) A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of ROCKWELL (A. D.) Leptures on Electricity in its relations 4. Med-Medicine. Edited with notes by James H. Hutchinson, MD. icie a (Ad Srgery. Cloth, $1.
Cloth $5.50. Calf 86.50. SEILER (Carl.) The Hand-Book of Dianosis and Treatment of Dis-

BYFORD, (W. H.) Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Obstetrices. eaIes o( the Throat and Nasal Cavitae. ith 5 Illustrations
Second edition, re-written. Illustrated. Cloth $4.50. C ooth, $1.

BRITISH PHARMACOPŒIA. Published under the direction of the SHAFFER (Newton M.) Pott's Disease: Its Pathology and Mechani-General Coun.il of Medical Education. 1874. $2.00. ical Treatment, with remarks on Rotary Lateral Curvature. Cloth,BURNErI'., (C. H.) The Ear: Its Anatomy, Physiology, and 81.10.
Diseases. 87 Illustrations. Cloth $4.50. Leather $5.50. SMITH (J. Lewis.) A Practical Treatise on the Diseases of Children.BINZ, (C.) Elements of Therapeutics A Clinical Guide to the Illustated. Fourth Edition, revised and enlarged. Cloth, $4.50,Action of Medicine. Translated with additions, by E. L. Sparks. Sheep, 85.50.O2.25. STILLE (Alfred) and MAISCH (J. M.). The National Dispenisatory:COHEN, (J. Sollis.) Diseases of the Throat and Nasal Organs. A Containing the Natural History, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Actions andGuidc to the Treatment of Affections of the Pharynx, Esophagus, Uses of Medicine, including those recognized in the Pharm acoasTrachea, Larynx and Nares. Second edition, revised. With 208 of the United States and Great Britain. With 200 Illustrations.Illustrations. Cloth 85.50. Leather $6.25. Cîoth, 86.75, Sheep, $7. 50.

COUPLAND (S.). Personal appearance in Health and Disease. TOLLAND (H. H.) Lectures on the Practice of Surgery. Second40 cents. Edition. Illustrated. Cloth, *4.50, leather, $5.
DUHRING (Louis A). Atlas of Skin Diseases. Parts 1, 2, 3, 4 5. To WOAKES (Edward). On Deafness, Giddiness, and Noises lu thebe completed in ten Parts. Royal Quarto. Per Part, $2.50. Head. Illustrated. 12mo. Cloth, $1.35.
ELLIS (George V.). Demonstrations of Anatomy, being a Guide to WOOD (H. C.) A Treatise on Therapeutics, comprising Materiathe Knowledge of the Human Body by Dissections. With 255 Il- Medica and Toxicologry. With especial reference to the applicationlustrations. From the sixth London Edition. Cloth, $4.25. of the Physiological Action of Drugs to Clinical Medicine. ThirdShee , &5.25. Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo., pp, 719. Cloth, $6, Sheep,EMME (Thiomas A.) The Principles and Practice of Gynecology, $6.50.

for the use of Students and Practitioners of Medicine. LWith 130 WYETH (John A.) Essaye in Surgical Anatemy and urgery. Tables.Illustrations. Cloth, 5. Sheep, $6. 8vo, pp. 261. Cloth, $2.25.

IW A complete reference catalogue of English, American, and Canadian Medical Works, giving
dates of last edition, etc., may be had on application'

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, 10 & 12 KING STREET EAST, TORONTO.
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MALTINE;

Extract of Malted Barley,
Wheat and Qats.

MALTINE ta the only perfect food remedy ever offered tO the Medical Profession. It is rapldly supersedingthe use of Extracts of Malt, both lu this country and Europe.

I3EMJIAL R EP0RTs o M ALTr I1.

BY R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D.
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY, BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE: PROFESSOR OFCHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS, COLLEGE 0F THE CITY F NEW YORK.

NEW YORK, April 17th, 1879.
I4have visited the works at Cresskill, on the Hudson, where MALTINE is prepared, and spent portions of two days in wltnessmgN thechernical processes for making the same. I was particularly impresbed with the thoroug cleanlines observed, as wel as with tbe coin-pleteness of the apparatus employed for accomplishing the desired result-from the firt treatment of the grains, to the concentration mf th-quid product bevaporation in vacuo The oeration is effectiN e in extracting the whole of the nutritive conctitutents of n tmalted Barley, heat and Oats, with but a slig t residue, and is the most complete method yet devised, with whic i an acquanted, foraccomplishing this ob>ect.
MALTINE ls superior in therapeutic and nutritive value to any Extract of Malt made from Barley alune, or to axxy other preparation rIany one variety of grain. From a chemical and medical standpoint, I cannot commend too higbly tu my professional brethren this unin oeand compact variety of vegetable diet and remedial agent, nutritive to every tissue of the body, fror h one to brain,

Respectfully,
__ -R. OGDEN DOREMUS.

By PROFESSOR. JOHN ATTFIELD, F.C.S,
PROFESSOR OF PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY TO THE PHARMACE CAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN; AUTHOR OF AMANUAL 0F GENERAL MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY.

LONDoN, 17 BLooms5URY SQUARE, W. C.,To ie#srs. Reed & Carniri*: 
October 28tb, 1878.GENTLEMEN,Ocoe28h17.

I bave analysed the extract of alted Wheat, malted Os and malted Barley, which you teri MALTiNE. I have a Isoprepared, myseif, somne extract from these three malted cereals and hav-e similarly analysed it, and may state atonce that yours corresponddxevery respect with the Maltine made by myself. As regards the various Malt Extracts lu the arket, I aday remar that your o nEbelongs to the non-alcoholic class, and is far richer, not only In the directly nutritions materiale, but in the farina dkgestlng Diastase. Iiicomparison, your MALTINE is about ten times as valuable, as a flesh former; f ron fi t ten times s valuable, as a heat producer; and tleast five times as valuable, as a starch digesting agent. It contains unimpaired and in s highly concentrated fon, the whole f thevaluablematerials which it is possible to extract from either malted Wh6at, nalted Oats or malted Barley.
Yours Faithfully,

JOHN ATI'FIELD,

LIST OF MALTINE PREPARATIONS.
T wTINE-plain. MALTINE with Pepsin and Pancreatine.MALTINE with Beef and Iron. MALTINE with Phosphates.IULINEWIt Bef ad Ion.MALTIE with Phos. Iron, Quinia aud Strycz>1&MALTINE with Cod Liver 011 and PancreatIne. MALTINE Perrated.XALTINE with Cod Liver OU and Phosphates. MALTINE WINE.XALT wit P hh hos p tM TINE WINE with Pepsin and PancreatineMALTIN with Hypophosphlteu. MALTO-YER.BINE

MALTINE Is now in the hands of the Wholesale Trade throughout the United States and Canada.eend for a copy of ouri20 page pamphlet, containingc a full descrilition of the manufacture of MALTINE, as well as the formulas of thedifferen t combinations.
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PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS OF MALTINE.

During the pastyear we have received nearly one thousand letters
from the Medical Profession in this country and Great Britain refer-
rine o the therapeutic value of MALTINE.: their character is indiated
by several extracts we present below.

BALTIMORE, MD., JAN. 20th, 1879.
We have realized decided benefit in a large number of cases treated in the City Hospitaland at the Dispensary connected with it, from your preparations of Maltine. Many personawil welcome them as most efficacious and palatable substitutes for Cod Liver Oil, and ascovering a wider range of application.

'S. WESLEY CHAMBERS, M.D., Res. Phys., City Hospital.

BALTIMORE, MD., JAN. 20th, 1879.
We take pleasure in saying in beihalf of your preparations of Maltine, that they have fullycome up to the measure of your representations. They have given us the greatest satisfaction.

We have used them extensively to the great bcnefit of our patients.
DAVID STREET, M. D., Res. Phys., Maternite Hospital,

LoursvfLLE, Ky-, JuLY lth, 1879.
am using Maltine with Pepsin and Pancreatine in my family, and am exceedingly wellpleased with its results. Professor Flint, of your city, whom I highly esteem, bas been con-sulted about the case and knows the solicitude I have had about it. The above preparationin Sherry, after meals, bas been productive of great benefit. I am using it in the City MarineHospitaf, the Kentucky Inflrmary for Women and Children, and in my private practiceä,andam much pleased with the results obtained.

T. P. SATTERWHITE, M.D.

JACKSON, MIcu., OcTOBER, 1878.
rn its superiority to the Extract of Malt prepared froin Barle'y alone, consider Maltineto be aU that is claimuîed for it, and prize it as a very valuable addition to the list of tonic andnutritive agents.

C. H. LEWIS, M.D.

ST. CHARLES, MINN., MARcH 23rd, 1879.
In conditions of Anrmia, in convalescence from severe and protracted disease, especiallyin chronie cases where there is great gencral debilitv, and in the enfeebled conditions of agedpersons, I have learned to relv on Maltine, nor in any instance have I been disappointed ofgood results, therein forming a mnarked contrast, so far as ny experience goes, to prepara-tions of Malt, which I had used previously and had abandoned the use of them when myattention was called to Maltine.

C. R. J. KELLAM, M.D.

36 WEYMOUTII ST., PORTLAND PLACE, LONDON.

I am ordering your Maltine very largely. May 30th, 1879.

LENNOX BROWNE, F. R. C. S., Sen. Surg., Centl. Throat and Ear Hosp. etc,

75 LEVER ST., PICCADILLY, MANcHESTER
January 16th, 1879.

I have used your Maltine pretty extensively since its introduction, and have found it ex-ceedingly useful; particularly in cases where Cod Liver Oil has not agreed, have I found theMaltine with Beef and Iron most valuable. J. SHEPHERD FLETCHER, M.D., M.R.C.S.

EDDE CRoss HoUsE, Ross, MARcu 8th, 1879.
I am very pleased to bear testimony to the great value of Maltine. I prescribe it ex-tensively and with the best results, specially in anmic conditions of the system with muchstomach irritability, which it seems to allay very speedily.

J. W. NORMAN, M.B., M.RC.S.

We guarantee that MALTINE will kee perfect/v in any climate, or at any season
of the year.

Faithfully Yours,
REED & CARNRICK, NEW YORK.

LOWDEN, NEILL & 00., Wholesale 17ruggists.
32 Yonge Street, Toronto, Ont.

Wholesale Agents for the Dominion.
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G. J. DE GARMO & CO.,
682 B3roadwvay - - Ne'w York.

Appliances for Spinal Curvature, Hip Disease, Weak Ankles, Bow Legs, and every variety of Deformity.
Hard Rubber and other varieties of Trusses, Silk Elastic Belts and Rose Abdominal Supporters, with orwithout Uterine Attachments, Shoulder Braces, Hard Rubber Pile Pipes, Suspensories' &c.
By a New Method we are enabled to adjust Trusses to patients living at a distance as accurately as though inour office, thereby giving Physicians and their patients the benefit of our large stock,and experience in manipulation.
ai r Entire Attention is given to the proper selection and correct adjustment of every variety of mechanical

CORRESPONDENCG INVITED.

USED IN THE ROYAL NURSERIES,SAVORY& :BAnd po.essing every requirement necessary ina diet for Obidren broughUt-p wbolly tw
partially by hand.

Containing the highest amount of nourishment in the most digesti ol
and convenient form.

TE MOST PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR EALTHY MOTm'S MILE
N.B.-This Food has only the sugar natural to healthy milk ad

00RE'S l.th...rooerrererom the baneral sweetnesor higaiy.e..ar Î&;
TINS, 1., 2.. 5. & 10.

8AVORY & MOORE, 148, NEW BOND STREET, LONDON, W.
au AND ALL CHEMISTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLIA

OR. MARTIN'S VACCINE VIRUS

PRICE REDUCED!

True Animal Vaccine Virus (Beaugency Stock)
15 Large Ivory " Lancet " Points................ $2 00

Perfect, Selected and Mounted Crusts, each... 3 00

GEORGE TIEMANN & CO.,
F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLIsUICD 1826. ED. PlYARRE.

67 CHATHAM STREBT, NEW YORK.

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERs OP

ALL VIRUS FULLY WARRANTED. urgical Instruments
It is hoped that the Profession will appreciate the impor- RECOEIVEDtance of fully supporting Phyeicians devoted to this laboricus

and expensive specialty, and responsible for the quality of all
Virus issued.

If the patronage of Physicians is distributed amongst all, 2 Awards at Centennial Exhibition, 1876.
who, often without any fitness, offer to supply true animal 2 First Medals and Honorable Mention
virus; the simple result will be that no ont will receive
nough to maintain a proper establishment. at International Exhibition, Santiago

Our Senior Partner bas been for over twerity years devoted
to the specialty of Vaccine supply. He introduced true Chili. 1875.
A nimal Vaccination into America in 1870; and our establish-
ment is by far the most perfect and extensive in the world. 2 Silver Medals and i Bronze Medal atAddress

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Roxbury District, Boston, Mass.

A SPLENDID OPENING.

N EXCELLENT OPENING for an experienced Physician in athriving Village, the centre of a wealthy agricultural section, 50
miles from Toronto. Practice has averaged $2700 a year for tenyears. Property first-class. Price $3200; $1500 eagh. balance to suit
purchaser. Satisfactory reasons fe selling. For address apply to

THE CANADA LANCET OFFICE, Toronto.

International Exhibition, Paris, 1876.

TORONTO EE AND EAR DISPENSARY,
65 Queen Street East.

Open to the poor daly, (Tuesdays and Thursdays
excepted), at 10.80 a.m.

BOARD AT $3.00 A WEEK CAN BE PROCURED NEAR TEDISPENSARY.

A. T. McCORD, President.

7 "e "i "t ............... 1 00
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EVANS' PURE CHLOROFORM

TRADE MARK.

ENGLISH MANUFACTURE.

Guaranteed to answer the strictest tests of the British Pharmacopœia.
IN i LB. BOTTLES.

NOt .- The Medical Faculty may rely with confidence on our chloroform, which has never failed to give the utmost
satisfaction.

LIQUOR SANTAL FLAV. 00.
D O S.-One to two drachms in water.

T HE now well-known valuable and almost specific properties of OL. SANTAL FLAV. in the
treatnient of those diseases for which Copaiba was so long held supreme, are in this elegant com-

bination with CUBEBS and BUCHU greatly enhanced, while the generally experienced difficulty of
administering it, except in the form of Capsules, is overcome by a novel pharmaceutical process which
renders

EVANS' LIQ. SANTAL. FLAV. COMP.
perfectly miscible with water, pleasant to the palate and easy to take, as it causes no disagreeable
eructations like Copaiba. This preparation has proved, when administered in severe cases of Gonor-
rhoa, and especially in obstinate Gleet, invaluable as a remedy for those tedious complaints ; while in
advanced stages of chronic Gleet it is especially indicated as a curative agent.

EVANS' FLUID EXTRAOTS
PREPARED BY

REPERCOLATION.
In the preparation of these FLUID EXTRACTs by REPERCOLATION with Menstrua at the normal temperature, any

injurious action on the active principles existing in the crude drugs is entirely avoided, and a more uniform and active
preparation is obtained than is possible by the official process where evaporation by heat is necessary. Each drug is
treated with the menstruum, found by experience most suitable for extracting the whole of its active and valuable matter,
so that 16 fluid ounces of our Fluid Extracts fully equal in medicinal value i Pound of crude drug.

EVANS' EXTRACT ERGOT&E FLUID.
This important Fluid Extract is prepared by us from'the finest selected Ergotoe. As the latter keeps better as Fluid

Extract than in any other form, we feel confident, that with the care and attention bestowed on it, this preparation will be
found equal in activity with the fresh powder.

MONTREAL:

H. SUGDEN EVANS & 00.
wH OLES ALE DRUGISTS,

AND

Manufacturing Pharmaceutical Chemists,
EVANS SONS & CO., Toronto Agency, EVANS, LESCHER, & EVANS,

Liverpool, JAMES H. PEARCE & Co., London,
England. 26 Melinda Street, Toronto. England.
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irSTl ]PRIE ]FOR ARIFIIAL LIIEBB

SURGICAL APPLIANCES.

A PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, Hip-
joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &c.

JAMES AUTHORS,
II L16 King Street East, Toronto.

TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.

I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, and
excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those manufac-

ured in any part of the world.
JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S England.

SPLINTS FOR SURGEON'S USE. Commutation Rates for 1881.

-r 7IHE following periodicals will be furnished with the CANADA
AMES ELLIS has for some time past directed his

attention to the manufacture of splints. They are
made of Basswood, Whitewood and Pine, strong and light, CANADA L.&czT and Braithwaite's Retrospeet............... 5 00
and some of them ingeniously carved or hollowed out to fit Am. Quarterly Epitome.................5 00
the inequalities of the surface. The splint for Colles' frac- Or aIl three for .................................. 7 00
ture is one of the most striking, being a correct representa- CANADA LANCET and London Lancet Eng. Ed. (weekly). 10 00
tion of Bond's splint, carved out of solid basswood. They Ani. Reprint(monthly).... 6 7à
are also very cheap and durable. Orders may be addressed f io e

Ora lt r e f r..... ne ............................. 7 00

J. H. NABMITH & CO., Druggista, London or Stratford.
GARLAND & RUTHERFORD, Druggists, Hamilton.

H. J. ROSE, Druggist, Toronto.

SURGEON'S POCKET CASE
For Sale Cheap.

The case is perfectly new, and contains the following instruments:
Male and Female silver Catheter and Caustic Holder; Curved and
Probe Pointed Bisteuries; Scalpel; Tenotomy Knife; Gum Lancet;
Scissors; Artery and Dressing Forceps, combined; Exploring Needle;
Grooved Director; Silver Probes, Needles, Silk, &c., in morocco case,
silk-lined Price, $16.00. Address,

CANADA LANcET OFFIcE, Toronto.

THIS PAPER IA ON FILE WITH

ROVl&

Where Adverilslng Cntracts can be made.

London Medical Record.... .... .. . . ..
Medical Times and Gazette, London..
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
Medical and Surgical Reporter, Philadel...
New York Medical Journal (nonthly)...
Philadelphia Medical Times (bi-weekly).
Canada Medical and Surgical Journal...
Any Visiting List for 25 patients ..........

.50 ........
7E " .

Scribner's Monthly........ ..............
St. Nicholas ....................
Canadian Illustrated News...........
Appleton's Journal.... ..................
Popular Science Monthly.... .. .. ...... ..
Harper's Monthly, Weekly, or Bazaar.....
Scientific American................
Supplement......... ..............
Frank Leslie's Monthly..............

"I "I Ladies' Magazine..
" " Weekly...............

Atlantic Monthly....................
Littell's Living Age........ ........

8 25
10 00
7 00
7 00
6 00
6 00
5 (0
4 00
4 26
4 50
6 00
5 25

6 00
5 25
7 00
6 25
5 75
7 00
5 25
5 75
6 05
6 25

10 25

Estimates will be furnished for any other Journals or for any
number that may be required.

ge The amount of subscription, in advance, must in all case&
accompany the order.

CANADA LANCET OFFIcE,
Toronto,

Yours respectfully,
J. FULTON

A MONTH guaranteed. $12 a day at home made
,à bythe industrious. Capital not required ; we will

Sstart you. Men, women, boys and girls make
oney faster at work for us than at anything else.The work is light and pleasant, and such as anyone

Pan go right at. Those who are wise who see this
notice will send us their addresses at once and se
efor themselves. Costly Outfit and terns free. Now

le the time. Those already at work are laying up large sums of money.
Address TRUE & CO., Augusta. Maine.



PRINCIPLE FOR THE

ASSIMILATION OF
HYDROLEINE "HYDRATED OIL."

"I HYDROLEINE " may be described as partially digested oil, which will nourish andproduce
icrease iii weight, n those cases where oils or fats, not so treated, are difficult or impossible to di-
gest. Il CONsUMPTION and other WAýTING DIsEASES, the most prominent symptom is emacia-
lion, of which the first is the starvation of the fatty tissues of the body, incholinîg the brain and
nerves. This tendency to emaciation and loss of weight is arrested by the regular use of HYDRO-
LE IN E. The ordinary so-called emulsions of Ccd Liver Oil and other fats, whether pancreatised or not,
merely remain in the form of a coarse mechanical mixture for a short time after agitation. The di-
gestion of oil, having in no sense been artificially produced, still devolves upon those functional
powers, the deficiency of which is the most prominent symptoms in these cases.

" A great misconception as to the real characteristics of a true pancreatic emulsion has been en-
tertained by many, and but few appear to have studied the different aspects presented by such an
emulsion as is produced on fat by the energetic action of pure soluble pancreatin, as contrasted with
the coarse mechanical mixtures of oil or fat and water, which are commonly supposed to represent
this function of fermentative digestion.

Some seem to think that if a bottle of oil is shaken up with the compounds sold as the active
principle of the pancreas, and a yellowish cloud is diffused for atime through the oil., an emulsion has
been obtained. So it has, but not the true pancreatic emulsion, which forms an integral portion of
the process by which fats are digested and assimilated. From the unvarying result of many hundred
trials wvith the pure, active principles of healthy pancreatic fluid, taken at the time of digestion, I am
perfectly convnced that no valuable result has been attained, unless the emulsion formed is as high-ly refractive of light as milk. The color may vary, according to the oil or fat used, from a far whiter
fluid than the densest milk to the opacity and color of Devonshire cream, but unless at least the
equivalent of the density of the best milk is pro 1îicel in oil, when a third of water is held in suspen-
sion, no real pancreatic emulsion lias been formed.

The mere mechanical mixture formed by common pancreatin is rarely better or more persistent
than may be produced by rubbing up oil or fat with a solution of mucilage, or by a warm application
of dissolvedI gelatin, shaken with oil until it becomès cold.

The first essential towards the digestion of fats or oils in the human body is that it shall assume
the state of the very finest and most permanent emulsion, arwl this is only known to be attained when
the oil and water is perfectly opaque, froi the minuteness of the globules. This is the first function
of the pancreatic emulsifying principle. and by this alone can we be certain that it possesses its proper
fermentative activity."-Prof. Barlett's Treatisc.

H YDRO EI N
The efîicacy of this Preparation is NOT CONFINED to cases of CONSUMPTION, as from

its valuable tonic effect on the nervous system, in addition to its special stimuîlating action on the or-
gans concerned in the production of Fat in the body, it causes marked increasc ini weight in persons of
naturally thin habit, who do not present any evidence of discase.

The principles upon which this discovery is based have been described in a treatise on " THE
DIGESTION AND ASSIMILATION OF FATS IN THE HUMAN BoY,." by H. C. HA RTLET ', PH. D., F.C.
S., and the expo-iîments which we-e made, together with cases illustrating the effect'of Hydrated 011
im practice, are concisely stated in a treatise on " CONSUMPTION AND WASTING DISEASES," by G.
OVEREND DREWRY, M.D., of London.

In these treatises, the Chemistry and Physiology of the Digestion of Fats and Oils is made clear,
not only by the description of a large number of experiments scientifically conducted, but by cases in
vhich the de l'ctions are most fully borne out by the results.
Copies of these valuable works will be sent free on application.

FORMIULA OF IEYDROEENIE.
Each dose of two teaspoonsful, equal to 120 dropfs, contains:

Pure Oil...............................................8o m (drops.)
Distilled Water ...........--.-........................ 35 "
Soluble Pancreatin.....-........................... 5 grains.
Soda................................................... «i
Boric Acid............................................." -

H yocholic Acid........................................ 1-20 4

DOSE.-Two teaspoonsful alone, or mixed with twice the quality of soft water, to be taken
thrice daily with meals.

Unlike the ordinary preparation of Cod-Liver Oil, it produces no unpleasant é.rpctation or sense
of nausea, apd should be taken in such very much smaller doses, according to the directions,'as willinsure its complete assimilation; this, at the same time, renders its use economicatlih the highest de-
gree.

To brain-workers of all cl ases,,-Hydrated Oil is invaluable, supplying, as it does, the true brain
food. Economical in use-certain in result. Tonic-Digestive and Highly Nutritive. Full particu-
lars sent on application to

HAZEN MORSE,
57 Front Street East, TORONTO



TUHEVelJE ENGLISH
NEW I REMEDY*NW)IIUIlULLIIIL

AN ARTIFICIALLY DIGESTED COD LIVER OIL.

Over 1,500 bottles sold during the first four months of its introduction into

Canada (from April to August, 1880) entirely through Physicians'

prescriptions.

All the leading medical men in Toronto and Montreal are using Hydrc-
leine with success; I would refer to some of them: viz:

WM. T. AIXINS, M.D., Toronto.

Lic. Med. Board, 1849. M.D. Jeff. Cult.
Phil., 1850: Lect. Surg. Tor. S. Med;
Surg. Tor. Gen. Hosp; Mem. Med.
Council. 1866-69; Ment. Coun. Coli.
Phys. Suirg. Ont. 1869-188o.

CHAS. D. O'REILLY, M.D.,
Res. M.D. General Hospital; M.D. C.M.

Univ. McGill Coli., 1867.

O. S. WINSTANLEY, M.D.,
Mem. Coli. Phys. Surg. Ont., 1877;

JAS. A. TEMPLE, M.D,,.....
Ment. R. Coli. Suîrg. Eng. 1865; M.D.,

C.M. Univ. McGill Coli., 1865; Fell.
Obstet. So. Lond., Eng., 1872; Lect.
Mid. Prof. Med. Jur. & Tox. Tri. Med. Se.

E. H. TRENHOLM, MD., BCL., Montreal.

JAS. H. RICHARDSON. M.D., Toronto.

Mem. R. Coli. Surg., Eng., 1847; M.D.,

Univ. Tor., 1850; Prov. Lec., 1S47; Lect.
Anat. Tor. S. Med; Mem. Med. Coun-
cil, 1866-39.

JAS. H. BURNS, M.B.,....
Mem. Coun. Coll., Phys. Surg., Ont, 1so.

JAS. E. GRAHAM, M.D.,

M.B., 18C9; M.D., 1868, Univ. Tor. Lic. R.
C)11. Phys. Lin. 1871

J. J. DUGDALE, M.D -LRCPS. Montreal.

I publish one of the nuinerous testinonials I have received relative to the

merits of Hydroleine, showing the opinion held by medical men:

32 3EAVER HALL, MONTREAL, 25th Mayt, 1880.

Mr. Hazen Morse:
Dear Sir-My experience with Hydroleine has been more thant satisfactory, and I 1:now n

remedy like it in cases of a scrofulous or tubercular diatheses. In sone of my cases the efeut ot

the remedy has been really marvellous. I am, dear sir, Yours truly, E. H. TLmNIH OLM, M.D.

The following statements show the value of Hydroleine more conclitsivelv

than anything else could possibly do, as the sale in each instance has been created

without a dollar's advertising and entirely through Physicians:-

MESSRS. JOHN LEWIS & Co., Victoria Square, Montreal, sold ten dozen bottles Hydroleine in one

month at the beginning of the introduction of the Hydroleine.
MR. HENRY R. GRAY, St. Lawrence Main street, Montreal, sold six dozen bottles Hydroleine in

he same period (on e month).
MR. WM. S. RoBINSON, 35 Yonge St., Yorkville, Ont., under date ofJuly 21, i88o, writesas follows:

Hazen Morse, Esq :
Sir-Since the introduction of Hydroleine into this locality I have sold over threc dozei bottie

and find that it gives every satisfaction; it is an excellent preparation and I have no doubt of it

becoming very popular. I am, yours respectfully, WM. S. bROBIN SON.

HYDROLEINE PRODUCES IMMEDIATE RESULTS.

One bottl, of Hydroleine will accomplish greater results than catn be obtained

by using ten bottles of Cod Liver Oil.

Hydroeine -pound bottle ......................... per dozen Sio
id .. .. &.. . .......................... per bottle Si

N.B.-I will forwarl to a Medical man desiring to test its virtues for
hin 0e ig p receipt of fifty cents (half price), ex-

pres Å no rp ms e 9yPUsjto the first bottle.

r ,id îîîii1t di no i r. .,rntbyp .w b2 AZ'E NM O R S E
.Uauhq*ii """'"L vId ""l"" 51 'ONT STRE ET EAST.

Sole Agent for the salegIMo eint SA H TORONTO.
- in thëe EL A i-~ 1
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Neow Eypoclermico yigs

Fig 1.8.-No. 2.

These cuts (two-thirds the actual size) represent a New Hypodennic Syringe of our Manufacture. With the exception of the needles, it l
of German Silver, a material chosen as possessing, next to tel, the greatest rinility and durability, while free f rom liability to oxydation.
The barrel la formed by a process peculiar to ourselves, securing uniformity of calibre without soldered joint or seam. It is plated inside and

outaide with nickel. The piston ls packed in the dou e rachute fonn, with leather prepared expressly for the purpose. Iwill be found to

retain its elasticity, to operate smoothly, to resist ail tendency of fluid to peas above, as of air below It. A nicely-engraved scale upon the

piston-rod Indicates minime, thirty being the capacity of the Syringe.
p yringe. Nos. 2, 8 and 4 have &iBO a screv thred upon the piston-rod, and a traverse nut, thereby favoring the utmost nicety ln the

graduation of doses.
No. 3, Compact, bas hollow piston-rod to receive one needle, also a protectng cover and fluid retainer; It may be carried in the Pockst

Instrument or V l Case>1 or vithout any case.
No. 4, Compact, la hke No. 8, vith the addition of a second needler .arried upon the yringe in the usual place, protected by a metamheld.
Nos. 1 and t are p ut up in neat morocco-covered case, vith vial.
Tvo sires of neis are furnished with each instrument, Nos. 1 2 and 4; one only with No. . They are of refined steel, carefully temper-

ed, and thoroughly plated with gold; the are of small diameter ani larg;e relative calibre, sharpened to such an angle as wiil offer east resist-
ance to penetration, and therefore cause Least pain. At the point of union with the socket they are reinforced with an outer cover ing of Ger-
man silver, thereby overcoming the tendency to become broken at this place. They are connected with the barrels by a screw thr.

Pruces: No. 1, $9.50. No. z, $4.00. Postage, .03.
" No. 3, $2.50. No. 4, $3.50. " .Ca

These Syrin areso thorou hly and strongly made s to be free from the annoying accidents coînmto a etHypoderaleSyringstl ad
we believe that zor convenience, durability, and nicety of construction, they have no superior.

OTHER HYPODERMIC SYRINCES.
No. 7, glass-barrel, graduation engraved on barrel, with screw nut on piston, nickel-plated mountings, two best steel gilt Postage.

needies, n neat case............................................................... ......---... .. •

No. 9, glass, graduation engraved and numbered on piston.rod, with screw nut, two bot steel gilt needles, n neat cse.. ... 0
No. 7 or No 9 with two steel unplated needles, elither......................................................... .. .02
No. 10, glass, uer's (French), graduation as No. 9, one gold needle and two steol needles, silver mountings, neat velvet-

lined morocco case.......................................... .... . ... •... 12.00 i
No. 11, glas. cylinder, fenestrated, nickel-plated metal manunting (ee cut).

No. IL

As represented n the cut, the glass cylinder is encssed ln a metal mounting, fenestrated to show the graduations for
minims. The Instrument may readily be taken apart for cleaning, and, for those who refer g , i reom. p
mended for it. non-llability to breakage. Price, with two bout steel gilt needles, in n case........ ... 3.60

W Any Of the ao&ve wiU be sent by rdrn sail on rxeipt of price and postage.

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES OF ALL KINDS PROMPTLY REPAIRED.
Our new ls ated Catalogue of Surlzica1 Instruments, also a new Pamphlet on Inhalation of Atomised Liqulds, by

distingulshed medica authority, with many valuabe fornuas, will be forwardod, poetpald, on application.
Ataiers and articles for Antiseptic Surgery, AsPirators, Clinical Thermometers, Elastic Hose, ElectricS Instruments, Invalid'

Articl ikins, Mode hthalmoscopes; Dr. aquelin s Thermo-Cautery; Pessaries, Rubber Urinais; Sayre's Splinte and apparatus for
every knd of deforxmty ekeletons, Sphygmographe, Splints, Transfusion Apparatus; Vaccine Virus from our own stable.; Vorinary ln-
struments; Waldenburgs Pneumatic Apparatus, ac.,

W Sce our other Advertisements in successive numbers of TRE LANCET.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Kakers&ImportersofSuperiorSurgical Instruments,

13 & 15 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON, MASS. e
lI corresponding with Advertisers please mention THE OANADA LANCET.
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3 'LLOOE a ONtzHozW'B
E'EI~E'EQTLy SOLU8LE

Pl

Sugar Coated Pills
HAVE BEEN PRESCRIBED BY PHYSICIANS WITH

CONFIDENCE SINCE 1858.

ru

n

They are entirely reliable in every respect, and have been pronounced the mostreadily dissolved Pills in the market, after experiments by disinterested Pharmacists, incomparison with Sugar Coated Pills of various makers. Gelatine coated and; compressed
Pulls.

lui

o

w
tiiw
o
hi

The - - a- PH I LL PHi iIA awarded
them a DIPLOMA and MEDAL, for SUPERIORITY of FINISH and O
PURITY of INGREDIENTS.

No higher award could possibly be obtained by any other manufacturer.

Full Price Lists (with Recipes attached) furnished upon application. Physicians arerequested to specify (B. & C.) upon prescribing Sugar Coated Pills, and they wil obtain~the desired effect.-ln

FRESH AND RELIABLE VACCINE VIRUS AT $1.50 PER CRUST.
BULLOCK & CRENSHAW,

Chemists and Importers,
No. 528 Arch Street, PHILADELPHIA

For Sale by H. SUGDEN EVANS & CO., Montreai, Que.
J. WINER & CO., Hamilton, Ont.
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M E A D S r

ADHESIVE SPLASE
sEABURY &x- JOHNSON -«|ý:ý

Thie artcle ie intne totke the place of the ordinary Emp. Adhesive, on account of it ue iorqality and (cheapuea ' I libe, wtrproof, non-irratitng, very stronaderadese. t foafctdb batrcold, la spread on honet cotton cloth and neer cracks or pesoff cli a in o t wit it, whichmakes it antiseptic. It le indispensable where strenth and fBi adhesion are required, an counter-extension, orIn the treatment of a broken clavicle. It hau been aopted. by the New York, Believue, and other large hospitale, j,.,Zand by many of our ieading surgeone.
Furnished In rolle 5 yards long, by 14 inches wide.

44 44 7k de''

Price by mail, per yard roll, 50 ets., 5 yards 40 ets, per yard.

Co
C=BELLADONNA P ASTER ýb01

SEABURY 8<JOHNSON.*"C
LNI ~ BBERRecent analytical _

RN1 UBBER COMBINATION.1 t.s conud d cYork, to determine the compartive quantities of atropine in Belladonna Piaster, prepared by the different Amen.is- Ccan manufacturer@, diacloejin each case that our article contains a greater proportion of the active principle ofBeliadonna than any other manufactured. Samples of the varioue manufactures, including our own for this test,were procured in open market by the above named chemnita themielves. In the pre ration of lis article wincorporate thse beet alcoholic extract of Belladonna only, with thse rubber baie. Itis ppackesl in elegant tUn cases, ri(one yard ini each case), whlch can be forwarded by mail to any part of the country.

Price, by mail, post-pald, $1.00,

BlISTER INC PlASTER
SEABURY 8eJOHNSON

INe RU13BER COMBINATION_ *"hyi (best elected Ru n), wit th e rubber base, whie h constitutes, we beleve, the most relable o!which je fr n t t
impaire by the excessive heat ueed in preparing then, which volatilizes or drives off an active principle of the fly.By our pecuiiar procese, no heat ie ueed. :

Price, by mail, per yard, $1.00.

MUSTA RD PLASTERý i
SEABURY àýk JOHNSON

Superior to thse best French makes ; doesCo rioNi LOT H. flot crack or pool off, or tear when wet. Canbe removedàwithot siolin.ghe snu Alwayh relsable.e ;
AL TE ABOVE ARTICLES TO BE OBTAINED OF CANADIAN DRUGGISTS AT PRICES XENTIONED.

ALWAYS SPECIPY SEABTJRY JOHNSON'S (33T r ,E,S
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SAVOftt & MOORE'S SPxOUutr:Eg,
MEDICATED GELATINE (Patent).

LABELS FOR INTERNAL ADMINISTRATION
Consisting of thin sheets, of uniform thickness, accurately divided into squares by raised Unes, each square contain-ing an exact dose of the Medicine with which the sheet is impregnated.
Issued in sheets, each consisting of 24 squares. Price l. 9d. per sheet.-The Lamels are TASTELESS whenswallowed quickly with a littie cold water.

THE REMEDIES FOR HYPODERMIC INJECTION
Consist of Small Dises (SQUARE), impregnated with Alkaloids, etc., and are put up in small boxes, each contain-ing 25 Dises, price 2s. 6d.
The chief feature of these Discs is their instant solubility, by which hypodermic solutions can be immediately obtainedOf uniform and reliable strength ; they keep good for an unlimited, period in their dry state, and are extremely portable.

TRE OPHTHALMIC REMEDIES
Comprise Minute ROUND Discs impregnated with a definite proportion of Alkaloids, etc., and are issued in smallTubes, each cofltaing ioo Discs, 2s, 6d.
The littie round Diss of soft Gelatine have the advantage of slowly softening and dissolving. The atropine, orother medicament gradually dissolves out, and is thus placed under the most favourable circumstances for absorption.ience rnuck smalier doses serve to produe a marked eect, by this form of application, than whea drops are introduced.

BLISTERING GELATINE, OR LAMELLE CANTHARTIIS.
The most elegant, efficacious and convenient mode of Blistering. Tins, lI. 3d.

N.B.-A List of the whole series of Medicated Gelatine Preparations will be forwarded postfree on appRlcation.

SAVORY & MOORE, 143 NEW BOND ST., LONDON, W.
2a AND ALL CHEMISTS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.

F3"G. 8. THE] BANNING
Truss and Brace Company's

SYSTE|1VI
o?

Mechanical Support
SHOULDER AND LUNG BRALE. Has the unqualifled endorsement of over flvethous-

AOMINAL AN SNBRAL. and of the leadg nedical men of this country andha. 8,Euro ,and hsbeen adopted by them inthi

]PR ACTIT IONIE RS
report to the Medical Journals and to us that ases of

Hernia, Spinal Deformities and
Uterine Displacement.

which have gone through the whole catalogue of cother Spinal Props, Corsets, Abdominal Supporters,Pessarjea and Trusse.

YIeId Readlly to our System of Support. o
AN ExPERIENCEDIPHYSICIAN IN ATTEND-

* D *ANCE FOR CONSULTATION.

BanningTruss& BraceCo.
. 9 704 BROADWAY, No. 19. -Tn ImpRovD RavoLyie

SPINAL P for sharp angular curva-jNew York City. ture, or "Pott's Disease" of the opine.Recent and important improvements inndor urO E iADDRESS. tishaveled to its adoption by the most[J80nldfoour'Doaritiu ePamp h àtI



FORMULÆE<%THERAPEUTICS

WM. R. WARNER & C0.'S

PHOsPHoRUS PiLLs.
(PREPARED FOR PHYSICIANS' PRESCRIPTIONS.)

1.-PIL. PHOSPHORI 1-100 gr., 1-50 gr., or 1-25 gr. [Warner & Co.3DOE.--One pill, two or three times a day, at meals.
THERApEUTIcs.-When deemed expedient to prescribe phosphorus alone, thesepills will constitute a convenient and safe method of administering it.

2,-PIL. PHOSPHORI CO. [Warner & Co.]» Phosphori, 1.100 gr.; Ext. Nucis Vornicoe, Y. gr.
DosE.-One or two pills, to be taken three times a day, after meals.
THERAPEUTICS.-AS a nerve tonie and stimulant this form of pill is wellsdapted for such nervous disorders as are associated with impaired nutritionand spinal debility, inoreasing the appetite and stimulating digestion.

3,-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM NUC. VOM. [Warner & CoJ# Phosphor, 1.50 gr.; Ext. Nucla Vom., X gr.
DosE.-One or two, three times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTICS -This pill is especially applicable to atonie dyspepsia, de.pression, and in exhaustion.from overwork, or fatigue of the mind. HPospnoRusand Nux VoxIcA are sexual stimulants, but their use requires circumspection asto the dose which should be given. As a general rule, they should not be con-tinued for more than two or three weeks at a tinte, one or two pille being takenthree times a day.

4.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO. [Warner & Co.]b Phosphori, 1-0 gr.; Ferri Redacti, 1 gr.
Dosz.-For Adulta-Two, twice or tiree titnes a day, at meals; for childrenbetween 8 and 12 years of age-one, twice or three times daily, with food.
THERAPEUTIcs.-This combination is particularly indicated In conauMption,acrofula and the scrofulous diseases and debilitated and anomic condition ofchildren ; and in anamia, chlorosi8, sciatn, and other forma of neuralgia ; alsoin carbuncles, boils, etc. It may be admiin istered also to a patient under cod-liver

BE CAREFUL TO SPECIFY WARNER & CO. WHEN PRESCRIBING.



WARNER & CO.'S PHOSPHORUS PILLS.

5.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET NUC. VOM. [Warner & Co.]
» Phospheri, 1-100 gr.; Ferri Carb., 1 gr.; Ext. Nucis Vom., 4 gr.
DosE.-One or two pills may be taken three times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTICs.--Thiis pill is applicable to conditions referred to in the pre-vious paragraph as well as to anomic conditions generally, to sexual weakness,neuralgia in dissipated patients, etc.; and Mr. Hogg considers it of great valuein atrophy of the optic nerve.

6.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET QUINIA. [Warner & Co.]» Phosphori, 1-100 gr.; Ferri Carb., 1 gr.; Quinio Sulph., 1 gr.
DosE.-One pill may be taken three times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTICs.-PHsPHORUs increases the tonic action of the iron and qui--nine, in addition to its specific action on the nervous system. In general debility,cerebral anSmia, and spinal irritation, this combination is especially indicated.

7.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM FERRO ET QUINIA ET NUC. VOM.
[Warner & Co.]Ie Phosphori, 1-100 gr.; Ferri Carb., 1 gr.; Ext. Nue. Vom., 4 gr.; QuinS Sul., 1 gr.

DosE.-One pill, to be taken three times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTICS..-The therapeutic action of this combination of tonics, aug-mented by the specific effect of phosphorus, on the nervous system, may bereadily appreciated.

8.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA. [Warner & Co.]
g rhosphori, 1-50 gr.; Quinim Sulph., 1 gr.
DoSE.-FOr Aduli8-Two pilIg may be given to an adult twice or three timesa day, with food ; and one pill, three times a day, to a child from 8 to 10 years ofage.
THERAPEUTICS.-Tiis pill improves the tone of the digestive organs, and is ageneral tonic to the whole nervous system.

9.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA GO. [Warner & Co.]» Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Ferri Redacti, 1 gr.; Quinit Sulph., % gr.; Strychnin, 1-60 gr.
DosE.-One pill, to be taken three times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTIC.-Tiis excellent combination of tonics is indicated in a largeclass of nervous disorders accompanied with anSmia, debility, etc., especiallywhen dependent on dissipation, overwork, etc. Each ingredient ls capable ofmaking a powerful tonc impression in these cases.

10.-Pil. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA ET NUC. VOM. [Warner & Co.]# Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Quinie Sulph., 1 gr.; Ext. Nuels Vom., 4 gr.
DosE.-One or two pills may be given to an adult twice or three times a day.at meals; to children, from 8 to 12 years of age, one pill, two or three times a day,
THIERAPEUTICs.-The therapeutic virtues of this combination do not need specialmention.

BE CAREFUL TO SPECIFY WARNER & CO. WHEN PRESCRIBING.
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11.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM QUINIA ET DIGITAL. CO. [Warner & Co.]
» Phosphori, 1.50 gr.; Quiniæ Sulph., ½ gr.; Pulv. Digitalis, % gr.; Puli. Opi, Y& gr.; Pulv.

Ipecac., 4 gr.

DosE.-One or two pills may be taken three or four times daily, at meals.
THERAPEUTIcs.-This combination is especially valuable in cases of consump-

tion, accompanied daily with periodical febrile symptoms, quinine and digitalis
exerting a specifie action in reducing animal heat. Digitalis should, however,
be prescribed only under the advice of a physician.

12.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM DIGITAL. GO. [Warner & Co.]
» Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Pulv. Digitalie, 1 gr.; Ext. Hyoscyami, 1 gr.

DosE.-One pill may be taken three or four times in twenty-four hours.
THERAPEUTICs.-The effect of digitalis as a cardiac tonic renders it particularly

applicable, in combination with phosphorus, in cases of overwork, attended with
derangement of the heart's action. In excessive irritability of the nervous system,
in palpitation of the heart. valvular disease, aneurisrm, etc., it may be employed
beneficially, while the diuretic action of digitalis renders it applicable to varieus
forms of dropsy. The same caution in regard to the use of digitalis may be re-
peated here.

13.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM DIGITAL..ET FERRO. [Warner & Co.]
P Phosphori, 1-60 gr.; Pulv. Digitalis, 1 gr.; Ferri Redacti, 1 gr.

DosE.-One pill, to be takcn three or four times a day, at meals.
THERAPIEUTIcs.-This combination may be employed in the cases referred to

in the previous paragraph, especially when accompanied with anomia.

14.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM CANNABE INDICA. [Warner & Co.]
$ Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Ext. Cannible Ind., 4 gr.

DosE.-One or two pills, to be taken twice or three times a day, at meals.
THERAPEUTIcs.-The Indian Hemp is added as a calmative and soporific in

cases in which morphia is Inadmissible from idiosyncrasy or other cause, as well
as for its aphrodisiac effect.

15.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM MORPHIA ET ZINCI VAL. [Warner & Co.]
» Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Morphim Sulph., 1-12 gr.: Zinc. Valer., 1 gr.

DosE.-One pill may be taken twice or thriee daily, or two, at bedtime.
THERAPEUTIcs.-Applicable in consumption attended with nervous irritability

and annoying cough ; in hysterical cough and neuralgia it may be given at the
same time with cod liver oil.

16.-PIL. PHOSPHORI CUM ALOE ET NUC. VOM, [Warner & Co.]P Phosphori, 1-50 gr.; Ext. Aloes Aquose' % gr.; Ext. Nucis Vomicw, 4 gr.
DosE.-One may be given daily at or immediately after dinner.
T HERAPEUTIc.cs.-In atonic dyspep8ia, neurosea of the atomach, hypochondria

and constipation, this combination fulfils important indications.

BE CAREFUL TO SPECIFY WARNER & CO. WHEN PRESCRIBING.
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SOLUBLE SUGAR-COATED

PHOSPHORUS PILLS.
Observe the following Trade Mark on each label as a guarantee of genuineness.

The method of preparing Phosphorus in pilular form has been discovered and
brought to perfection by us, without the necessity of combining it with resin,
which forma an Iisoluble compound. The element is in a perfect state of sub-
division and incorporated with the excipient while in solution. The non-porous
coating of sugar protects it thoroughly from oxidation, so that the pill is not im-
paired by age. It is the most pleasant and acceptable form for the administration
of Phosphorus.

Speoify W4RNER & 00. when prescribing, and order in
bottles of one hundred each when practicable, to avoid the
substitution of cheaper and inferior brands.

PILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST PRICE.

WM. R. WARNER & CO., CHEMISTS, PHILADELPHIA.

Mesurs. WM. R. WABNER & CO. Naw Yon, November 11, 1877.
GUINTLBXziç.-The f'bosphorus ]Pilla submitted to me for obemical analysis and microscopie

examination, afoE oiy Aho oid, and contain the onetwenty-lifth of a grain
(gr.I1.25) of the elemeept tu Pa4,PtI, ,.s expressed upon the label;- tlley do not exhibit particles
of undivded Phosphorus, the mass being perfeotiy homogeneous tu composition oft In consiat.
once and tborougbly protected by the non.porous coating of sugar from the oxlâising influence
of the air. Each PIl lNa an exmp1e o-- whit akili, care and elegant Pharnxacy eau do.-I regard
tbem as a marvel of perfection.

Very respt 1iully. A. E. MeLEAN,
Analytical Chemist and Microscopist,

(Late of Edinburgh, Sootland.) * 40 and 42 Broadway, N. Y.

CENTENNIAL WORLDUS FAIR AWARD.
"Th. e sr-Coated Pilfs of Wm. R. Warmer à Co. are Soluble Rellable and Unsurpased In the

Perfection UfSogar.Coatlng, thorouih coupfflon and accurate tu&dti*llon."
'The pIlie of Phosporus are worthof special notice. T u Oment l thoroughly dlhuaed md sub.

divided, yet perfectly protected froi oxdation."
AUest, A. T. GOSO ORN, .Drector-General.

(sEÂAI.] J. L. CMLPBZLL. J. 2. E WLUE, Preeadent.

48CoMplete l8si of W. B. Warner & Co.'. Phoephorus PMle maied eM oppueftio.
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MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TREATMENT
OF OVARIO-UTERINE TUMORS.

BY JAMES CATTERMOLE, M.D., L.S.A., LONDON, ONT.

There are, probably, but very few of the senior
members of our profession, who, during the course
of their practice, have not had under their care or
observation, some few unpromising cases of ovarian
disease-such, for example, as those of the fibroid
or the composite fibro-cystic class-in some of
which the morbid growth will be found to be both
firmly and extensively adherent to the surrounding
organs and tissues, and in some instances appa-
rently forming one dense irregular-shaped mass
with the uterus itself, so elongating the cavity of
the latter organ that it will, on some occasions,
admit the introduction of the sound to the extent
of from six to nine inches. It may be reasonably
supposed that in cases of this description there
are but few practitioners who would have the
temerity to attempt extirpation.

Not unfrequently these tumors are of slow
growth, and it is satisfactory to know that very
generally the patient experiences but very little
pain for a long period after the commencement of
the tumefaction, and she gradually becomes accus-
tomed to her unnatural load, and is not much
inconvenienced until it attains quite large propor-
tions, a condition demanding our best efforts' to
prevent. Now might not this be most satisfactorily
accomplished by ligating the principal vessels of
supply, i. e., the ovarian and uterine arteries ?
Whether or not any procedure of the kind has been
tried before. I am unable to say. It is obviously
the most radical method of starving-out uterine
enlargements. As a general thing, in cases of
this description, even if tumefactiort be discovered
soon after its commencement, tle patient's fears
are seldom aroused until the growth from

3
its

increase of size has ascended from the pelvis into
the abdomen, and then probably matters are
allowed to go on until it shall have assumed ils
determinate character, when it will be expedient
to make a, careful examination, and map the turne-
fied parts out in all their bearings. When fully
satisfied as to the nature of the case, the patient
may be prepared for the operation, and as the
peritoneun will have to be more or less disturbed,
her health at the time should be in the most de-
sirable condition-in fact, every precaution should
be observed that may tend to diminish tue risk.
Probably, in every case, it will be considered
necessary to tie both of the above named{arteries,
in order to sufficiently lessen the supply of blood
to the abnormal growth-for it is wgll known that
in pregnancy both vessels are capable of enormous
increase in size, and they also become enlarged
during the formation of ovario-uterine tumors.
Anatomists fully well understand, that although the
uterine arteries are sometimes devious in their
origin, yet in their course both vessels are almost
invariably found at the inferior margin of the broad
ligament, and can be tied just before they pass up
between its peritoneal folds. As the two vessels
ascend in this structure they anastomose freely,
and also with branches from the opposite side, so
that it is quite evident from the abundant vascu-
larity of these parts, that free and perfect ligation
may be employed without fear of depriving either
normal or abnormal tissues of their necessary
amount of blood to maintain sufficient vitality.

It should be observed, that notwithstanding the
high position that the tumoid parts usually assume
in the upper part of the pelvis and abdomen-
where they generally maintain their situation for a
considerable period-thus almost frèeing the lower
pelvic viscera and the adjacent important parts
from undue pressure, that if the growth under any
circumstances be allowed to become over-large and.
ponderous, it must ultimately exert considerable
downward pressure on the parts beneath, and will
assuredly increase the difficulty of securing the
vessels by ligature, and also add to the risk of
dealing with the peritoneum.

This operation, as already implied, is proposcd
more especially for cases where circumstances exist
rendering extirpation quite impracticable-how-
ever, should future experience show that it can be
done with a fair anount of success, it may not
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be profitably adopted in other forms of uterine
enlargement ? It may be readily surmised, that
many able surgeons, on first viewing a suggestion
like this, may deem it impracticable, in consequence
of the deep situation of the vessels to be ligated ;
but it is fair to entertain the hope that some one
of special skill will at no distant period be able
to accomplish this desideratum in gynæcological
surgery. In this suggested procedure, as in many
other surgical operations, occ:sional difficulties will
likely present themselves-a case may occur in
which sufficient ligation cannot be effected-pos-
sibly one of the principal vessels only can be
secured, and but a modicum of the anticipated
relief obtained ; in such case some additional aid
will be required, and probably there is no remedy
more likely to render it than ergot, which is now
justly regarded as the sheet-anchor of gynæcologi-
cal therapeutics. This drug, until within the last
few years, has generally been used empirically.
Now, however, in most instances, it is prescribed
secundum arem, and certainly when thus used it
displays immense power in cutting off the supply
of blood to tumefied uterine structures, probably
by diminishing the calibre of their feeding vessels,
as well as by exciting powerful contraction of any
muscular tissue on or about the abnornal growths-
sometimes reducing them to a state of harmless
atrophy, and even rendering their bulk compara-
tively insignificant.

In those cases of uterine disease demanding the
use of ergot, I have found twenty minims of the
best fluid extract, given three times a day, to act
very satisfactorily. It is generally well borne by
the stomach, and often taken for six or eight
months or even much longer. The daily hypoder-
mic injection of ergotine may be now and then
advantageously emploved in lieu of the internai
use of the extract, or when the latter by long use
begins to irritate the stomach--as it is well known
in itself to constitute an active plan of treatment.
Iii some instances the bromide of potassium or
muriate of ammonia,. given in conjunction with
ergot, seems to add to its efficacy.

As these ovario-uterine growths are said to be,
and probably are, built up by the use of articles of
food abounding in flour, sugar, and starchy mate-
rials-all such should be prohibited and give place
to a similar diet to that commonly used in diabetes,
which is, by the way, quite sufficiently extensive,
and may be frequently*varied to suit the taste of
the patient.

FALLACIES REGARDING ELECTRICITY.

BY THOMAS W. POOLE, M.D., LINDSAY, ONT.

From a careful study and practical experience,
during some years, of the effects of electricity as
used for medical purposes, I am convinced that
both in the popular and professional mind grave
misconceptions exist as to the character and value
of this agent in the treatment of disease. The
following paragraphs are undertaken, with the view
of pointing out, in the briefest manner, some of
these fallacies.

i.-It is comnonly taken for granted, as incul-
cated by the instrument makers, that the ordinary
faradic apparatus, containing a helix with its coils
of wire and. a vibrating spring, delivers both the
galvanic and faradic currents. It is quite impossi-
ble that these machines can deliver the galvanic
current at all, for the following reasons :-This
current is continuous, noiseless, and while flowing,
produces no sensation in the parts of the body
which it traverses. This is the character of the
current which passes from the generating cell, or
battery proper, into the apparatus, at which stage
it is quite too weak for practical purposes. The
object of the vibrating spring is to interrupt this
current, in order that at the instant of interruption,
a secondary current of high tension may be induced
in the coil of wire. This secondary or induced cur-
rent is also a to andfro current, and as it was dis-
covered by Faraday' his name has been associated
with it. When the vibrations of the spring are
very rapid the sensations produced seem almost
continuous ; nevertheless it differs in the manner
just mentioned from the galvanic or continuous
current, which requires for its effective generation
a series of cells, which cannot be combined in a
faradic machine without rendering its bulk to,
unwieldy for ordinary use. The several "posts
at which the current is delivered are simply con-
nected with different parts of the lengthy coil, the
currents being in each case of the same general
character, but varying in intensity, and in the
sensations they produce. They are all similar in
their origin, and ought not for a moment to be
confounded with the galvanic or continuous cur-
rent ; an error, for which, as already implied, the
instrument makers are largely responsible, and
which, as it favors their interests, they no doubt
desire to maintain.
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A secondjallacy is. that natural currents of elec- ism. The quacks, in and out of the profession, go
tricity play a part in the inter-relations of nerve further and proclaim, " electricity is life," and pro-
and muscle. It is true that electricity, in the sta- ceed to dispense it accordingly to a too credulous
tic form, is found present on the surface, or exte- public.
rior, of men and animals, as also of many other A very practical outcome of this fallacy is the
substances in nature. But there is no proof idea, generally prevalent, that this agent is of value
whatever that it is present in the interior of the as a restorative in cases of suspended animation,
body, or that it influences any of the vital pro- i as in chloroform poisoning and apparent death
cesses. Thus despite the greatest care, the most from drowning. Dr. B. W. Richardson, F.R.S., of
delicate tests and elaborate experimentation, elec- London, lias furnished proof to the contrary. Tak-
tricity lias never been detected in a nerve while in ing two rabbits, of equal size and weight, he chl-
action (Dr. Carpenter) The experiments of MM. roformed one till respiration ceased, and as he
Du Bois Reymond, Duchenne, and others, ind.ed states, the animal was practically dead. He then
appeared to have established the presence of local restored it by artificial respiration. Reducing the
currents of electricity in nerves and muscles while second animal to the same condition by means of
at rest. But Prof. Trowbridge, of Harvard Col- chloroform, he tried electricity as a restorative, but
lege, has shown that these experiments were falla- with fatal results. " Under the semblance of
cious, and that the -upposed currents originated, restoring life," he says, I "clenched death." He
not in the nerve, ind muscles experimented on, calls it " a two-edged sword," and says, " I feel it
but in the appliati c, and apparatus used, and this too unreasonable to recommend galvanic action as
counter resuit he appears to have demonstrated a means of resuscitation . . . . in the mn -
beyond all peradventuire ; so that the association jority of cases it would more efectually fromno
of electrical action with the operations of nerves death than restore 4fe."-(Med. 2imes and Gaz.,
and muscles is. to bt reiarded as entirely fallacious 1870; Braitz. Retros., 7an., 1871, P. 256).
and untenable. Dr. Ringer, writing of the employment of elec-

A /ird fallacy is to be found in the idea that tricity in this class of cases, states:-"Some autho-
electricity is an ally of nerve-force. If this were rities are wholly opposed to its use, on the score of
true they ought to be found associated together its influence to arrest a very feebly beating heart
during muscular activity, which we have just seen and so diminishing any slight remaining chances
is not the case. Then, again, the behaviour of of recovery." Instances are on record where it
each is quite different, as our text books show. lias actually " promoted death," in cases happily
Thus nerve-force is arrested by ligaturing a nerve, recovering under ordinary means ; (Drs. Beard
-not so electricity. Nerve-force is restricted to a and Rockwell) and many more such fatalities
particular tissue ; electricity pervades them a]. would be apparent were they duly reported, and
If a piece of wire be made to take the place of a were it not that fortunately batteries are not usu-
portion cf a nerve, electricity will still be trans- ally at hand at the time and place of such emer-
mitted ; not so nerve-force. Nerve tissue is even gencies.
inferior to other tissues as a conductor of electri- It may be further shown that electricity is not a
city, while it is, of course, the chosen path-way of " tonic" or " vitalizing" agent by the fact that it
nerve-force. Then, they differ immeasurably in produces numbness, anæsthesia and paralysis of
their speed of transit ; that of nerve-force being in the nerves. During the passage of the current,
man only about one hundred feet per second, dur- Matteucci found that the spine of a living rabbit
ing which electricity leaps half way round the might be cut, pricked, cauterized, etc., without
globe! evoking from the animal any signs of pain. And

Forces so very different in their behaviour, and as is well known, electricity has been used to be-
not found in association, cannot be regarded as numb the parts subjected to several minor opera-
allies, without doing violence to the principles of tions in surgery. Such anSsthesia is temporary
natural science. paralysis.

Fourth fallacy.-That electricity. is a stimulant Is electricity, then, useless or injurious in prac-
to normal function, or a "vitalizer " to the c.rgan~ tical medicine ? By no means. It has its proper
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role, just as have our narcotic and paralyzing
drugs. Drs. Beard and Rockwell hold that "the
leading and general effect of localized electrization

is improved nutrition"; and again,
" to accomplish improvement in nutrition is the
great object of electrical treatment " ; an idea
which they frequently repeat. (lb., pP. 379, 409,
284, 265, etc.). They explain that this result is
" partly and quite largely due to the passive exercise
and consequent oxygenation and other important
changes in tissue that result from several thousand
muscu/ar contractions that take place during an
ordinary sitting." (p. 300).

But if electricity be a paralyzing agent, can it
induce muscular contraction ? Most certainly,
since spasm and rigidity of muscle are among the
most common and uniform effects of paralyzing
agents, and of the most severe or protracted cases
of paralysis from general causes. Dr. Brown-
Sequard's experiment shows that the lifting power
of a frog's hind leg is gradually more than doubled
after section of the spinal cord, conipared with
what it was previously, and from this and other
experiments of Sir A. Cooper, Kussmaul, Tenner
and others, Dr. C. B. Radcliffe, F.R.S., deduces
the proposition, that " there is reason to believe
that ordinary muscular contraction is associated
with deprivation of nervous influence," and the
further proposition, that " the power of muscular
contraction is inversely related to the amount of
nervous influence supplied to the muscles from
the great nervous centres." (Lec. on Epi/epsy,
Paralysis, etc., p. ioo). The experiments on which
these conclusions are based have not been dis-
credited, and they fully justify attributing to elec-
tricity the r le of a paralyzer, whereby the motor
nerve influence is withdrawn and the muscles left
free to exhibit their inherent property of contrac-
tility.

Among the beneficial effects of electricity is its
power of producing a contraction of the arterioles,
lessening their calibre, diminishing vascular supply
and arresting the growth of abnormal tissues, ame-
liorating congestive states and thus favoring. a
return to healthy nutrition. This is the explana-
tion of the cure of Dr. John R. Dickson, of King-
ston, as related by himself in the September LAN-

CET ; for though the ophthalmoscopic examination
appeared to show a cessation of retinal congestion,
on Dr. D.'s own shywing, he had been suffering

from congestion of the brain, apparently involving
the optic centres, the vessels of which it is fairly to
be presumed remained dilated till contracted by
the electric current and their normal calibre re-
stored. This result, too, is in full accord with the
role of electricity as a paralyzer, for the following
reasons :-The greatest possible degree of arterial
contraction is invariably found present in death
from any cause. An agent which tends to bring
about such a state, tends towards death, and pro-
gresses on the road thither in proportion to its
power. Hence if the electricity is strong enough
it will kill ; but in cases like this, it does good, if
barely strong enough to partially paralyze the
vaso-motor nerves, when, as in other cases, the
muscular tissue of the arterial walls is enabled to
exercise its contractile power, narrowing these
channels with the results enumerated.

Pfthfallacy.-Thbat weak currents of electricity
act as a stimulant, while strong currents paralyze.
This is asserted by Dr. A. H. Bennett in the Brit.
Med. four. of the current year, in an article copied
into the last Braithwaite, p. 71, and is extensively
believed. Now electricity is one of the forces of
nature, and to assert of one of these natural forces
that its mode of action is other than uniform and
consistent with itself, is to oppose the teathings of
natural science. The conflagration which destroys
our dwelling produces very differe. t effccts indeed
from the fire in our grate, but the process in both
is precisely the same,-that of combustion. Among
the natural forces there can be no caprice, no con-
trariety in their mode of action. What the flash
of lightning does, the spark from the battery tends
to do, and only fails to do from lack of power.
Will any one pretend, by adding on additional
sparks adinfinitum, that the character of the spark
or its innate properties undergoes a change and
reverses its mode of motion, or of action? The
idea is too preposterous to be entertained. Just
as sure as fire will burn whether small or large,
electricity will paralyze whether weak or strong, in
proportion to its power.

The same principle applies to the action of
drugs, which are the embodiment of natural forces
drawn from the soil, the sunlight, and the dew.
Small and large doses respectively cannot stimu-
late and paralyze. The efects produced by each
are indeed very different, but in any scientific
exposition of drugs these effects nust be, and they
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may be explained consistently with a uniformity of
action wha>ever be the dose, in which, so to speak,
they are ever tending to the same goal.

NOTE.-Since the foregoing has passed out of
my hands, I find in the facts of the recorded expe-
riments with electricity, the most ample proof of
its paralyzing action on nerve tissue, in its several
phases,-intri-polar, extra-polar, direct and in-
verse. I hope soon to render this apparent.

CASE OF ŒSOPHAGEAL STRICTURE.

REPORTED BY H. K. KERR, TRINITY MEDICAL

SCHOOL, TORONTO.

J.- H.-, aged 19 years, of North Moun- lectual faculties and special senses seemed unim
tain, Ont., who died Oct. ist, 188o, suffered neariy paired. The power of locomotion was retained
seventeen months from stricture of the osophagus. up to three days previous to his death, at which
This case has afforded medical science a marvel- time his weight was not above forty pounds.
lous example of the length of time life may be Prostration set in, followed by dyspnea, syncope
maintained without food. and death.

In May, 1879, he partly swallowed, by mistake,
a mouthful of weak lye. Vinegar and other house-
hold antitodes were promptly administered, and, FOOD AND HEALTH.
as the patient at first experienced only a slight
burning sensation, followed by soreness and ten- BY J. A. GRANT, M.D., M.R.c.P., ETC., OTTAWA.
derness of the mouth and fauces, nothing very Read at the Bathurst and Rideau Medical Association,
serious was apprehended. Careton Place, August îoth, 188o.

In the course of two weeks symptoms of dys- To-day it has become a recognized principle
phagia began to manifest themselves, and his that the great social problem is the sanitary con-
friends becorning alarmed, called in medical aid. dition of our people. Lt affects alike both poor and
Dr. Potter, of Kemptville, attended the young rich, but more particularlv the former, who are un-
man daily for three weeks, using the probang, able to contend so vigorously against the perni-
bougie, &c., for the mechanical dilatation of the cions influences. Statistical facts have demon-
esophagus, with slight beneficial results. Drs. strated beyond a doubt that more people die daily

Reddick, Stacey and Anderson were also con- from the neglect of proper sanitary precautions
sulted, and, although treatment for a time did than from ah other forms of mortality combined.
appear somewhat remedial, deglutition became The most proliflc sources of disease-at least
more and more difficult until milk was the only those which most directly impair health and shorten
nourishment that could reach the stomach. The life-are foul air, impure water, adulterated food
cicatiicial stricture, due to the erosion of the coats and drink in the various forms which are catered
of the œsophagus, seemed to be situated low down, up for the digestive capacity of a growing genera-
chiefly near the cardiac orifice of the stomach. tion stili eager to perpetuate the principle that
Food, when partaken of, sometimes would be ordinary business matters cannot be finally accom-
immediately regurgitated, but generally it was plished without the spirit ratification in some one
retained for a few minutes in the dilated upper of the shapes so popular in almost every country
portion of the œsophagus and then entirely dis- at the present day. No subject cails for more
charged. Fluids for some time were tolerably vigorous action at present than that of "Sanitary
serviceable in sustaining life; appetite was con- Reform," which would contribute, beyond ourstant and craving. He partook hrgely of milk, most sanguine anticipations, towards the improve-

a very small amount of which found its way into
the stomach-the greater part, however, being
spasmodically rejected. At rare intervals deglu-
tition appeared less difficult, and considerable
milk could be successfully swallowed. The patient
became greatly emaciated, presenting the usual
symptoms of starvation. In ten months his weight
decreased from a hundred and twenty to sixty
pounds. During the remaining seven months,
previous to death, he frequently attempted to
partake of food, both solid and liquid, but could
swallow no appreciable quantity of either-the only
nourishment supplied to the system during this
time being enemata, consisting of milk and egg
beaten up, administered twice daily. The intel-

-

.
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ment of our sanitary condition, and thus pro-
mote, in the most tangible form, the comfort
and happiness of our people. The time has now
arrived when the public men interested in the wel-
fare of this Dominion must take an active part in
the promotion of sanitary science. The "Adul-
terations Act, " introduced by Government, has
already accomplished some good in a very node-
rate way, but greater activity is requisite in order
to fully appreciate the importance of the various
adulterations of food and drink so intimately as-
sociated with the future of our Dominion. In
Great Britain, Europe and the neighboring Re-
public, there is at present considerable effort being
made in this department of sanitary science, and
the various workers in this prolific field of observa-
tion have accomplished much, and are now bring-
ing about a more healthy recognition of the
important issues which spring from this momentous
subject.

The extent of food adulteration, in fact, is only
now being actively looked into, in order, as far as
possible, to obtain a more perfect idea of poisonous
influences daily andhourly at work in bringing about
the increased death rate of our population. The
forms of adulteration are varied, and introduced
with a considerable degree of skill, in order to
evade the law and contribute to personal gain,
even with the prospect of shortening life. The
addition of substances of inferior value, for the
sake of bulk and weight, is a common practice,
and even not more so than the addition of color-
ing matters of various kinds, to improve appear-
ances, if possible, and conceal other popular forms
of adulteration. The preparations of lead, copper,
mercury and arsenic, used for coloring purposes,
posses highly poisonous properties, and thus impart
very deleterious influences. A common form of
adulteration is the addition of substances, in order
to impart flavor, pungency and attractive smell-
common means of deluding and deceiving the
public in matters of every day life. Who has not
heard of chicory powder in coffee or cocoa; of
woody fibre and sawdust of different kinds in
spices, and various drugs in powder, added .neatly
by spice and drug grinders ; of copper in pickles
and bottled fruits ; of bole Armenian and Venetian
red in potted meats and fish ? Such adulterations
could not possibly be practised by the retail trades-
men, being rather theputcome of special machinery,

used in the iarge centres of trade and commerce.
It is quite evident that the sellers of adulterated
food are in a position to increase their profits in a
very large degree. From these few examples in
the line of current impurity, which is more exten-
sive than generally supposed, it is quite evident
the question of the adulteration of food is one
which vitally affects the interests of the honest and
most respectable of the trading community, in
whose hands is now placed the important duty of
staying, as far as possible, the nefarious system of
adulteration which saps hunian vitality and throws
a slur upon many of our best merchant princes,
who are the very essence of commercial integrity.

Is the present niachinery in operation for the
purtpose of checking adulteration which comes
under the head of Excise, active and energetic ?
How many are there at present carryiug on the
requisite investigations as to food adulteration ?
This suggestion is not thrown out with any hostile
feeling, but merely in order to ascertain the effi-
ciency of the Excise force in this particular branch,
which guards the best interests of our people.
The present Government has the credit of having
taken the initiative in this matter, to whom mu'ch
credit is due, even for the progress so far made in
a most praiseworthy path of public duty. We re-
quire to rely more on science ; upon the resources
of chemistry and upon the microscope, than upon
feeble Excise inspectors, who, although active and
willing, can only convey such information, in many
instances, as falls under ordinary observation. The
health of the country, and the revenue of the coun-
try depend largely upon the proper discharge of
the duties connected with the application of science
to the question of food adulteration, and, under
such circumstances, we feel assured the interests of
the public will be guarded in a manner becoming
the scientific advancement of the age in which we
live. One of the first questions one would very
naturally ask is : Are we making satisfactory pro-
gress in our sanitary measures ; what is our death
rate in the Province of Ontario, or in the whole
Dominion ? Such are the inquiries made by those
adopting Canada as a home and future residence ;
for those who may migrate from the Mother Coun-
try. In England, before the Restoration, Macaulay
has depicted it as "a time when men died faster
in the lanes of our towns than they now die on the
coast of Guiana "' The rate of mortality in Lon-
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1371 it became reduced to 22.6 in the 1,000.
Thus we observe how, under proper sanitary regu-
lations, the death rate in England was greatly
reduced through the introduction of the requisite
precautions. In Ontario, at present, about 8o die
per day of various causes, and it has been estimated
that fully one-third of the deaths are of diseases
which might be prevented bv thorough sanitary
measures. The aim of sanitary science is to pre-
vent disease, preserve health and prolong life ; in
fact, to guard the best interests of our people, so
as to efficiently discharge their various duties for
personal comfort and State advancement. Thus a
private as well as a public hygiene is considered in
the widest acceptation of the term. This science,
like that of medicine, is pre-eminently one of ob-
servation, and in both, disease is the study, but in
different ways. The physician endeavors to cure
an ague, but the health officer more particularly
inquires as to what will prevent an ague. While
the scientific physician may extend his observation
to the cause as well as Jhe cure of disease, the
health officer makes it his especial duty to look
quietly and carefully into the various causes of
disease, and thus co-operate with his brother
practitioner in promoting health, The la .s of
health, like the laws of nature, take a well defined
course or direction. A careful submission to these
laws promotes health and longevity-whilst death
and disease result from the converse, and the
marvel is, how many people do live with the tax
placed on their system. What are some of the
facts to be deduced from the fast of Tanner ?
That the human system is far more over-strained
than is necessary by the extra amount of food
taken daily, and that too little attention is paid to
the important part pure and unadulterated water
plays in the human economy. It is estimated
that of every body which weighs 135 lbs. there are
fully i i i lbs. of water, thus, at a glance, we can
observe the proportionate power and eftect of
water in maintaining life under such trying circum-
stances. The curative power of moderate starv-
ing in some forms of disease is a well attested fact,
and if many of the gorging and fashionable pro-
cesses were only more carefully guarded, life would
be longer, health more vigorous, intellectual powel
more acute, and the accumulation of adipose tissu(
not so frequently interfere with ordinary locomo

f 
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tion. The closer we consider publi.: health the
simpler becomes the problem : Purity of air, water,
food and clothing, all of which may be embraced
in a single word-" cleanliness. " Life is a fortress
we know lirtle of. and why throw difficulties in the
path ? What concerns the individual, concerns
the State, and every individual should know some-
thing of those grand vital sanitary principles so
closely connected with the cheer and happiness of
the home and the fireside. Lord Beaconsfield in
his celèbrated Manchester speech, as Prime Minis-
ter, remarked, " I think public attention ought to
be concentrated on sanitary legislation. I cannot
impress upon you too strongiy my conviction of
the importance of the legislature and society unit-
ing togetiier in favor of these important results.
After all, the first consideration of a minister should
be the health of the people. " Do not such facts
apply directly to our public men-from whom we
expect activity and marked energy in bringing
about a central departmeit of health, such as now
established in many countries at the present day?
This will be evidence of progress in the right di-
rection, and, although laws may conflict in the
local and general government of our country, still
we feel assured action will soon be taken and such
as will tend to prolong life, promote comfort and
happiness, by demonstrating in a tangible form
how the sacrifice of preventible deaths may be
avoided. Such is the basis upon which we expect
to operate and thus root out the causes which add
so largely to our annual death rate. This is sci-
ence turned to good account, and surely the lives
of our people are equally important with those
worldly treasures of little account once man has

passed beyond the sphere of earthly cares.

TWO CASES OF GLUTEAL ABSCESS
FOLLOWING CHILD-BED.

BY A. DAVIDSON M.B., M.R.C.S., ENG., TORONTO.

Late Senior House Surgeon to the Leith Hospital Scotland.

CASE I. E. H. married æt 25, under the care of
the late Mr. Maunder, F.R.C.S., Eng., at the Lon-
don Hospital, under whom I was at that time
dressing. The patient was admitted to the hospi-
tal on the 8th Jan. 1878, and stated that about
nine weeks previous to her admission, she gave
birth to a child, but her lying-in period was not
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attended with a good recovery, being very weak
and not able to leave her bed until she was re-
moved to the hospital.

Patient observed about a month prior to her
admission, that she was the subject of severe pains
in her right buttock, characterized as throbbing
and burning; these increased in severity and were
accompanied with much swelling of the affected
part. When examined at the hospital on the day
of admission the right buttock presented a shining
red and swollen appearance, fluctuation could be
detected with ease, and the part was extremely
p dinful on percussion, thus all the signs of a large
abscess being present it was opened on the follow-
ing day (Jan. 9th) under the ether spray (to pro-
duce anæsthesia of the part,) and not subject to
antiseptic precautions. As might be expected the
patient was much relieved on the following day,
the quantity of pus discharged was considerable
and the abscess cavity measured about six inches
im all its diameters. The after treatment consisted
im the introduction of a drainage tube and the
daily washing out of the cavity with a solution of

was discharged entire, the patient seemed to be
making a good recovery, and left her bed in the

period of a week, but being weak she was unable
to remain up the whole day. The lochia as she
says did not bear an offensive odor. About two
weeks subsequent to her delivery she observed a
" dumb pain " in her right hip; ere long the pain
was so great that the patient could not walk, and
the affected part became very much swollen, red
and glistening. When admitted to the hospital all
the signs of a gluteal abscess were present,
but not being yet quite ready for the knife, poul-
tices were rigorously applied for a few days, when
fluctuation became more distinct and pointing
apparent. The abscess was opened under the
carbolic spray, a drainage tube was introduced and
it was dressed with antiseptic precautions. About
nine ounces of thick healthy pus was evacuated,
the relief afforded was very great and on the fol-
lowing day the temperature had fallen from 104° to
98.80 and remained normal throughout the treat-
ment. For the first few days, the woman was
dressed at intervals of two,' three and four days, a

caruo(c acia in 40.) Tbis mode of treatment strictly antiseptic line of treatment being observed
was continued for some weeks, and altho' the throughout, which terminated favourably, the
discharge greatly decreased, sometimes being almost patient being discharged from the hospital on the
nd, still the cavity did not seem to be decreasing 3 rd of April quite cured.
in size. This being the state of the case, pressure The two cases here related, it will be seen,
was now directed to be applied to the buttock to are almost similar occuring as they do in young
keep the walls of the cavity in contact with each married women in the same region of the body
other. This was effected by means of a graduated during the winter months and following child-bed.
compress of lint and secured by a bandage passing The etiology and treatment are interesting, and
around the pelvis, the greatest amount of pressure while the former opens a field for speculation, the
being exerted at the periphery of the cavity. This benefits of the mode of treatment in case No. 2
treatment was continued for about two weeks over that of No. i is established beyond a doubt ;
without any benefit ; on one or two occasions the in the one the wound being left septic, while in the
cavity seemed closed and the discharge nil, but other a strict line of Listerism was observed. It
when left to itself without being irrigated, it would has been ny good fortune to treat a large peri-
again fill with a watery-like pus. On the 27th of typhlitic abscess, and also a large strumous abscess
Feb. '78 the patient, having become unruly, was of the thigh under the carbolic spray, and the suc-
dismissed from the hospital with the cavity still cess which attended the treatment in each case
there, and was not heard of afterwards. was very marked. If one examines the therapautics

CASE IL. M. M. married, æt 32, admitted under' of Listerism, he will find that in the treatment of
the care of Dr. McNair, F.R.C.S., Edin., at the abscess it embodies two great agents which are
Leith Hospital, during my residence as house destined to procure a good and speedy cure.
surgeon. These are the poultice (heat and moisture) which

Patient was admitted to the hospital on the 13th the dressings form, and the germ destroyer, the
March, 1879, and stated that about the end of carbolic acid, hence in lacerated and gun shot
January she was delivered of a child. She had a wounds, where sloughing and suppuration are liable
good delivery, not muchbleeding and the placenta to take place, it is highly serviceable. In amputa-
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tions however, and clean cut wounds, the poultice
which the antiseptic dressings form, is obnoxious
to the formation of primary union, but to pursue
this matter further would be going beyond the
subject of my paper.

(€ot're pondentt.

NEW ACT RESPECTING CORONERS.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-Some coroners have objected to taking
the new oath in certain cases, and the GLbe says,
"it is necessary for all such to declare if it be only
in special cases, or in all, that they would object-
that their posts may be filled by others." Now as
a rule doctors act in the most disunited manner,
and a mighty force of them may thus be easily
shot down singly and with neither dignity, satisfac-
tion, nor advantage. I feel very str'ongly about
this unprecedented alteration in the law-a law
which without any valid reason, and with excuse
the most flimsy, casts gross indignity on the whole
body of coroners, and convertibly on the whole
medical profession.

The point alluded to in the new law is that every
coroner on receiving evidence of a death appearing
to demand an inquest shall, if of opinion that such
inquest be clearly demanded, make oath to that
effect before a magistrate, and failing that, shall not
be entitled to his fees ; thus asserting that there
are very many so mean and so unprincipled that
without these precautions the interests of the public
would be left without a safeguard. Now what have
been the safeguards hitherto ? Take the custom in
England : a coroner on certain qualifications is
elected and takes the oath of office. He is of sound
mind, and memory, and till it be disproved, he is
accredited with having his mind and conscience
pervaded by a sense of solemn duties and reponsi-
bilities. Secondly, in England, juries if they con-
sider the inquest unnecessary, can publish their
complaints, and the Quarter Sessions can disallow
the coroner's fees, if in their judgnent, or the opi-
nion of their salaried legal adviser, they conclude
such inquest to be unnecessary. In certain cases
these parties have exercised these duties, and the
result has been deemed as thorough as human

tions, has decided to pass a law which assumeq
that coroners are wanting in honor and are utterly
oblivious of their oath of office, and can scarcely
expect that a body of men who would tamely sub-
mit to this would act in such a way as to leave the
public without even graver causes for dissatisfac-
tion. The real ground of excuse for the new bill
was, that some coroners throughout Ontario had
held and been paid for more inquests than were
necessary, and that sundry city coroners had raced
at unseemly speed to secure an inquest, and in
some cases even disputed with rival coroners for
possession of the body. This last charge possibly
paralyzed the M. P. P. doctors, and these making
slight objection the rest of the house raised no op-
position.

As to some few unnecessary inquests being held,
that must ever be the case till coroners have the
power of divination. But in all these cases the
rules enforced in England, including disallowing
the fees, reprimand, or dismissal, would have sut-
ficed to provide due safeguards, and better far than
to impose an insulting form of oath, repeated thrice
or thirty times a year, thus assuming that the vir-
tue of the oath of office, that should cease only
with life, was forgotten, was instead a mere ephe-
meral form, and that on that calculation each suc-
ceeding oath need last but for the day or hour.
Parliament has not the excuse that the public have,
who believe the fees are very large, and hold out a
natural temptation to err whereas the ordinary
fees are such that even with a small practice a
coroner will find after a year's action he has incur-
red a slight Joss. Why then seek or hold the
office ? It used to be considered a left handed dis-
tinction, and a fair minded man, translated by a
sense of duty above petty inducements had nany
opportunities of crushing persecution and malice,
directing enquiry and asserting justice. He was
sustained by the respect of a chosen few and of
his own conscience. Farther than this, and with-
out being high strung, although he had only to
administer the oath to the jury and the witnesses,
he silently and solemnly pledged himself before
God to do justice without fear or favour either in
refusing to hold, or ordering, or carrying on an in-
quest, and persons in my opinion on whom it is
necessary to inflict an arbitrary and insulting forn

laws are likely to achieve. But the Ontario Legis- would not be influenced for the better if they were
lature, instead of having recourse to these precau- sworn from sun-up to sun-down.
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For myself, I was appointed coroner about four- OBSTRUCTION 0F THE BOWELS.
teen years ago, and took the oath of office. I was
in sound mind and sound memory, and while God

keeps my mind sound and my memory green I SIR,-I send you a short account of a case of
shall never be forgetful of it. I resolved then to obstruction of the bowels which may be of interest
act up to it with all my mind and strength, and to the profession :-On Friday 24th of September
year by year I have been more and more impressed I was cafled to see W. C. ot 62, who informed
with what _ believed to be demanded. I will take me that he had been suffering from vomiting and
no supplementary oaths cither twice a month or purging with cramps in the stomach and bowels for
thrice a year. Nay ! were the matter compromised twenty four hours. I gave him at once thirty
by imposing one more oath for all time, under the drops of laudanum, followed by calomel and opium
plea that the first oath was effete or savourless, I very three hours; I also applied turpentine stupes
would not take it. Neither is the need for these to his abdomen, with considerable relief. 25th.
oaths proved by the ill deeds of few or many coro- He vas much better. 26th. He suflered much to-
ners ; were ninety-nine out of every hundred coro- day from retching and vomiting, and I suspected
ners to acknowledge to transgressions, the hun- hernia. On examination I -found a tumor on the
dredth man, if unsoiled, ought not to take a second right side haîf way between the symphysis pubis and
oath. Neither is the urgency, or doubt about the the anterior spinous process of the ilium, which, at
grave necessity for holding an inquest any reason first I suspected might be hernia, but as there Nvas
for hesitation about the oath to those who have no impulse on coughing, and as it was out of the
made up their minds as to the propriety of oaths track ofeither inguinal or femoral hernia, I decided
tending to deny persistent virtue in the oath of it must be enlarged glands. As his bowels had fot
office. We know now as well as in the former been moved for three days, I tried turpentine and
days when an inquest is fairly demanded, and need castor ou injections repeatedly but with no benefit;
flot transfer the onus to the Crown Attorney. Ail suspecting there must be some invincible obstacle
persons in responsible offices, I believe, take the in the bowels, I desired a consultation.
oath of office ; should any such fail it their duties, 27th. Dr. Sullivan, o Kingston, and Dr.
they should be mulcted in their fees, reprimanded, Kennedy, Jr., of Bath, met me to day, and we
or dismissed, not sworn over and over again. The tried clysters of various kinds without the slightest
witness on oath, whether his evidence hasts ten benefit. The warmp bath was also tried, and morphia
minutes or ten hours, cannot be very often asked g fven by the mouth.

if he knows he is under oath," without getting 28th. No passage in the bowels; constant
protection if he nrit it, while if he do not, he vomiting. I commenced to-day using sulphate of

would be disrissed with censure, or punishment, morphia hypodermically.
not sworn over again. 29th. The abdomen beginning to enlarge from

Doctors niay say what can we do? You have gas and fluid. No stools; paroxysms of pain

ot to put too fine a point upon ibe sffd at; partly reieved bythe morphia and hot fomentations.

you can avoid being troddei or. You can refuse s3oth. No change. Oct. ist. He is evidently

eprofession sinking, the abdomen enormously distended. 2nd.
Lo takge t at land ureign andt tuhas Dr. Kennedy, Jr., and Dr. Sullivan saw him again
wth larg can decaed yonr conout schronas, sone to day, with me; we used the galvanic battery and
wrtof ghmindedmoen. Mro t cores, o no also enemata of turpentine, etc. 3rd. Sinking

?rofession, may, I believe after this act of seif-asser- GOl.4h ede hsmriga oocok

"greatly dating dine," others may be f At 4 p.m. I made a post mortem examination.

ainé bythearv avnâ,ourruged rid, ad aOn opening the stomach, about a gallon of brown-ined bteav aeooking fluid escaped from it and the bowels,

Vours truby, also a large quantity of gas; the jejunum and ileum

S. WLLAE, .D. M..C.., ng.were slightly infiamed, but the colon was enor-
Sm , n mously distended and inflamed, and on reaching

oarnpbelford, JuY 22,u1880. the sigioid flexure, I féund about eight inches of
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it thickened but reduced in diameter to half an good deal of pain and distress referred to the left
inch and filled with a grey looking cheesy matter, side as well. In this situation, also, is found a
through which I could hardly force the handle of tumor, well-defined and rather dense, which is
the scalpel, proving the case to be almost beyond easily dislodged from its position in the epigastric
the reach of our art. • region, and may be pushed upwards behind the

I forgot to mention that the pulse continued at stomach. The inferior margin of this tumor gives
the impression to the touch of being round, and80, with the exception of the last two days, when regular in outline, and of being about three inches

it rose to i 1o. Tongue clean throughout. in its transverse diameter.
Yours truly, Let us first consider, before discussing this group

W. G. MI T of symptoms, the nature of the growth. What
Stella, Oct. 9 th, '8o. Ikinds of movable tumor may appear in the abdo-

men ? This excludes at once all tumors that have
a fixed base, such as ovarian cysts, or mesenteric

To the Editor of THE CANADA LANCET. growths ; and reduces the discussion to the few that
have not firm attachments. Not long ago, I showed

SIR,-In the correspondence signed " Chiron," you a case of movable spleen, where the organ had
which is published in the October number of your rotated upon its axis, until its under surface rested
Journal, my niame appears among those who are upon the abdominal aorta. But the floating spleen.

generally, has a larger size than this tumor, and issaid to have purchased medical diplomas from the less dense to the touch ; moreover, we learn fromnotorious Buchanan of Philadelphia. Will you percussion that this patient's spleen is in its proper
allow me simply to say that I never eitber applied position. The comparatively small size and definite
for or obtained such a diploma, and I cannot see shape of this tumor might suggest aneurism, but as
how my name has got into the list. an aneurism would distinctly pulsate it is clearly

not of this character. A kidney may become dis-Several years ago, at the request of one of my placed, and form a movable tumor in the abdomen
customers I ordered several books, and a few bot- so as to present the characteristics of the case before
tes of medicine from Buchanan, and in that way us. Descending from its position under the poste-
my name may have got into his books and was rior margm of the liver, it may appear in the epi-
copied by the person who prepared the aforesaid gastric or umbilical region, but is susceptible-and

r this is an important diagnostic point-of beinglist. Will you kindly publish this letter in your replaced by manipulation to the place whence it
next issue, as I do not wish to lie under the impu. came.
tation of practicing medicine under a " bogus" The case then must be of this nature ; the left
diploma. kidney has been displaced from its position from

JOHN L. WIDEMAN, causes which we need not pause to consider at
present.

Druggist. Floating kidney, although thought to be a com-St. Jacobs, October 4tb, i88o. paratively rare kind of tunor, is met with occasion-
ally, and I believe its occurrence is more frequent

O*tItrttî Nrtitit0. than is generally supposed ; and that it is a condi-
tion generally overlooked because of the promi-
nence of associated troubles that direct the attention

. elsewhere. You observe that we have here a tumor.
FLOATING KIDNEY. descending from the left hypochondrium, of the

shape and feeling of the kidney, which is easily sentGentlemen,-The first case I have to exhibit to back to the place of origin. What, now, are theyou, is one representing a condition comparatively associated conditions? There are marked disor-rare. The patient, a woman about 40 years of der of digestion, flatulence, pain in the stomach,age, has been out of health for a long time ; com- and often in addition to these, attacks of vomitingplaining chiefly of unpleasant pulsation in the epi- and purging, like cholera morbus. Floating kidneygastric region, disorders of digestion, with flatulence, may occasionally be unaccompanied by these symp-
etc., and a good deal of pain about the stomach, toms, but there generally may be found a history of
extending also around to the left side of the abdo- stomach troubles, or both of the stomach and kid-
men.

When I come to examine this part of the abdo-
men by palpation, as I am now doing, I find a
strongly pulsating abdominal aorta, and rnuch ten-
derness not confined to the stomach, as theie is a

ney. They seldom complain, you will notice, of the
kidney directly, except as I shail speak of presently,
but attention is called to troubles that are sccondarv
and symptoniatic; and for this reason the real con-
dition often escapes observation.
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What else does our patient complain of that is
significant beside the digestive disorder ? She has
a constant beating at the pit of the stomach, due
to a strongly pulsating abdominal aorta, which
might give rise to a mistake in diagnosis. If a
tumor rested directly upon the abdominal aorta, a
transmitted pulsation might prove very deceptive.
This is not the case here. The swelling is quite
distinct, and we have to deal with merely an exag-
gerated pulsation of the aorta, which is not uncom-
monly associated with floating kidney ; like these
disorders of digestion, it is merely symptomatic.
The curious condition of "throbbing aorta" is due
to relaxation of the vaso-motor system ; the vaso-
dilator fibres permit the aorta to unduly yield to
the force of the heart's impulse, and its motions
are so disturbed as to be transmitted to surround-
ng parts.

The function of the kidney is often not much
disturbed ; it may be rotated upon its axis, but its
relations to the ureter and renal vessels are gener-
ally not materially interfered with.

Besides the abdominal troubles we have just
been considering, the patient complains of cere-
bral symptoms. These are violent headache and
disturbance of vision. Nausea and vomiting*do
not appear to be present in this case, nor do we
observe the functional disturbance of neighboring
organs that so frequently occur in such cases, due
to interference and entanglement with the kidney.

What is the cause of floating kidney ? It occurs
in both sexes, but chiefly in females, and especially
in those who have borne children. I have seen a
number of such cases in multiparous women. It
appears to be connected with the dilatation or dis-
tension during gestation, and relaxation of the
abdominal walls following parturition. The kid-
ney, as you know, is simply imbedded in a quantity
of loose connective tissue and fat, the amount of
which varies in different individuals. In some the
kidneys are loose, and possess a considerable lati-
tude of motion ; in others they are more firmly
fixed. The more range of motion it has naturally,
the more likely it is to be displaced ; pregnancy
favors a relaxation, and causes such disturbance of
other organs that the kidney is then apt to become
dislodged ; and if the rena, vessels permit, it may
descend even lower down than in this case. I
have seen a case of floating kidney where the
organ occupied the iliac fossa.

What can be done for the patient? Medicines
directly can do very little, but indirectly they can
accomplish something in the way of relieving symp-
toms. An abdominal bandage well applied would
give great comfort. In order to adjust it, the
patient is placed recumbent, and then the offend-
ing kidney is to be gently pressed up into position,
where it is held by the bandage, drawn with con-
siderable firmness, and it should be worn night and
day; if taken off at ntght it will undo the work of

the day. By constant use of the bandage for
months and years, adhesions that will maintain the
kidiney in place may occur, and I have thus suc-
ceeded in obtaining such new attachments when
the bandage was worn for several years. Attention
to the functions of the abdominal organs is also
essential ; flatus must be carefully guarded against
by cutting off all articles of food that ferment readly
in the stomàch or intestines. I assure you that this
point is one of much importance.

We can give also, with a view of overcoming
this condition of abJ minal fulness, a drop or two
of carbolic acid three times datly. We should also
prevent constipation by aperients occasionally, so
that no colonic accumulation may press upon the
kidney.

HEMIPLEGIA IN CHILDREN FOLLOWING SCARLATINA.

This little girl, Florence K., æt. 8 years, halts in
walking, the left leg drags, the arm hangs at the
side, there is left hemiplegia. This is remarkable
occurring in a child only eight years of age. We
will presently look into the history, in order to
establish the nature of this trouble. She has had
a shoe adapted to the foot to aid her in walking.
This having existed for more than a year, there
has been an interference with the development of
this side of the body, for the leg and arm are both
smaller and shorter than the corresponding limbs
on the right side.

The history gives us a clear insight into the case.
The child had a severe attack of scarlet fever,
about two years ago, and, when in the third week,
it was noted that the face was drawn to one side,
and paralysis appeared in the members on the
same side ; in other words hemiplegia existed.
There was no apoplectic stroke, for there was no
loss of consciousness. Without any premonition,
this trouble came on.

The fact that this patient -was in the third week
of scarlet fever must impress you as significant, for
at this period she probably suffered. from the kid-
ney complication belonging to that stage of the
disease. The mother tells us that, after a short
absence from the apartment, she returned and was
astonished to find this change in the appearance ;
the corner of the mouth was depressed, the eye
staring, and the left side of the child's body mo-
tionless. She suffered doubtless from kidney trou-
ble and albuminuria. You will ask what connection
had this with the condition of the brain at that
time ? The state of the blood accompanying the
renal disorder would favor thrombosis, and we may
suppose a clot to have formed in the opposite
hemisphere of the brain, the circulation being
feeble owing to the condition of albuminuria. It
was not an apoplectic seizure, but a mere coagula-
tion of blood in the vessels. The arrest of the
circulation was followed by suspension of function
of the part, which vas probably the motor tract.
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But our object to-day is not simply to study patho-
logy, but to seek to cure the child. We are not
concerned so much with the primary cause, as we
are with the present condition and prospects of
improvement. We will first ascertain the state of
the muscles, in order to see how much this disease
has interfered with their growth and development.
The arm and leg are wasted, the disease having
already existed for a long time. What is the pro-
bability of restoring these muscles, and of bringing
them again to a condition subject to the supremacy
of the will ? We will first ascertain the electrical
reaction with the battery. If they cannot be in-
fluenced by a strong galvanic current, then but
little can be accomplished by treatment.

Having the electrodes well moistened, and send-
ing a slowly interrupted descending current through
different groups of muscles, we find that they do
respond readily. We expect to find this in cere-
bral hemiplegia ; if the muscles are not so wasted
that their proper elements have become entirely
changed they will continue to respond to electricity
until the muscles are atrophied. When this occurs
contractions cannot be obtained even by powerful
currents, this negative electrical result at this stage
is termed by Erb the "reaction of degeneration."
I think that the little observation made upon these
muscles, shows that they will even respond slightly
to the order of the will.

Is it possible to aid recovery by the use of the
electrical current? If in an old case of hemiplegia,
there should be full response upon applying the
current to the muscles, there is not much to be
accomplished by the use of electricity except to
prevent further wasting of the muscles. Loose
and erroneous ideas among medical men as to the
utility of electricity, are due to its employment in
just such cases by persons who did not understand
that it can only keep up the nutrition of the mus-
cles. What is the extent of the good that can be
obtained from treatment if degenerate changes
have been set up ? In cerebral extravasations, the
clot of blood would by pressure cause the sur-
rounding area to undergo atrophic changes, which
can only be partially restored. In the course of
time the patient will recover more or less, but
never entirely, for this degeneration takes place
al] along the motor tract at the base of the brain
and into the anterior columns of the medulla ob-
longata and spinal cord. Having pointed out the
fact that but little can be expected, it is proper to
state that in many cases electricity should be ap-
plied, if only to prevent further degeneration of
the muscles, for the patient would proceed from
bad to worse without it.

In this case, however, there is prospect of de-
cided benefit from the systematic daily application
of the current, rubbing of the affected limbs, and
due attention to general nutrition with occasional
tonics and nourishing food.

[Great improvement in the child was observed
from this regimen, and during the hot weather she
was sent to the sea-shore.-REP.]

HEMICHOREA, IRREGULAR HEART, REMARKS UPON
PATHOLOGY.

This little fellow has a marked disturbance of
the muscles, which is known as chorea. The
muscles, especially of the left side, are kept in
constant jactitation. The heart is also choreic ;
there is considerable cardiac irregularity. When
his attention is fixed upon things around him, the
movements are less marked, but still there is more
or less motion in the affected limbs all the time.

He bas been brought before you for the purpose
of indicating the proper treatment. His mother
says that he bas been thus affected ever since his
birth.

In such a case there is usually a stunted condi-
tion of the bodily development, requiring for suc-
cessful treatment a process of education. The
child would get much worse if neglected. Our aim
will be to promote general nutrition, but especially
directing our attention to the nervous system. The
lacto-phosphate of lime combined with the syrup
of hypophosphites, or cod-liver oil, and arsenic
would be useful. He shall have-

IR-Syrupis calcis lacto-phosphatis, 3j.
Liquoris potassii arsenitis, gtt ij.-M.

.- Thrice daily.
It should be kept up for a considerable length

of time ; the amount of arsenic to be gradually
reduced.

HYSTERIA WITH SUB-INVOLUTION OF UTERUS.

The next case is one of a kind similar to some
that I have had before you; she is subject to at-
tacks of nervousness ; bas a marked globus hysteri-
cus. You observe that she is pale and anæmic ;
indeed ber face presents a marked degree of pal-
lor. She bas a poor appetite, food distresses her,
and is very imperfectly digested. We learn that
she was confined five months ago, the child being
delivered with the forceps. She had a slow getting
up. She bas irregular menstruation, with a scanty
flow. What must be her condition ? Remember,
there was a protracted, instrumental delivery ; a
slow getting up. We may safely assume, especi-
ally as she bas suffered from disturbed menstrua-
tion, that the condition exists known as uterine
sub-involution, in which the womb, instead of
being restored to its proper size, has remained
large and heavy, or in a state of chronic metritis.
Instead of being full of blood its form is enlarged
from actual tissue hypertrophy ; not from conges-
tion, but from increase of texture. The chronic
metritis is the central point in the case.

In applying remedies we should first endeavor
to bring about a change in the condition of the
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uterus ; and, secondly, we must look after the
digestion and assimilation. She may take-

R-Extract. ergotæ, gr. ij.
Ferri sulphat., gr. j.
Ext. nucis vomice, gr. j.
Hydrarg. chlor. corrosiv., gr. -6 .- M.

S.-Ft. pil. ter in die sumend.
This will improve the condition of the digestion

and the state of the blood ; or, at least, I hope by
it to bring about a change in the functions of
nutrition and blood-making, as well as to act upon
the uterus and promote involution.--Co//ege and
Clin. Record.

EPITHELIOMA OF THE RECTUM.
OPERATION.

fY ALFRED c. POST, M.D., NEW YORK.

Joseph Mowett, æct. 53; Scotland ; widower;
machinst. Admitted into Presbyterian Hospital.
April 1, 1880. Family history good. Enjoyed
good health until last summer, when he had an
attack of yellow fever. Eight weeks before
admission he began to lose flesh and strength.
Three weeks later he began to have frequent fluid
possages from his bowels, with severe bearing-
down pain, which continued to the date of his
admission, with slight intermissions. The loose
evacuations contained mucus and blood. At the
time of his admission he had seven to ten passages
in twenty-four hours. Examination with a finger
revealed an irregular, indurated, cock's-comb
shaped tumor, an inch above the anus, at the
junction of the left and posterior wall of the
rectum, about two inches in length, and involving
two-thirds of the circumference of the bowel.
Chalk mixture with camphorated tincture of'
opium was ordered to relieve the diarrhea.

April 5th.-Passages more nearly normal in
appearance, less frequent and less painful.

April 1oth.-Continued improvement; three to
five passages in twenty-four hours, very little pain,no mucus, but occasionally a little blood. A con-
sultation of the surgeons was held, and the opera-
tion of proctectomy was advised.

April 12th.-The patient was etherized, and the
operation performed in the following manner : Two
semi-elliptical incisions were made, one on each
side of the anus, an inch from its margin, meeting
in the perineum in front, and near the coccyx
behind. These incisions were carried down to the
muscular coat of the rectum above the sphincter,
the rectum being drawn down by a vulsellum.
The fibres of the levator ani were divided, and
the incision was extended upward, until a line was
reached corresponding with the uppe r extremity
of the neoplasm, as felt by the introduction of a

finger within the gut. The morbid growth occu-
pied the left side of the rectum, from near the
median line posteriorly to the junction of the left
with the anterior wall of the intestine. An incis-
ion was made through the rectum, a third of an
inch on the right side of the median line posterior-
ly, and another through the anterior wall of the
bowel near the median line, leaving between the
two incisions a strip of healthy tissue, including
about two-fifths of the circumference of the gut.
The left side, including the diseased growth, was
then drawn down and divided transversely above
the diseased portion, little by little, each bleeding
vessel being tied in the progress of the operation,
until the whole mass was removed. The portion
of the sphincter connected with the sound flap on
the right side being regarded as superfluous and
interfering with drainage, was removed, and the
remainder of the flap secured by suture to the
skin. Toward the close of the operation the circu-
lation became quite feeble, and the pulse at the
wrist imperceptible. Two hypodermic injections
were administered, each containing thirty minims

i of whiskey.
6 P..-The patient has recovered from the

effects of the ether, but he has a haggard look and
a feeble pulse. Half an ounce of whiskey was
given to him, and the dose was repeated after an
hour. 10 P.M. Circulation much improved. Pa-
tient does not complain of any pain.

April 13 th, 2 A..-No urine has been passed
since the operation. A catheter was introduced,
and seven ounces were drawn off. As there was
some oozing of blood from the wound, a mixture
was prepared, containing 40 minims of liquor ferri
subsulph. with an ounce of water, and the patient
was directed to take a drachm every three hours.
In the middle of the day, as the quantity of urine
drawn off by the catheter was scanty, infusion of
digitalis was ordered, half an ounce three times a
day. In the afternoon he had a movement of the
bowels without pain. The stool was clay-colored
and cylindrical. The wound was dressed with
lint, moistened with carbolic oil, i to 1o. The
patient was directed to confine himself to a liquid
diet.

April 15th.-Patient continues to do well. He
takes his food regularly. He has two or three
semi-solid stools in 24 hours. The wound is
repacked with lint, moistened with carbolic oil
after each stool.

April 17th.-Urine is regularly drawn off with a
catheter. The secretion is more free, and the
infus. digitalis was directed to-day to be discon-
tinued. The wound is granulating, and is in a
healthy condition.

April 2oth.-In passing the catheter, some diffi-
culty is experienced, there being an apparent
obstruction in the membranous portion of the
urethra. A steel sound of 30 mm. was passed
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into the bladder, stretching, and probably divul-
sing the urethra.

April 2ist.-Since the passage of the sound,
the patient urinates without a catheter. He has
occasional cramps in his bowels, which are always
relieved by morphia sulph. gr. >'.

May 15th.-Theie has been steady improve-
ment in the condition of the patient. The right
side of the rectum, which was attached by sutures
to the integument, united with the skin by the first
intention. The left side, which was widely sep-
arated from the skin, has come down within half
an inch from it, and the intervening space is filled
with healthy granulations. There have been occa-
sional attacks of diarrhœa, always relieved by bis-
muth, in five-grain doses, combined with suloh.
morphia, gr. j%. The patient's mind is a little
confused. He has a singular hallucination, that
the members of the house staff have conspired to
chloroform him and cut him up. This hallucina-
tion probably originated in the fact that there was
a case of secondary hemorrhage in the same ward
in whicl the house-surgeon was obliged to reopen
a wound to secure some bleeding vessels.

June 3rd.-The patient has for some tine past
been able to put on his clothes, and to walk about
the ward and the corridors. He continues to be
troubled with his old hallucination, and to-day he
absconded from the hospital.

In reviewing this case, its most remarkable feat-
ure seems to be the very moderate amount of local
distress, or of constitutional disturbance, following
so grave an operation. On the 13 th of April, the
day after the operation, the highest rate of the
pulse was 96, and the highest temperature oo°.
On the 14th, pulse 100; temperature 101°. On
tbe 15th. pulse 100; temperature 1010. On the
16th, pulse 96 ; temperature 101.2'. On the [7th,
pulse 96 ; temperature 101°. On the 18th, pulse
92; temperature, ioo.7". On the 19 th, pulse 92,
temperature 100.6°. On the evening of the 20th,
the temperature descended to 98.50, and from that
time pulse and temperature were normal. The
local symptoms, from the day after the operation,
were equally mild. There was scarcely any com-
plaint of pain, and the healing process went on
without interruption. The progress of the case in
all respects, except the mental condition of the
patient, was entirely satisfactory.

It is a matter of regret that the patient could
not be induced to remain longer in the hospital,
and that the opportunity of watching the result of
the operation for a more extended period was lost.
The patient was under observation for a little more
than seven weeks after the operation, and during
this time the very extensive wound had nearly
healed, and there was reason to hope that he
might enjoy a long reprieve, if not a full immunity
fron a return of the disease.

THE LATE MISS NEILSON.

Dr. W. E. Johnston, of the Boulevard Male-
herbes, Paris, writes to Te Tmes as follows:-
" For the last five years I have had the charge of
Miss Neilson's health during her visits to Paris,
one of the treatments running through a period of
four months. The disease from which she suffered
mainly was gastralgia-one of the forms of dys-
pepsia attended with neuralgia of the stomach, a
form extremely fantastic in its coming and going,
and in ber case quite as dependent on moral
causes as on errors of diet. The last fatal attack
in the Bois de Boulogne was evidently one of her
usual attacks of gastralgia, which might have been
relieved then, as it often had been relieved before,
by a free use of morphine. The unfortunate lady
sent her maid for me at seven o'clock, but to my
great regret I was absent that night on a visit to
my family in the country, and did not hear of her
illness till I heard of her death. At three o'clock
in the morning, twelve hours from the commence-
ment of the attack, during a most violent recorrence
of pain, she suddenly ceased to complain, and went
into a state of syncope. The post-mortem exami-
nation made the next day by Dr. Brouardel, Pro-
fessor of Legal Medicine at the Medical School of
Paris, and now one of the first authorities in Europe
in legal medicine, disclosed the extraordinary fact,
one of the rarest in the history of medicine, that in
her writhing she had ruptured a varicose vein in
the left Fallopian tube, and had died from internal
hemorrhage. Two quarts and a half of blood were
found in the peritoneal cavity, and the ruptured
vein presented an orifice of from four to five milli-
metres in diameter. "

The following additional particulars of the fatal
illness of the distinguished artiste will be read with
interest :-Dr. Monnier, of 12, Rue Copernic, was
sent for and arrived at 4 o'clock. He found great
physiological disturbance and vesical irritation.
pains in the back, and oppression of the chest with
difficulty of breathing ; pulse scarcely perceptible.
He ordered tea; administered laudanum and ether,
and gave instructions for linseed-meal poultices to
be applied. The pain was not permanently reliev-
ed. Syncope occurred shortly afterwards, but the
patient was restored by the application of warmth.
Some time subsequently copious vomiting set in.
About this time in the case a curious incident oc-
curred, which somewhat disturbed the patient: a
bat flew in at an open window and hovered around
the bed. " Look at that great bird flying about
nie ! " said Miss Neilson. After a while she grew
quieter, and Dr. Monnier took his leave. Subse-
quently Dr. Gantillon was called in and ordered
two pills (Colocynth), which acted freely. At 2.30
Dr. Monnier received an intimation that the
patient was worse. On arrival at the house he
found the patient asleep, but was somewhat
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alarmed by her appearance. On returning to the
room after a short absence, he discovered Miss
Neilson had been dead about half-an-hour.-Lon-
don Lancet.

OLIVE OIL FOR THE SOLUTION AND
EXPULSON OF BILIARY CALCULI.

BY RODERICK KENNEDY, M.D., BATH, ONT.

It is scarcely a matter of doubt that the means
resorted to for the solution and expulsion of biliary
calculi have hitherto proved slow and uncertain
in their operation. Systematic writers, as a rule,
do not attach a great deal of weight to the value
of the so-called solvents. Not a few incline to the
view that remedies of this kind are practically all
but inert. Others assert in plain terms that medi.
cines having these powers do not exist. Chloro-
form alone, or with ether, in the hands of some,
is said to have removed these bodies, but this
mode does not seem to have come into general
use, probably because it requires time, and the
proof of success is inferential. A simple medi-
cine, readily available in practice, and having the
power of softening and expelling biliary calculi, it
will be admitted has hitherto been a desideratum.
Such a rnedicine I have, during the past year, used
in a variety of cases, and, I am happy to say,
always with complete success. In every instance
in which the calculi were proved, or presurmed, to
have been the cause of periodic suffering, these
bodies were promptly and painlessly expelled in
larger or smaller numbers by the use of large doses
of olive oil. In some instances lately, where the
patients did not exhibit symptoms of such acute
suffering as are more commonly witnessed, but
where obstruction to proper flow of bile was evi-
dent, I had recourse to this remedy, and in these
cases also have been rewarded with similar sur-
prising and satisfactory results.

A brief notice of a few cases illustrating the
effects of the means used may prove to be not
without interest.

Robert C , of Adolphustown, an elderly
farmer, had for some years been subject to hepatic
disorder, attended with the occasional passing of
gall-stones. The intervals between the passing of
the bodies had gradually become mqre brief, and
lately the paroxysms, always characterizcd by
intense suffering, had come on at intervals of about
a week with great regularity. I found the patient
anæmic, sallow, and very much exhausted. The
usual remedies for the gradual solution of the
stones had been tried, but radical relief not being
obtained, mitigation of the intense suffering was
what, previous to my being sent for, had been
principally aimed at. I ordered six ounces of the
oil to be taken at tndtime, to be followed in the

morning by a full dose of castor oil. No motion
of the bowels was obtained till next evening, after
the administration of an enema. Twelve hours
after taking the oil, the patient began to complain
of a good deal of nausea and faintness, and for
several hours there was considerable restlessness,
and constant apprehension that the usual parox-
ysm was about to come on, but no acute pain.
In the evening the enema was followed by several
copious motions, each containing numbers of
softened gall-stones, amounting in all to no fewer
than two hundred, varying as to size from a large
hickory-nut to a small pea, of a pale yellowish-green
color, semi-transparent, soft, easily broken up, and
of a great variety of shapes. The patient had a
good night's rest, and expressed himself in the
morning as feeling very much better, and enjoyed
a light breakfast. After the lapse of two days, the
paroxysms threatening to return, I ordered the oil
to be repeated two nights in succession. The
expulsion of a quantity of slimy bilious-looking
matter followed, but no more calculi. The calculi
had evidently become dissolved. The patient was
left with directions to repeat the use of the oil a
few times, at intervals of two or three weeks, and
after this as might be indicated by the recurrence
of symptoms threatening the return of the parox-
ysms. I saw the patient five months after my
visit. While there were indications of organic dis-
ease of the liver, no more calculi had been passed,
and the paroxysms had ceased to return.

Mrs. W. F-, of Ernestown, presented a case
very similar to that of C . She had for some
years suffered from fits of intense pain, generally
coming on after a hearty meal. She was directed
to take full doses of the oil for two consecutive
days. She passed about two hundred calculi,
varying in size from a grain of wheat to a filbert.
The periodic attacks of pain ceased with the re-
moval of the gall-stones.

Gabriel B- and Clinton F-, both of this
township, each presented a case of hepatic disease,
characterized by obstruction to the flow of bile,
accompanied by severe pain. The oil was adminis-
tered with the effect of removing softened calculi
of considerable size, but in smaller numbers than
in the preceding cases, the general symptoms being
relieved. A number of other cases might be re-
ferred to, in all of which the power of the oil to
soften and facilitate the expulsion of biliary calculi
was shown to be prompt and unequivocal.

The material point which may be deduced from
these cases is that olive oil, administered in re-
peated large doses, seems to have an unquestion-
able power of so softening and partially dissolving
biliary concretions as to render their expulsion
comparatively easy.

Another fact I have noticed is, that although the
administration of the oil at intervals of a few weeks
or rnonths does prevent the re-formation of the
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DE CAREFUU TO SPECUFY MoKESSON & ROBBINSU

EcCESSOZ; & OBBINS' GEL&TfIXE-COAT.ED PILLS.--1>nzcs LisT CommUEI.

Botule. Boulîes
_______________________________________100 pili 1 5w0 pile~

1>1iAn. et Po. Bait.,

oLÂTitESUhes (OIT. nm GaUVel6, a.1s<w
EEAENAOOV{ roiExtract HoeS. Ni1ger, s1gr.

Perrl uî,ph. Eide., Polir. Ai... Soc,. I4 gw;ï
OL 8abiose, 1-4 gr.

%ami% fUseS li-to gra. Ergs», a s
e 2LW6I ETRACT, g.
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1potas CaSb.. P. S.
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DE CAREFUL TO SPECIFY MoKESSON & ROBEINS'.

CIN________BARR ______________ 100 pilla 500 pill
lnIh eN BAo Lp ues 1 90 9 -5 QTCNSUPIr,I c

d & 1.2 r rC uinie SLpI A 1g g. 914UININE SULP A11 gr.
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NOTE.-The advantages of a perfect conttn of Gelatine h se obvious tlut a iImitations of our Pilla have been placed upon the market md caed by difWent namea, Skuee4 t m dthe Profemiaon as to their merits. te would call the attention of Physiclasuand VruMts te t s *ot4 andrequest them to specity elt. & R.'s in their prescriptitob anMd o erde *

MOKBSSON & ROBBINS' GELATINE-COATED PILLS.-PRIcZ 128T Co'nUu.

Botiles bottles Bou e100 PilMs P 5OPUIS 100 Pilal l0
Smgra 2 00 976 5UIIIIiICT 1ge. 300 14 

8 YI 1.9 ga 75 a 50 SPiullTIC (otd'i 0DIFMD). 1 6e 1 usAg. i 5 0 laydi-. lediduntVt 1.1pSALICTLIC ACID WITII EOEPRINE. I sa 00 tctamlaa. 1:# p.f 4d.Bliellom,91. p Ext. Opli, 1.10 g.1 1
Jr

5  
Exs. C1ec ' .

1
.

8
ptaE. 200 I 75 TAIR Rik, 0&8as 1.lueDA I up ¶91.~ 1 00 4760.), gr 2 00 9 75 E A e .Pi.R arg.ig0

"A IAL WOOD EXTRACT am gis 0 0 1475. 1 Poiole, 1.4 <r.
UANIi, ogr. 1 00 4 75 TRIP'LEX 0 9. ]FAI(là îd 0 7,ANTONIN AN CAIONEL 1 25 g 00 Pai4. Aie. soc Hydrarg.1 4Mat.oi., adrarg. Chior. Mita, m, 1.· gr. Puit. Scamuou. O.gVi'Yeobrona Caca. 1PoIV. M 1 Caret.8 ouI.L OePOND, U.. 60 2 7 L VAI Ed 0p..Car.

NI .0 1., 1.40 1.80 gr. 60 1 es ZINC, OIDE 1.8 o. au I laStCnIn cOispoi. • t 75 ZINC, PIE , 1.4 "d 1.4 gr. ls a sef ~uh, 1-100 p. 111V PUOte'Rlm, .1-2 or. 1 00 478Plzhor 1 -l'O g;: ZINC PHOSPSII> & lii?. nul7 ToNIcA. 1 00 4 14Ixt. Cann. Indic.. 1. p.s ZIPcI PhIEUlduT 110 .
Ginoeng,#f I .j .L Nacls 'VOMIM, 1-4 Vr.FHers Carb E 1 . * ZIC, VALERIANATE, 1 oP. té 4 508 f510 10016KaD , 1. & and 1 .109J-. 2 28

Our Pills are procurable from aIl respectable Drugglsts, or sent by mail direct from New York, la Boxes of 100 and 500, apon rceipt of listprice, whenever i t is ismpossible to obtain McKesson & Robbins' at your Druggists'.
Private formulas of 3,C00, or over, made and coated to order.
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GELATINE-COATED. PILLS.

Full list of all our Pills and our Sixth edition Formula Book furnished upon
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Notes on some_ Important Pils.
Sulphide of Calcium,

1-10, 1-4, 1-2 & 1 gr.
We are now making the above sizes

of this important pill, which we in-
troduced to the profession about two
years ago. The pill appears to be
much esteemed, and our sales have
been very large in consequence. It is
a remedy of great importance in
scrofula, glandular enlargements and
diseases of a kindred nature, such as
boils, er4þtions of the skin, etc.
Lately- we receive accounts of its
being of great value in the cure of
Diabetes.
Aloin, 1.10, 1-4 & I gr.

The active principle of Aloes.
This article appears to .be growing in
favor; it may be given whenever
aloes is indicated. It resembles the
gum in effect, but is free from the
tendency to gripe.
Bi1-Sulht Quinine,

--4, 1-29,1 -2, 2, 3, 4 &.5rs
Recômmended for their read 1-

ubility. It is an attested fact tat
Bi-Suiphate Quinine dissolves in one-
seventieth part of as much water as
the Sulphate requires, which renders
it much the more desirable salt -in
important cases. We. offer 'the piIls
at the samne prices as -the ordinary
sulphate.

Some of our Recent Additions.
We are continually making addi-

tions to our list of Gelatine-Coated
Pills, both for the convenience of the
medical profession and fof experi-
Mental test of "new" remedies.
Below we give a few of the latest:

Galbanum Compound.
=Wv.a1o~d puri.erri Sulph. Eislc..

hg uvTr. Canthar., aa,, Ur. 86

Galbanum Compound, B. P.

Iodoform, Iron & Quinine,Nio. 1.
Fer 1Iodolermum, i gr.

Iodoform,lron & Quinine,
Ho. 2.

<oddtormus 1-2 gr

Ion, Citrate & Cinchonidia,
2 & 3 grs.

ieuralgia, Brown Sequard,
Wlthout Ignatta Amara.

Pepsin, Pure Concen., 14 g.
pie d » in qu.44 , VM I gbartd Pepa.

àp *in 1-4, k12.1 I pr.
ýàq j»« t the bt ruin, sud~ May b. relIed

-W" C> ZýL ]EL 1.
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concretion for the time, yet the resort to the oil
alone does not alter the causes or diathesis upon
which the formation of these bodies depends.-
The London Lancet.

THE LAw OF SLANDER AS APPLICABLE TO
PHYSICIAN.-The following extracts are from a
paper which appeared in the August number of
the Ameriean Law Register, of Philadelphia, from
the pen of Mr. W. H. Whittaker, attorney at law:
There is, perhaps, no class of professional men
more subject to abuse, and, it is believed, more
powerless to obtain redress than physicians. About
clergymen, the law has thrown its protecting arm
and public opinion bas been wont to overlook, if
not to pardon their shortcomings. The clergyman
is a sort of privileged person, whose character is
tried before, and whose conduct is regulated by
ecclesiastical tribunals to which the courts of law
have relegated it. Lawyers can take care of them-
selves.

For alleged professional misconduct, incapacity
or ignorance, for rumored unskilful treatment of
diseases, physicians who choose may have recourse
to legal proceedings. But to cowhide the editor
or sue the newpaper for the circulation of a libel,
may be said in either case to be social suicide.
The physician must grin and bear it. But if he
braves public opinion and asserts his rights, if he
endeavors to obtain satisfaction at law, the chances
are, to say the least uncertain. It is doubtful, as
the law now stands, what charges of misconduct in
a physician in a single instance are actionable.
One court Can v. Martin, 23 Conn. 86) has held
that words spoken of a physician, charging him
rnerely with ignorance or misconduct in the treat-
ment of a particular case were not actionable, per
se. The words were, " If Dr. C. had continued to
treat her, she would have been in her grave before
this time. His treatment of ber was rascally."
Another court (Secor v. Harris, 18 Barb. 425) bas
adopted a contrary view in a similar case, where
the words were : " Dr. S. killed my children. He
gave them teaspoon doses of calomel ; it killed
them; they died right off, the same day." This
last is no doubt a. more aggravated case, but it is
difficult to understand the grounds upon which the
principle was distinguished in the two cases. * *
The question still remains, when do the misrepre-
sentations of a physician's practice in a particular
case warrant the presumptions of damage ? It is
allowed that slanderous words alleging gross ignor-
ance generally, or such ignorance or thorough in-
capacity as unfits him for the proper exercise of
his profession, are actionable per se. To say of a
physician : " He is a quack ;" (Pukjord v. Gutch,
Dorchester Assizes, 1787); or " He is an empiric
and a mountebank ;" (Vin. Abr. Act. for Words,
S. a. 12); or "l He is a quack; if be shows you a
diploma it is a forgery ;" (Moises v. 7horntoon, 8

Term Rep. 303);" or " He is no doctor ; he
bought his diploma for $5o ;" (Burgold v. Puchta,
2 Thomp. & C: (N.Y. 522); or " He is a drunken
fool and an ass and never was a scholar ;" (Caw-
drey v. Tetley, Godb. 441); or " He bas killed six
children in one year ;" (Carroll v. White, 33 Barb.
615) ; or "l It is a world of blood that he has to
answer for in this town through his ignorance. He
was the death of J. P. He killed his patient with
physic ; (Tuly v. Alewin, 11 Mod. 221) ; or "I
wonder you had him to attend him. Do you know
him. He is not an apothecary ; he has not passed
any examination. He is a bad character; none
of the medical men here will meet him. Several
have died that he bas attended to, and there have
been inquests held upon them;" (Southee v. Denny,
i Ex. 196.) In all these cases it has been held
that damages are inferable without proof ; but to
say of a physician, " He is so steady drunk that
be cannot get business any more;" (i Ohio 83 n.);
or " He is a two-penny bleeder ;" Foster v. Snall,
3 Whart. 138); or to -harge an allopathic physi-
cian with having met homeopathists in consulta-
tion, and that in the opinion of the profession it
was improper to do so and against etiquette, and
further, that in the opinion of the profession it was
disgraceful to meet a homœopathist in consultation
(Clay v. Roberts, 8 L. T. N. S. 397) ; or to charge
him with adultery not necessarily touching him in
his profession without showing that it was con-
nected with his profession ((Ayre v. Craven, 2 Ad.
& E. 2), have been held ot actionable per se.

While the authorities are generally agreed as to
charges of gross ignorance or incapacity i i the ex-
ercise of the duties of the physician, it is not easy
to determine what words are actionable in them-
selves in special instances. In analogous, and
even in precisely similar cases, the courts are di-
vided. Where the words were: " He killed my
child ; it was the saline injection that did it ;"
(Esdail v. Russell, 4 M. & G. 1090) ; or " He bas
killed my child by giving it too much calomel,"
(/ohnson v. Robertson, 8 Porter 486), they have
been held actionable fer se. And, on the contrary,
the words, " He bas killed his patient with physic,"
(Poe v. Mondford, supra), or " In my opinion, the
bitters A fixed for B, were the cause of his death,"

(Yones v. liver, 22 Ind. 184), or " He gave my
child too much mercury, or made the medicines
wrong through jealousy, because I would not allow
him to use his own judgment." (Edsali v. Russell,
snpra), have been held not actionable in them-
selves.

In the examination of these cases, it will be
found that where the physician is charged with
killing his patient, the words have been held ac-
tionable on account of the imputation of crime
which they import, and the only case in which
such language bas been held not actionable, is that
of Poe v. Mondford, of an early origin. The case
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was rejected by the court in Secor v. Harris, on
the ground that it was decided at a time when the
doctrine of mitior sensus prevailed. And as for
the case of Yones v. Dier, the court held that the
words were not actionable, because they did not
import a charge of murder ; that if the defendant
had said that " the bitters Dr. D. gave John Smith,
caused his death ; there was enough poison in
them to kill ten men," he would have been held
guilty of the charge, and the words have then been
actionable.

How such words necessarily import the crime
of murder or manslaughter, in the absence of any
expression of intention, is not quite clear. This
was not the ground of the decision in a case of a
non-professional, charged with having destroyed
the life of a patient by mistaken, but well-meant,
efforts to save his life : March v. Davison, 9 Paige
(N.Y.) 58o. But even if the words do not import
the charge of crime or of gross incapacity gener-
ally, there seems to be reason for holding that they
should be actionable. It is true, as was said in a
former case, that a physician might make a mistake
in his treatment of a disease, because it was rather
a proof of human imperfection than of culpable
ignorance, but the consequences are often as fatal
to him as though the charge was a general one.
His mistake might be of " that pardonable kind "
which would do him no injury in his profession,
but the public might not pardon it. And what if
he is not guilty of the charge ? What if he has
done his duty towards lhs patient, and has adopted
every means in his power, and such as were recog-
nized in the profession as suitable for the case, to
restore him to health ? The consequences, so far
as the public are concerned, are the saine, with the
additional mental suffering which every man must
undergo whose conduct and whose actions are
grossly misrepresented before the community at
large. True, the law does not deny him remedy,
if he chooses to take it. Perhaps it would be more
fatal to resort to legal proceedings in any case. If
he does, he is compelled to show special damages,
for none will be inferred This alone would cause
many to hesitate before bringing an action. The
difficulty attendant upon proving damages, the
length of time intervening between the publication
a d consequences of a slander, would deter many
fron the prosecution of the slander.

As the cases now stand, one may bring almost
any charge of misconduct against a physician in
a particular case, without subjecting himself to an
action for damages per se, provided it does not
come within the category of a statutory crime, or
impute to him general incapacity.

TREATMENT OF RENAL EPILEPSY.-Dr. Eben.
Duncan, (Glasgow Mediral Yournal) gives the
following as his treatment of renal epilepsy in par-
turient women. The treatment of renal epilepsy

occurring in young robust women must be prompt
and energetic. Every successive attack of con-
vulsions increases the congestion of the kidneys,
and tends to produce congestion of the brain.
The tendency is to death, either by spasm of the
respiratory muscles or by apoplectic effusion. When
called to such a case, during an epileptiform
attack, the physician should administer chloroform
in order to avert the danger of death by asphyxia ;
and if the patient's pulse be full and strong, she
should be bled from the arm to the extent of 12
or 15 ounces. I have been convinced, by repeated
observation of such treatment in various forms of
acute organic congestion occurring in otherwise
healthy persons, that moderate venesection is not
only free from any evil results, but is more speedily
and certainly followed by good results than any
other remedy which can be suggested. Hydrate
of chloral should also be administered in all such
cases, either by the mouth or by the rectum, in
order to keep up a continuous soothing action
upon the excited nerve centres. It may be re-
peated in doses of 30 grains every two hours if
necessary. Even in epilepsy proper, I have fouud
that chloral succeeds in controlling these sudden
explosions of nerve force when bromide of potas-
sium and other remedies have utterly failed. If
labor does not occur spontaneously, and if the
convulsions occur in spite of these remedies, I
believe it is necessary to evacuate the.uterus as
speedily as can be safely accomplished. Barnes'
bags are a most valuable means of dilating the os
uteri, which I have repeatedly had recourse to in
various emergencies. I have found by experience
that the gum elastic uterine tube used with the
syringe for the injection of perchloride of iron, is
the best instrument for placing these bags in posi-
tion and retaining them within the os during their
subsequent distension. When the os is fully di-
lated and the membranes ruptured, the application
of the forceps is usually devoid of danger. The
means which may be necessary to hasten labor
must vary according to the circumstances of mother
and fœtus. It is essential to the safety of the
patient that she should be put fully under the
influence of chloroform before any such obstetric
operation is attempted, otherwise the irritation of
the uterine and vaginal nerves so produced may,
by their reflex action, give rise to a fresh epilepti-
form seizure.

When the immediate danger of the convulsions
is combated, we must endeavor by every means to
promote the excreting power of the kidneys, and
to assist these organs by acting freely upon the
bowels and skin. I have found as a matter of ex-
perience that benzoic acid, combined with a saline
diuretic such as acetate of potash, promotes greater
diuresis than either of these remedies when ad-
ministered alone. It was introduced into practice
as -a means of neutralising the carbonate of
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ammonia which, until lately, was erroneously sup'
posed to exist in excessive quantity in the blood of
uræmic patients. I still believe it to be a valuable
remedy in these cases on account of its dieuretic
action.

In conclusion, in such puerperal cases, until the
kidneys have been got to act freely, and the
patient's general condition is quite satisfactory, I
would urge the importance of having her constantly
under the supervision of some one who is capable
of giving her chloroform, and if necessary, using
other means, to prevent the calamity which hap-
pened to my first patient. Her life, I firmly
believe might have been saved by the timely
administration of remedies.

had started, and respiration began to be embarrass-
ed. He was given up by his friends, and it was
thought by them that his life was limited to hours
rather than days. The ergot was abruptly discon-
tinued at this stage, and he was put upon strychnia
in rapidly increasing doses. The paralysis was
checked in its advance; improvement was notice-
within twenty-four hours, and from this time his
recovery, if not as rapid in its progress as had been
his disease, was continuous with the use of the
remedy. As far as one case could be, this seemed
conclusive as to the advantages of strychnia in the
treatment of myelitis. It may not be advisable to
begin the treatment of every, or, indeed, of any
case of myelitis with strychnia, but there are doubt-
less manv that ought not to be given un till it has

STRYCHNIA IN THE TREATMENT OF MYELITIS. had a fair trial. The above case, and h seems I
-At the meeting of the American Neurological be supported by others in Dr. Jewell's practice,
Association, in June last, an interesting discussion makes it appear probable that, even in the last
took place, partaken in by Drs. Jewell, Beard, stages of the disease, a vigorous strychnia medica-
Hammond, Grey, Seguin and others, on the treat- ion may often be of the utmost value.-Chicago
ment of myelitis. Dr. Jewell opened by stating Med. Revicw.
that in several cases of advanced myelitis, he had,
after the failure of the usual treatment with bro- HYGIENE 0F THE MOU'H IN SYPHILIS.-Dr.
mides, ergot, etc., put the patient under the in- E. L. Keyes (Veneral Diseases) says that on
fluence of strychnia in increasing doses, with the account of the necessity of giving mercury, and of
most favorable results. In one case the amount the danger of salivation, lesions of the nouth and
was increased to almost a toxic dose (one-tenth of a throat, which are very obstinate in this disease,
grain), with advantage. With this apparently should be avoided as far as possible by cleinliness
anomalous treatment he enforced rest, as nearly of the mouth and freedom lrom irritants. Before
absolute as it could be made. Several of the other the mercurial course is commenced let tbe teeth
speakers expressed their surprise at this employ- be put in order by a dentist; let ail tartar be
ment of strychnia as being contrary to their own removed, old stumps extracted; let any sharp
experience, and not agreeing with the physio- angles of the teeth Iikely to come in contact with
logical therapeutics of the'disease. In reply Dr. the tongue be filed away. Any reaccumulation of
Jewell said that he did not claim to explain its tartar during the progress of treatment should be
action in these cases, but he could conceive that removed. Let a soft toothbrush be used. The
it perhaps gave a better tonicity to the spinal blood- toothbrush or powder should be strongly aikaline
vessels in certain cases. He should never give it and slightly astringent. A haîf-teaspoonful of
while there were any febrile symptoms remaining; bicarbonate of soda and a teaspoonful of the tinc-
but he thought that after the disease had progressed ture of myrrh, in a glass of water, or wbite castile
to a certain extent, then strychnia might be tried, soap and water, or a weak solution of alum in
and if the acute stage had passed, and there was water, make excellent tooth-washes. With such
no softening, then the stimulative action of strych- care mucous patches become less annoyîng and
nia would do good. if there was softening it could easier to manage, and the effect of the mercury
do no harm. He thought it might often be en- may be more closely watched, since one is not in
ployed earlier in the disease than is commonly the haLit of being misinformed as tu the cause if
deenied possible, and in stages where most physi- the edges of the gums become soft and tender.
cians gave ergot and bromides to bring about Smoking is also entirely contra-indicated during the
contraction of the blood-vessels. He had used first year or two of syphilis, as it is apt to induce
iodide of potash along with strychnia in some of a greater number of mucous patches and mouth
his cases, but the improvement seemed to follow lesions than would otherwise occur. Tobacco-
the use of the latter drug more than the former. chewing is equally bad, or worse. Highly spiced

We have ourselves observed the good effects of or stimulating food may help to keep the mouth
strychnia in one of the most striking cases men- tender, and should therefore be avoided. A pipe.
tioned by Dr. Jewell. It might have well been is a dangerous thing in syphilis, owing to the risk
called a case of active myelitis. The paralysis had of infection, if it is used by healthy persons,
advanced steadily and rapidly up the body in a few because the secretions of mucous patches and
days, till the patient had no bodily consciousness syphilitic ulcers in the mouth are specially con-
or power below the diaphragm; a sacrai slough tagious.-Cnm oticago Medical Review.
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DR. HOWARD'S METHOD OF RESTORING A
SON APPARENTLY DROWNED.-P., in Brit.
£ournal of July 31st :

PER-
Afed.

This is the plan taught by a man
In America much renowned,

To give back breath and snatch from death
A body apparently drowned.

Those who are the standers-by
Off his wet things now must take,

Must rub him very warm and dry,
And of his clothes a bolster make.

The first step is to make him sick,
So turn him on his face ;

Your roll beneath his stomach stick,
And the corresponding place

Upon his back press thrice or more;
Each time you press count slowly four.

The next thing is to make him breathe ;
Therefore turn him round,

Put your roll a bit beneath
Where the shoulder blades are found;

Then place his arms above his head,
His hips between your knees ;

Your hands upon his ribs you spread,
And his sides together squeeze.

With elbows steadied on your hips,
You sudden forward press ;

The weight of your body as it tips
Will make this labor less.

Backward and forward now you go,
Eight or ten times per minute, slow,
At the very least for an hour or so.

If the breathing does come back,
Let it have its way;

But if it should get too slack,
Quicken it you may.

When he breathes, the standers-by
Who all the time have rubbed him dry,
Put him in the bed they will,
And leave him now to doctor's skill.

THE HOMœOPATHIC CONGRESS. - The Lon-
don Lancet in commenting on the recent meet-
ing in Leeds, says: When every other body
of men is having its Congress it would be hard if
the Homeopathists were not to have theirs.
Accordingly they have been meeting in Leeds, and
have been trying to take a hopeful view of their
position in the world. To do them justice we
must say that the principal speakers spoke with a
modesty and a certain vagueness which contrast
favorably with the old and intolerant style of the
master. The principal object of the President,
Dr. Yeldham, in his address, was to magnify the
element of certainty in medicine. This is a senti-
ment so proper that we can all accept it. But the
question is, What is certain ? The homœopathic
doctrine has been so roughly handled lately by
leading homœopaths, that we must consider it, to
say the least, very uncertain. We have been
lately told by the leading homœopathist in Lon-
don that the principle.of cure is sometimes similia
similibus, and sometimes contraria contrariis,

whereas the master said that no future experience
would qualify the principle of similia as the one
and only principle of cure. Recent homoopathic
practice raises still stronger doubts about the cer-
tainty of the other thing that the master insisted
on as established-viz., the virtue of infinitesimal
doses. Every now and again good, simple homoo-
paths, of which a few still survive, are shocked by
the rebellion of unworthy disciples. Formerly
homœopathy had only to contend with the disad-
vantage of divorce from scientific medicine ; now
it has to bear the fate of a dividtd house. At the
dinner in the evening Dr. Yeldham tried to speak
comfortably to his brethren on the subject of the
slow progress of homœopathy. He thought great
reforms were always slow ; but considering the
reasonableness of the age, and the fast rate at
which truth and falsehood are exposed, it is cer-
tainly becoming a serious argument against homœ-
opathy that eighty years after its promulgation it
is as much without scientific recognition as it was
two generations back. About the same time that
homeopathy was announced Jenner announced
the efficacy of vaccination. Let anybody contrast
the fate of the two announcements : the one
accepted by every civilised country, and by every
medical school in the world : the other without
recognition in any European University, even in
Germany, the land of its origin.

" NARCoLEPSY."-Under the name of narcolepsy
M. Galineau describes, in the Gaz. des Hp. (Brit-
ish Med. Journal), a rare form of neurosis, charac-
ierized by an irresistible desire to sleep, sudden in
its onset, lasting but a short time, and recurring
at more or less prolonged intervals. This neurosis
has some analogies with somnolence and catalepsy.
It was described for the first time, in 1862, by Dr.
Casse, who referred it to a serous and passive con-
gestion of the meninges and of the brain. The
persons suffering from it fall asleep any moment ;
their sleep lasts for a few minutes, and they then
recover their consciousness. The patient whose
case is reported by M. Galineau fell asleep in this
way four or five times during his dinner, letting
his knife or fork fall, and breaking of in the mid-
die of a sentence be was uttering. Up to the
present time the most varied kinds of treatment
have failed to give any good results.

THE ASPIRATOR AS A GUIDE TO COLOToMY.-
For the purpose of illustrating the use of the aspi-
rator as a guide to operation in obstruction of the
bowel, Dr. Maclaren of Carlisle (Brit. Mid. _'our-
nal), reported a case in which he had enployed it
-Mrs. R., aged 43. At the time when operation
became necessary from threatened collapse, there
had been no motion for nine days. There was
some evidence that the stoppage was in the colon;
but, from the absence of marked physical signs,
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the exact seat was doubtful. It was a question t
whether it would not be better to open the small
bowel close to the cecum rather than run the risk
of cutting down on the colon below a stricture.
Aspiration of the ascending colon settled the ques-
tian by withdrawing liquid feces and air ; and right
colotomy relieved the patient. Five days after the
operation, the patient passed some fæcesper anum,
and in a short time she had daily an apparently
natural motion. Two months after the operation,
she was found dead in bed, though she had been
strong and well on the previous day. A post mor-
ten examination showed degenerated heart-muscle,
which accounted for the sudden death. In the
bowel, just above the signoid flexure, was a cancer-
ous mass. This did not then occlude the bowel,
but had at the time when she suffered from the
obstruction. In conclusion, the paper drew atten-
.tion to the very valuable aid to diagnosis which
aspiration afforded in this class of cases, by deter-
mining whether a given portion of the great bowel
contains liquid fæces or not.

ON THE TREATMENT OF RHEUMATISM.-Dr.
Thomas calls attention to a combination of sali-
cylic acid which he has used many times with
good results in both acute and subacute rheuma-
tism, as well as in a few cases of the disease. For
this combination he claims the following advan-
tages : that it does not disturb the digestive
system; that it is very palatable; that it forns a
perfect solution of salicylic acid; that it is effect-
ive in curing the disease. that it produces no bad
effects upon the heart; and that it is less depres-
sing than salicylate of soda. The formula is as
follows

R Potass. acetat. -ii.
Acid salicyl. Sss.
Syrup. limon. S ij.
Aq. menth. pip. 3iv. M.

It is best prepared by placing the potash and pep-
permint water in a porcelain mortar and gradually
adding the acid, triturating to perfect solution, and
then stirring in the syrup. The dose is a table-
spoonful every two, three or four hours, or oftener,
according to the violence of the attack. This
dose gives 20 grains of the acid to 8o grains of
the acetate. In the robust class of patients with-
out complications, Dr. Thomas relies exclusively
upon it, with an occasional hypodermic dose of
614th to ilth of a grain of atropia, or combined
with morphia in cases where the atropia alone is
insufficient to allay the pain ; such patients are
usually convalescent in five or six days.-The
American Practitioner, May, i88o.

EXTRACTION OF THE UTERUS BY A MIDIFE.-
This case is copied by the American Journal of
Obstetrics, from the Archiv für Gynaekologie.
The midwife had tried to remove the placenta by

raction on the cord, which, however broke, so that
the midwife introduced her hand into the vagina
and brought out the placenta. But it seemed to
hier too small ; and since the rather profuse hein-
orrhage continued, she introduced ber hand once
more. To the left side she found a spherical body
that was movable, and which she pulled out. At
the same time the patient complained of a very
severe and sharp pain in her left side, and con-
tinued to lose blood. Dr. Hartwig was sent for
and found this latter tumor to be the firmly-con-
tracted uterus, with part of right and left broad
and round ligaments and tubes. Dr. H. found
the vagina full of blood, and higher up intestinal
convolutions. The vagina was cleansed and a
linen tampon applied, and wine and salicylate of
soda given internally. The patient recovered
without much trouble. The roof of the vagina was
thoroughly cicatrized on the twenty first day.
Polydipsia came on, lasting for one year, then dis-
appeared gradually.

DIABETES INSIPIDUS TREATED WITH ERGOT.-
In the Brit. Med. 7our., Dec. 25, 1875, is ie-
corded the case of a man who suffered from dia-
betes insipidus, and was successfully treated with
ergot, after the failure of jaborandi and other reme-
dies. Half a drachm of the liquid extract of ergot,
every three hours, reduced the urine in twenty-four
days from twenty pints to a pint and a half ; in-
creased its specific gravity from -1,0o2 to 1,017 ;
and removed the excessive thirst and other dis-
tressing symptoms from which be had suffered for
two years. A few days ago the reporter of the
case, Dr. Murrell, accidentally met the patient and
was told that he had never had a day's illness since
he left the hospital, four and a half years ago. His
urine was normal in quantity and he did not suffer
from thirst. He was strong and well in every way,
and able to do a good day's work. The ergot
cured him completely, and Dr. Murrell adds that
it is to be regretted that this mode of treatment is
not more commonly employed in these cases.-
N. Y. Med. Record, from Brit. Med. 'our.

BROMIDE OF POTASSIUM SPRAY IN WHOOPING
COUGH.-The good effects of bromide of potassium
in the treatment of whooping cough are well known
to all practitioners. According to Dr. Winterben,
in La France Médicale, the action of this rumedy
may be made still moie efficacious by bringing it
in contact with the mucous membrane of the air
passages in the form of spray. The author habi-
tually uses a solution of bromide of potassium,
one in twenty, and repeats the application of the
spray for one minute after each fit of coughing,
when the mucous membrane of the breath passages,
free from the mucus which usually covers it, is ac-
cessible to the action of the remedy.-Mled. and
Surgical Reporter.
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SICKNESS IN MICHIGAN.-Reports to the State
Board of Health, Lansing, for the week ending
July 17, 188o, by 65 observers of diseases in dif-
ferent parts of the State, show causes of sickness
as follows

Diseases. Number. IPer cent.

Asthma.. . .- ..---...
Brain, Inflammation of. -
Bowels, Inflammation of..
Bronchitis ...............
Cerebro-spinal Meningitis....
Cholera Infantum.
Cholera Morbus....
Colic..................
Consumption Pulmonary.....
Croup, Membranous . . . .. .. 
Diphtheria .................
Diarrhœa. .........- · ·
Dysentery...............
Erysipelas...............
Eves, Inflammation of. .
Fever, Intermittent.......·
Fever, Remittent.........
Fever, Typhoid (Enteric). .
Fever, Typho-malarial... ··· ·· ·
Influenza.... · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Liver, Inflammation of ....---
Measles..·····.......
Neuralgia........·······
Pneumonia.....

Puerperal Fever.... -
Rheumatism.........----
Scarlatina...............
Small-pox.. ............
Tonsilitis··· ·...........-
Whooping-cough . ...

1 2

3 5
13 20

27 42
1 2

31 48
46 71

1 2

42 65
o o

17 26
57 88
25 38
15 23

I I 231 2

58 89
3858

7 1I
13 20
8 12
I 2

14 22

35 54
11 17
4 6

39 6o
6 9
o o

17 26
27 42

By the last colimn, it will be seen that the most
widely distributed disease was intermittent fever,
(ague); next to that diarrhœa; next to that, cho-
iera morbus ; no cases of small-pox ; scarlet fever
in only 9 per cent. of the localities.

HENRY B. BAKER,
Secretary State Board of Health.

GLYCERINE IN FLATULENCE, AcIDITY, AND
PvRosIs.-Drs. Sidney Ringer and Murrel state
that they have found glycerine very useful in flatu-
lence, acidity, and pyrosis. It is not an infallible
remedy, but it proves very useful in the great
majority of cases, and sometimes succeeds speedily
where the commonly used remedies have com-
pletely failed. The cases of flatulence in which it
has been used were case> of stomach flatulence ;
as it is so readily absorbed it could not be expected
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to influence the formation of wind in the colon,
In some cases it removes pain and vomitino,
probably like charcoal, by preventing the formation
of acrid acids which irritate delicate and irritable
stomachs. 'lhe glycerine probably acts by pre-
venting some forms of fermentation and putrefac-
tion, but it does not interfere with the digestive
action of pepsin and hydrochloric acid. Hence,
while it prevents the formation of wind and acidity,
probably by checking fermentation, it in no wayhinders digestion. The dose is one or two
drachms before, with, or immediately after food.
It may be given in water, coffee, tea, lemonade, or
soda water. In tea or coffee it may replace sugar.In some cases a cure does not occur till the lapse
of ten days or a fortnight.-The Lancet.

DIGITAL COMPRESSION OF ANEURISMS. - Dr.
Prize, in Bulletin de Thérapeutique, Aedical
and Surgical Reporter, April 30th, 188o, condems
the teaching of Bellingham and Broca, to the effect
that total compression gives rise to the formation
of soft or passive clots in an aneurism, while par-tial compression favors the formation of solid
fibrinous clots, which alone conduce to repair.
The author advocates the retention of digital com-
pression during the first twenty-four or forty-eight
hours, after which it should be intermitted at night,to allow the patient to sleep. He considers that
total digital compression offers advantages over
any other means of treatment, inasmuch as (i) itis not da.gerous; (2) it is more rapid in its action •

(3) it is more often successful, and gives more
brilliant results ; (4) it bas succeeded in cases in
which partial compression bas failed. He saysthat the reason why this treatment is most success-
ful is because it most conduces to coagulation of
blood within the aneurismal sac.

FISSURE OF THE ANus.-In fissure of the anus,instead of employing forced dilatation, which is
the classic remedy, Dr. Hamon advises the follow-
ing means, which has succeeded with him in fifteen
cases consecutively : It consists simply in touch-
ing the fissure with a camel's-hair pencil imbibed
in a mixture of five grams of chloroform and ten
grains alcohol. Two or three applications effectu-
ated at two or three days' interval suffice generally.
The first time the pain is very acute, but diminishes
on successive applications.

A DOCTOR tells with pardonable pride how,
being called in at the début of his career to a con-
sultation with an eminent prince of science, he
had insisted, despite the opinion of his famous
senior, that the patient had an incurable affection
of the heart. " And what were my delight and
pride," he says beamingly, " on learni g three
days later that my patient had gone off precisely
as I had declared he would.
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- GREEK IN MEDICAL EDUCATION.

At the recent meeting of the British Medical
Association, considerable discussion was occa-
sioned by the introduction of a resolution pro-
posed by Dr. Leet, to the affect that hereafter
Greek be included among the compulsory subjects
of the matriculation for medical students. From
the report in the Medical Times and Gazette we
give the following extracts to show the tone of the
debate :-

" Dr. Storrar said he had fought the battle for
Greek as long as he could, but had finally given it
up, because there was such a demand for modern
education that to insist on both Latin and Greek
as a part of the education of young men was per-
fectly prosperous."

" Mr. Simon thought nobody could pretend to
say that Greek was directly necessary for a man
in the medical profession. He would be the last
man to undervalue the study of Greek, but to
say that nobody was to enter the profession with-
out a knowledge of it would be going far beyond
their competence. There were two grounds on
which it should be included. It was undoubtedly
desirable that men entering the profession should
be qualified to take their places with the best
educated people in the country (hear, hear); but
the profession was largely recruited from a class
of people with not a great deal of time or money ;
and if they were to press the doctrine too far it
would be unsustainable, because it would limit
unduly the supply of men who could enter the
profession. The question to be considere-d was,
What was the minimum preparation with which a

man who came to learn medicine could learn it in
four years. (Hear, hear.) Those conversant with
the work of the class-room knew that one of the
chief difficulties of medical education was that men
came up not quite able to understand the language
talkcd to them. They attended anatomical lec-
tures, where ordinary mathematical expressions
were used, which they were unable to understand.

[Dr. Haughton : And Greek expressions.] And
Greek expressions ; but the less of those used in
the class-room the better (hear, hear), because the
more the teacher descended from Greek and
talked common English, the better for his class. "
" Dr. Haughton thought nothing wvas so distress-
ing as to try to teach the uncultivated biute of a
student who had never learned Greek (hear, hear)
he knew not one part of the body from the other
and *the teacher had no end of trouble. For his
part he found that the more Greek and Latin a man
knew, the more precise and terse his language,
and the more agreeable his conversation was. He
hoped that Greek would be preserved as a neces-
sary requisite for university graduates. "

" Sir William Gull thought that for the practice
ôf the medical piofession a man did not want
Greek. They were legislating not for the faculties,
but for the ordinary practitioners of the country ;
and ahhough Greek and Latin were most excellent
things in themselves, they were not the things on
the faith of which the public put confidence in the
profession. Instead of teaching men a great many
subjects, they should be taught how ignorant they
were, so that a spirit of inquiry and research
should be awakened and fostered, and they should
go on teaching themselves all their lives. "

" Sir James Paget said it would be absurd to
suppose they could require from a candidate
entering the profession such a knowledge of Greek
as would have any refining influence on him. All
the knowledge of Greek that could possibly be re-
quired would be a mere smattering, which after
twelve or eighteen months' study would completely
vanish. If it were possible to require a large
knowledge of Greek, such as would serve as a
mental discipline, or give a man a claim to be
classed with the highest society, it would be worth
having, but that was impossible. It might be that
they could not require a large knowledge of any of
the subjects which were made compulsory ; but if
a man had an elementary knowledge of chemistry
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or mechanics, every hour that he was in the pro-
fession would increase his knowledge of those
subjects ; but that would not be the case with
Greek, because in order to go on acquiring a
knowledge of Greek men must carry Greek books
about with them continually, and not only do that,
but read them continually, which they had not time
to do."

The motion was lost on a division four voting
for it, and seventeen against it. A sirnilar course
of action has recently been taken by the Ontario
Medical Council in striking Greek from the
optional subjects. The optional subjects now on
the list according to the new regime are French,
or German. While it may be true that a know-
ledge of either French or German may be of more
practical utility to the medical practitioner, still
we think that the student who evinces a fair know-
ledge of Greek may well be excused from passing
an examination in French or German. An
acquaintance with all the languages mentioned
would be a grand thing for the candidate in medi-
cine, but such is not to be expected, except in a
few cases, and therefore options should be given,
in all but Latin which must ever be compulsory.
Greek, French, German or Natural Philosophy
were formerly the optional subjects, the student
being required to take only one of them ; the result
was of course, as might have been expected, that
nearly all the candidates took Natural Philosophy.
The latter was therefore very properly made com-
pulsory, and Greek was struck out entirely leav-
ing French and German as optional subjects. We
cannot say that we regard with favor the recent
change in this respect.

ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

For some time past there has been a feeling in
the profession throughout this Province in favor of
establishing a Provincial Association. The subject
was brought up at a meeting of the profession in
Toronto on the 7th ult., and, after considerable
discussion in which great unanimity was manifested
in favor of it, a committee was appointed, consist-
ing of Drs. Workman, Covernton, Graham, Burns,
White and Wright, with instructions to communi-
cate with the various County and Division Societies
in the Province, with a vigy of bringing the matter
to a successful issue.

This committee subsequently met, with Dr.
Covernton in the chair, and Dr. White as Secretary.
The subject was entered into in all its bearings,
and a circular letter to be addressed to the various
Societies was agreed upon, which reads as follows:

To the Secretary of - Medical Society :

DEAR SIR,-There appears to be a wide-spread
desire among the members of the profession in
this Province to establish a Provincial Medical
Society. It is hardly necessary to speak of the
value and importance of such a society from a
scientific point of view, as that will be immediately
recognized by all, but apart from that it will be
calculated to advance mutual interests, encourage
unity and harmonious action, stimulate a free inter-
change of thought, develope increased desires for
a knowledge of the professional literature of the
day, promote social and friendly feeling, and
minimize that undesirable distrust and exclusive-
ness so commonly attributed to the profession,
besides affording better opportunities than at pre-
sent exist in having some place of meeting conve-
nient to the majority.

It is a weil-known fact that the State Medical
Societies of the neighboring Republic have con-
tributed largely to the interest and success at-
tending the meetings of the American Medical
Association. In like manner it is reasonable to
presume, that a vigorous Provincial Society would
greatly assist our Dominion Medical Association.

At a meeting of the profession of this city, on
Oct. 7th, the matter was relegated to a committee,
who will be pleased to have an expression of
opinion from your Society in regard to this subject,
as well as to receive any suggestions it may make.
In view of its importance and the great advantages
to be derived from, the proposed step, it would be
desirable to bring the matter before your Society
at once.

Yours truly,
J. E. WHITE, Sec.

This circular has been sent to al] secretaries of
societies known to the commnittee ; if any have
failed to receive it they are requested to send in
their names to Dr. White, and one will be for-
warded immediately. In parts of the Province
where no societies are in existence meetings of
the profession might be called for the purpose of
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obtaining an expression of opinion in reference to
the matter.

From private correspondence received from prac-
titioners in different parts of the country the forma-
tion of a Provincial Association appears to meet with
general approval. At a meeting of the Newcastle
and Trent Medical Association, held in Peterboro'
on the 6th ult., the following motion was carried
unanimously :-" Moved by Dr. Day, and se-
conded by Dr. McRae, that in the opinion of this
Association it is highly desirable that a Medical
Association for the Province of Ontario be formed,
and that this Association will give it a hearty
support." A similar resolution has been recently
passed by the Huron Medical Association.

There are many points on which the committee
would be glad to have the suggestions of members
of the profession interested in the matter, such as,
for example, whether the meetings should be
annual or semi-annual; whether they should be
held in some central place, or alternately, say in
Toronto, Kingston, Hamilton, or London ; the
most convenient period of the year for the meeting
to take place, &c., &c.

ONTARIO COUNCIL MATRICULATION.

ence to the matter. He stated that the minimum
standard required to pass was the saine as in for-
mer examinations, viz., 70 per cent. in the English
group, 50 per cent. in Latin, 50 per cent. in Ma-
thematics and 50 per cent. in the optional sub-
jects, and that this standard was adopted at the
suggestion of individual members of the Council.
Another regulation of a most arbitrary character
is the rejection of any candidate who fails to make
the required per centage in any single branch, no
matter how well he may have passed in all other
departments. The standard required for the Coun-
cil matriculation is not at all in harmony with what
is laid down in any of the Canadian or British
Universities. In Toronto University the maximum
standard for matriculation in medicine is 333 per
cent. of the aggregate marks allotted, and at least
25 per cent. on each subject. In Victoria Uni-
versity it is 30 per cent.,· in Queen's about the
same as Toronto University, and in other Univer-
sities at home and abroad the standard is from

333 tO 40 per cent.

Quite recently the Senate of Toronto University
positively refused to commit itself to a minimum
standard of 25 per cent. on each subject in the
Arts Matriculation. It took the more sensible
view of leaving it to the discretion of the exammners

At the recent matriculation examination of the to decide whether or not, from the general charac-
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario, ter of the examination, the student should be
seventy-three candidates presented themselves for allowed to enter upon his course or be rejected.
examination, and out of that number only /welve At the recent Council matriculation examina-
succeeded in passing. Such a slaughtering of the tion, the majority of the candidates made an ag-
innocents was probably never heard of before in gregate Of 40 per cent. of the entire number of
the annals of history, certainly not in the history marks, and about thirty, an aggregate Of 50 per
of the Ontario Medical Council. The number of cent., and yet only twelve passed. The nembers
rejected candidates mounts up to the extraordin- of the executive committee, however much to be
ary proportion of 82½ per cent. The executive regretted, could fot see their way clear to grant
committee was memorialized on the subject, and a any relief. The effect of adopting so high a stand-
meeting was called for the express purpose of ard and so rigid an examination wili be to drive
granting relief, if possible, to several of the candi- the young men in large nunbers to matriculate,
dates who, it was alleged, were unfairly treated. It and in many cases, to finish their education else-
was stated in the memorial presented to the com- where, to return and seek registration as British
mittee, that many of the candidates who had been practitioners. Much good, however, is anticipated
rejected had made a higher aggregate of marks froi the adoption of the High School Interne-
than some who had passed. It was also found diate examination, which, while it covers more
that the standard, while not arithmetically higher groundrequires a minimum standard ofonly 20 per
than in former examinations, was practically higher, cent. on each subject, and an average Of 40 per
which fact in itself led to the rejeçtion of not a cent. in each group, a standard much more in ac-
few of the candidates. One of the examiners was cordance with that of Our Universities, than the One
present and was categoricaliy examined in refer- hitherto prescribed by the Council's examiners.

1
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MALPRACTICE CASE.

An action for damages was brought up at the
October Assizes in this city by a man named
O'Dea, against Dr. Irwin H. Cameron, for alleged
unskilful treatment and neglect of a dislocation of
the elbow-joint, in November of last year. The
plaintiff, a coal-heaver, in a scuffle with a fellow-
workman, was thrown down, striking the plank of
the sidewalk and dislocating his elbow. Dr.
Cameron, assisted by Dr. Nevitt and a medical
student, attended to the injury. They adopted
the usual methods of reduction, and state that
they heard distinctly the " click " caused by the
return of the bones to their places, and were satis-
fied that the dislocation was reduced. Pain and
swelling still continued for a considerable length
of time, but finally subsided. Passive motion was
resorted to after the lapse of a few weeks. The
arm was examined sone time in February, 188o,
by Dr. H. H. Wright, but beyond some thicken-
ing and a little outward motion of the forearm,
nothing amiss was discovered by him. The pa-
tient was not seen afterwards until the month of
May. At this time, the thickening at the elbow
had entirely disappeared, and while the motions
of the joint were apparently good, there was un-
doubted dislocation of the ulna and radius out-
wards and backwards. This was the condition of
the joint as seen in Court. Flexion and extension
were present to a very considerable extent, and the
arm showed a strong disposition to fall outwards
The plaintiff had resumed workand itwas found that
he had very fair use of the arm, except whenworking
overhead or in climbing out of the hold of the
vessel.

The trial lasted two days and excited considera-
ble interest among the members of the medical
profession. As is usual in such cases, there was
abundant medical evidence on both sides of the
case. Some of the medical witnesses for the
plaintiff thought the dislocation had never been
reduced, and that negligence and unskilfulness
might be imputed. The plaintiff, his wife and
father testified that the arm had not received any
subsequent injury. A large number of medical
witnesses were examined for the defence, and all
concurred in the opinion that neither unskilfulness
nor negligence was maniested in the treatment

of the case. They all agreed that there was dislo-
cation of both radius and ulna, outwards and back-
wards, and that it was secondary, caused either by
fracture of the outer condyle of the humerus which
had failed to unite properly, from using the arm
too soon after the injury, or by the occurrence of
a second accident, taking place probably between
the months of February and May. The Judge
(Justice Morrison) decided that there was no case
for the jury, and a nonsuit was accordingly en-
tered.

COLLEGE OF PHiSICIANS AND SURGEONS, QUE.
-The semi-annual meeting of the above College
was held in Quebec on the 29 th of September.
The majority of the Governors were present. The
following candidates successfully passed the matri-
culation examination and were adnuitted to the
study of medicine :-Messrs. Elder, Starr, Carron,
Valin, Matte, Gauthier, Foy, Pare, Paradis, Rich-
ard, Devillers, David, Mousette, Delisle, Berthi-
aume, Leduc, Mignault, Blackburn, Brosseau,
Fournier, Leblanc and Picard. The licence to
practise was conferred upon the following gentle-
men :-Drs. C. Mayrand, J. F. Landry, P. S.
Gauvreau, A. Paradis, A. Verge, G. Dedard, J. M.
Beausoliel, O. Clouthier, G. Prevost, G. Fournier,
E. Laforge, C. LaRocque, L. Mignault, A. Meikle,
and D. A. Livingstone.

A detective, Mr. C. E. Lamirande, of Montreal,
was appointed to proceed against all unlicensed
practitioners in the Province of Quebec. A new
tariff for practitioners in town and country, was
adopted and awaits ratification by the Goyernor in
Council. The following examining board was
appointed for the next semi-annual meeting, viz.:
Dr. Austin, Medicine; Dr. Trudel, Midwifery;
Dr. Hingston, Surgery; Dr. Rosseau, Materia
Medica; Dr. Lemieux, Anatomy; Dr. Lacha-
pelle, Physiology ; Dr. Rodger, Chemistry; Dr.
Gervais, Medical Jurisprudence ; Dr. Lanctot,
Botany and Hygiene.

CANADIAN M.D.'s IN THE UNITED STATES.-

In our last issue we noticed the appointment of
Dr. Peterson to a professorship in the Fort Wayne
Medical College. A correspondent has called our
attention to several other appointments that have
fallen to the lot of Canadians in the United States.
No less than six have received appointments in
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the newly organized Michigan College of Medicine,
Detroit, viz. : Dr. J. B. Book, formerly of Windsor,
Ont., Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Surgery ; Dr.
W. C. Gustin, formerly of Sarnia, Prof. of Ob-
stetrics and Diseases of Children ; Dr. Charles
Douglas, formerly of Streetsville, Ont., Prof. of
Diseases of Children and Clinical Medicine ; Dr.
D. La Ferté, formerly of Amherstburgh, Prof. of
Anatomy and Orthopædic Surgery; Dr. J. E.
Clark, formerly of Norwich, Ont., Prof. of Chemis-
try ; and Dr. J. J. Mulheron, formerly of Waterloo,
Ont., Prof. of Institutes of Medicine, Materia
Medica and Therapeutics ; Dr. Mulheron is also
Editor of the Michigan Medical NVewc's. Dr. C. B.
Gilbert, formerly of Windsor, Ont., is Prof. of
Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children
in the Detroit Medical College; Dr. Augustus
Kaiser, formerly of St. Agatha, Que., is Physician
to the Detroit House of Correction, and of the six
city physicians, three are Canadians, viz. : Drs.
H. E. Siith, T. V. Law, and D. McLeod.

NEW.PAPER ADvERTISING.-In reference to the
remarks on newspaper advertising, in our last issue,
we have received a letter from Dr. Watt, in which
he disclaims on his own behalf, and also on behalf
of Dr. Aikins, all authorship of the paragraph
alluded to, and asserts that it is the work of
some too piying reporter. He also thinks we
are " uncharitable" in concluding that reporters
''receive encouragement from some source, or that
there is collusion between the reporters and the
surgeon referred to, or some of his friends," and
states that in the majority of cases the notices of
accidents and operations in which doctors' nanes
are mentioned, are the work of the eager reporter
and not of the medical attendant. We quite agree
with Dr. W t in the statement that reporters are
frequently " too prying and eager." Any medical
man may occasionally find his name figuring in
the paper in connection with some accident or
operation, but if he has a due regard for the ethics
of the profession he will take care to prevent such
an occurrence in future; nor do we think we
are " uncharitable " so long as we carefully avoid
making any reference to newspaper paragraphs
which appear in connection with any medical
man's name for the first time. When, however,
we find it repeated every week or two, we feel
compelled, as the faithful exponent of the profes-

sion, to enter our protest, and the higher the
standing of the person culpable, the greater the
necessity for the rebuke.

POST-PARTUM HEMORRHAGE.-Dr. Forest, in
an article (N Y Medical R«cord), on " The
Treatment of Post-Partum Hemorrhage," says :
"Speaking from my own experience, I should say
that the injection of tincture of iodine is the most
sale and by far the most efficient method we pos-
sess for controlling post partum hemurrhage." In
summing up the advantages of the iodine treat-
ment of post-partum hemorrhage, he states briefly
as follows :

ist. lodine controls the hemorrhage, not by
coagulating the blood within the ut rus, but by
exciting the uterus to contract. The blood is
expelled in a liquid forin, and hence, instead of
leaving the uterus filled with a mass of hard, sticky
clots, ready to undergo decomposition, the uterus
is empty and disinfected. 2nd. Tincture of iodine
has never, so far as I can learn, caused any bad
result, even when injected into the uterus in full
strength. Thus, in Case V, nearly six oinces of
iodine were injected (four of them without dilution)
and yet no bad effects followed its use. 3rd. The
iodine treatment never fails to control the hemor-
rhage.

BORACIc ACID IN SURGERY. - Dr. Warren
Greene, of Portland, Maine, gives, in a recent
number of the Boston Med. and Surg. f/ournal,
a summary of his experience with this drug. He
found it very useful in dressing old indolent ulcers,
especially those following severe burns, and cites
a good case in point. The indications are, absence
of granulations and thin ichorous discharge. If
the ulcers are very foul, he soaks then in glycerole
of boracic acid, and then dresses them with an
ointment having vaseline as a base. Cold vaseline
and glycerine will not mix, but when heated they
unite and do not separate on cooling. He lias
used the drug locally with marked benefit in
gonorrhoea, vaginitis and otorrhea. Internally he
has used it with good success in chronic dyspepsia
with fetid eructations; also in chronic cystitis.
He states that it is not soluble as has been sup-
posed. Cold water will dissolve i grains to the
ounce, hot water 8o grains, but on cooling it will
deposit all but 23 grains. Alcohol holds only a
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fraction more than hot water. Hot glycerine dis- cancer and dilatation of the stomach. In both
solves three drachms to the ounce and holds it cases there is obstinate vomiting to allay this M.
perfectly on cooling. He does not know the limit Leven recommends that from to 6 ounces of
for internal administration. He has given 8o solid food should be given to such patients only
grains as a dose without ill effect. The formule once a day, with a view to avoid congestion of the
for ointments are as follows :mucous membrane of the stomach. The remain-

R. Glycerole of boracic acid 3i der of the food taken in 24 hours should consist
Spermaceti .of from two and a haf to three pits of milk and
White wax......... eggs. If after eight days of this treatment theVaseline...........3ij. sickness bas ceased, there is no cancer of theMect together and add the acid with triturationa stomach present.Cocoa butter may be used instead of the sperma- QUACKERY IN THE PROVINCE 0F QUEBEC.-Weceti and white wax, when a softer ointment i observe from the report of the semi-annual meet-desired. The latter makes a very elegant prepar- ing of the Governors of t e College of Physicianstion 

of Quebec, that a vigorous campaign is about to
"LOR CHÂCELORS"AND ARCBISHpS"be opened against quackery and charlatanism inmucou m e o 

the sister Province. The profession of Que-
IN AsyLuAfs.Lord Cairns, wben travelling from bec has been crying out for some time pastOxford to London, was unfortunate to get into a against the evils of quackery in their midst, and wecompartment which had to be slip)ped at the Han- are glad to see that the Governors, under the newwelI station. Finding himself thus left behind, and president, are about t0 adopt active measures tothat he would have to wait, sis lordship thought rid the communiy, as far as possible, of this incu-th-it he would kilt time by making an inspection bus. Both the profession and the public areof the famous luniatic asylum. He accordiugly entitled to this protection. A public prosecutorpresened hiself at the gate, rang the bell, and ias been appointed, witb instructions to enter uponwas speedily accosted by a porter attired in the his duties forthwith, and lively imes among thewell-known unifor wf the asylum, who asked him QUAC IN TH PRO E OF EBEC.

what he wanted. "'Oh," said the Chancellor, 11 chr1 ai rtriymyb ofdnl xetdmerely want, as a matter of curiosity and interest SANITARIUM.Dr Playter, of this city, basto look hrough the establishmento!" fWhere is established a Sanitariuin for the treatment of dis-your order ?" demanded the porter. To this bis eases of a chronic nature, in which a limied num-lordship replied that he had Not obtained one, but ber of patients can be accommodaed, and wbereadded, "I shaL not want one, and you will merely they wisl receive every possible care. Such anbave w h take my card as your authoriHy for admit- institution is very much needed. Most physiciansting me." "My orders," said the porter, "are not have at some time or otver chronic cases underto admit any one without a properly signed order, their care who cannot obtain at their own bresand I must lot leave my post to carry in any cards." tbe necessary conditions for proper hygienic treat-"But, my an," responded Lord Cairns, "He arin ment, and these drift o water-cure, electro-the Lord Chancellor of England ;" upoat whic the therapeutic and other irregular institutions. Dr.orter burst into a loud lauga, and, with a comic Playier winl be glad to hear from any physiciansleer in his eye, said, poinaing wth his thumb back- having suc h cases.
wards, " We have three or four Lord Chancellors I cra ent ay bee
ere, ksh ph niatiost iscuresy hd lonrst lamy, of Charing Cross Hospital (London Lancet),

a oeruane a"n emanted the prfed p olum shi removed the scapula, on the 2td ut., for an
aodsipareplid thathe hd notoined omes. b encepaloid growth, involving the whole bone.DIAGNOSIS 0F CANCER 0F THE STOMACH.-Ata Hemorrhage nvas controlled by com pressing therecent meeting of the Biological Society of Paris, subclavian artery through a prmary incision in theM. Leven (Le Prog utès Afedical May 29 th, '8o) integuments. At latest accounts the patient waspoited out the difficulty indiagnosing bethreen progressing favorably.
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PAINLESS CAUSTIC POWDER.-Dr. Andrews, in
the Chicago Medical Review, gives the following
formula for Esmarch's painless caustic powder for
the removal of morbid growths, cancer, &c. :-

R. Acid arsenios. . . . î part.
Morph. sulph. . . I

Calomel . . . . 8
Pul. gum. arab. . . 48

Mix. Sprinkle thick every day on a surface
either raw, or denuded of cuticle by a blister.

Dr. J. B. Lawford, of McGill College, Montreal,
and Dr. J. F. W. Ross, of Toronto University,
have successfully passed the necessary examina-
tion for the diploma of the Royal College of Phy-
sicians, Eng., and were admitted as Licentiates on
the 29 th of July. The former gentleman has
since been appointed assistant House Physician,
St. Thomas' Hospital, London.

COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS OF
ONTARI.-The following candidates passed suc-
cessfully at the late matriculation examination of
the above named College :-James M. Fraser,
W. A. Richardson, W. C. Cousens, J. E. Stirling,
E. H. Williams, L. G. Langstaff, Robert N. Fraser,
A. B. Wilson, E. M. Cook, J. S. Draper, J. Mc-
Cullough, J. Menzies.

LAVAL SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.-The authorities
of Laval University. Quebec, have been served
with a protest, at the instance of the Ecole de
Medicine and Surgery of Montreal, calling upon
them to cease their branch in that city, or legal
proceedings would be instituted. This will be
firmly resisted by Laval University.

L.R.C.P.&S., EDINBURGH.-The following gen-
tlemen have successfully passed the examination
and were admitted to the double qualification-
L.R.C.P. and L.R.C.S. Edin., viz.:-J. A. Close,
M.B., of Croydon, Ont.; J. McWilliams, M.B., of
Thamesford, Ont., and P. H. Bryce, M.B., of
Mount Pleasant, Ont.

DISEASES OF THE SKIN.-Dr. Bulkley is an-
nounced to deliver a course of twenty-four lectures'
on diseases of the skin in the New York Hospital,
commencing Oct. 6th. The lectures will be de-
livered once a week, and are free to practitioners
of medicine and medical students.
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Dr. C. K. Clarke, assistant physician to the
Lunatic Asylum, Toronto, has been transferred to
a similar position in the Hamilton Asylum. He
was made the recipient of an address and presen-
tation by the officers and employès of the institu
tion on the eve of his departure from Toronto.
Dr. Covernton also received a similar testimonial
on leaving the Hamilton Asylum.

CORONERS. - The following gentlemen have
been appointed Assoc'ate Coroners for their res-
pective districts : - J. W. Bowman, M.D., of
Moore, for the Co. of Lambton. A. M. Lynd,
M.D., of Parkdale, for the Co. of York; and G.
Tweedie, M.D., of Dresden, for the Co. of Kent.

COMMUTATION RATES.-We beg leave most res-
pectfully to call the attention of the medical pro-
fession to our very liberal commutation rates with
other journals for 1881. The rates quoted are
invariably cash in advance. See advertisement.

REMOVAL OF GUNPOWDER MARKS.--The dis.
figurement produced by gunpowder accidents in
which the particles are imbedded beneath the
skin, may be removed by free vesication ana re-
moval of the epidermis.

APPOINTMENT.-Dr. Buchan, of Toronto, has
been appointed as the representative of the Toronto
University on the Medical Council of Ontario, in
place of Dr. W. H. Ellis, resigned.

ACCIDENT.-We are glad to learn that Dr.
Bowlby, of Waterford, Ont., who was severely
injured in the knee a few weeks ago by a runaway
team, is rapidly recovering.

REMOAL.-Dr. W. H. Vardon, formerly of
Galt, Ont., has removed to this city, and com-
menced practice at 144 Bay street.

TORONTO MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Canadian Institute.

June 3oth, 188o.-The meeting was called to
order at 8.15 p.m. by Dr. Covernton. The
minutes of the previous meeting were read and
confirmed. The discussion upon Dr. Rosebrugh's
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paper, winch was adjourned from the last meeting
was now proceeded with.

Under thehead of"Cases in Practice"Dr.Oldright
related two cases of opium poisoning,-one of an
adult in which 6 grs. of morphine had been taken
-the other of an infant to whom 15 drops of
tinct. opil had been administered. Both recovered.

Dr. Oldright also mentioned a case of amputa-
tion where six weeks after the operation two of the
ligatures had just come away and two others still
remained attached.

Dr. Workman in behalf of Dr. Burns, presented
some fresh specimens of Rhus Toxicodendron
gathered in the vicinity of Toronto, with some
remarks in which the treatment recommended for
poisoning by it, was the local application of strong
brine.

Dr. Graham reported a case of a man 30 years
of age, previously healthy, after an injury, coii-
tracted Potts' disease of the spine. A Sayre's Jacket
was applied but had to be removed on account of
dyspnœa supervening. An abscess formed in the
dorsal region of the spine which was opened and
some pus escaped. There had been some hamop-
tysis, and some pieces of bone had been at different
times coughed up. The expectoration was at times
very offensive ; the abscess was injected with car-
bolic acid and water, and the patient said he could
on these occasions and for some time after, upon
coughing, taste the carbolic acid ; when he laughs
or coughs he experiences a grating feeling, which
he refers to the diseased portion of the spine. The
passage of gas or air through the abscess wound
had never been noted.

In regard to the bony particles expectorated by t
the patient, Dr. Cameron thought the evidence of
their being bone was insufficient.

Dr. McFarlane then read a paper upon " Gonor-
rheal Rheumatism." After briefly relating four t
cases two of which were males, and in three of s
which there was subsequent anchylosis he
stated it as his opinion that the disease was a i
pyarthrosis, due to absorption of pus from the h
urethra, neck of the bladder, or prostatic veins. s
He did not think that the disease bore any analogy s
to true rheumatism, nor that it was a mere coincid- s
ence of rheumatism with urethritis. This hethought h
was shown by its persistence in one joint and by r
the failure of the usual remedies to act beneficially. b

Dr. Graham said that he tad had 6 or 7 cases, 1 e

in four of which the disease was monarthritic, of
these ail had syphilis. When a syphilitic taint could
be made out he gave mercury and the iodide of
potassium.

Dr. Cameron wished to know the effect of
salicylate of soda in Dr. McFarlane's cases. He
also mentioned the reflex theory of rheumatism,
and said that as rheumatism had been known to
follow the passing of a catheter, so gonorrheal
rheumatism might be caused by the reflex irrita-
tion from the urethra.

Dr. Teskey mentioned a case which he had seen
where three days after the forcible dilatation of a
strictured urethra, gonorrhœal rheumatism set in
in the left knee.

Sept. 9th.-The Society met at 8.15, the Presi-
dent, Dr. Covernton in the chair. The minutes of
the last meeting were then read and adopted.

Dr. Cameron reported a case of opium poison-
ing. An aged woman had taken six drachms of
laudanum. The ordinary remedies were used to
produce emesis but failed. Two injections of
atropine à gr. each were then made and the
patient was quickly walked off to the hospital,
when after a good deal of trouble vomiting was
induced and the woman finally recovered.

Dr. Workman related a personal experience of
opium poisoning, in which vomiting occurred only
some hours after the ingestion of emetics and subse-
quent to a long walk and the insertion of the tube
of a stomach pump.

Dr. Canniff reported a case of apparent chloro-
form narcosis. A woman was found lying in bed,
nsensible, pupils widely dilated, pulse 8o, respira-
tions 24, and smelling strongly of chloroform. She
could not be aroused by the application to her
nostrils of strong ammonia. - An hour after the
chloroform had been entirely withdrawn from her,
he ammonia on being applied aroused her and
he recovered.

Dr. Neviht related a case of turpentine poisoning
n a child two years of age. The patient seen 1 f
ours after the inception of the poison, was in a
tate of stupor, pupils dilated, pulse quick, fuill and
oft, respirations stridulous, breath smelling
trongly of turpentine. She could be roused from
er stupor, but immediately the stimulus was
emoved she relapsed. She failed to respond to
risk and powerful emetics, but drank water
agerly. , During the night and in the morning
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she passed'water strongly marked by the character- she gained 37 lbs. She is at present wearing a
istic violet odor. 1Wyeth's Jacket," and there is evidence of early

He also reported a case of premature den- and complete consolidation of the vertebrM taking
tition. A child was born having a single incisor place with but very little deformity. (2.) A case of

tooth ; subsequently 4 molar teeth appeared, the exophthalmic goitre in a married female. The

incisor had to be extracted as it interfered with disease is of three years' standing. She is taking
feeding. This child also had six fingers upon each ergot, with beneficial resuits. Dr. Graham, of
hand. It died when three weeks old. Brussels, read notes of a case of pseudo-hyper-

Dr. Covernton read a paper upon various trophic muscular paralysis, which he bas at present
topics, dwelling especially upon the need of sani- under his care. The patient is a boy, aged 6,
tary legislation, describing some of the beneficial with a good family and personal history. The
results which had been attained in other countries first symptoins of difflculty in locomotion showed
and detailing some of the difficulties which sur- themselvesabouttwomonthsagoand have sorapi,
rounded it here. ily increased that at present we is unable to stand or

Dr: Canniff in the course of his remarks upon
the paper stated that the Dominion Government
had no jurisdiction upon health matters except
indirectly, as included under Vital Statistics. He
believed it was the intention of the Government to
do all it could as under that head.

After some ammendments to the By-Laws had
been carried the meeting adjourned.

HURON MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

walk without support. When walking he assumes
the peculiar waddling gait characteristic of the
disease. When standing the lordosis is marked.
There is complete absence of the patellar tendon
reflex. As yet there is no increase in size of any
of the muscles. Dr. Campbell, of Seaforth, showed
an idiotic boy affected with well marked rickets.
He also read his report as delegate to the Canada
Medical Association at Ottawa. The following
resolution, which was moved by Dr. Campbell,

The regular quarterly meeting of the Huron Medi- and seconded by Dr. Sloan, was carried unani-
cal Association was held in Clinton on the 6th ult.. mously:-" That it is desirable that this Associa-
Dr. McLean, of Goderich, President, in the chair. tion lend its active support towards the formation
The following members were present : Drs. Mc- of a Medical Association for the Province of
Lean, Sloan, Worthington, McDonald, Williams, Ontario."
Holmes, Graham, Taylor, Campbell, Hurlburt and
Stewart. Dr. Dunsmore, of Mitchell, was present a
on invitation. Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, showed a lady,

aged 35, who has been complaining for about two
years of pain and a sense of fulness in the right OHE RINCIPEs 0 HR ETÎSbJ

hypochondriac region.' She is under the impres- MR he M.D., ec ec AmeJ-
sion that she has an abdominal tumor. There are can from second English edition. Philadelphia
no gastric or hepatic symptoms complained of, H. C. Lea's Sons & Co. Toronto: Hart &
and, with the exception of a feeling of resistance Rawlinson.

over the left lobe of the liver, nothing abnormal It would be impossible to speak in terms too
can be made out by a physical examination. Drs. highly commendatory of this most practical and
Stewart and Hurlburt exhibited the following instructive treatise. It cannot fail to prove as
cases . (i.) A young lady, in whom they opened interesting to the old and experienced, as it must
a lumbar abscess antiseptically. There is disease be instructive to the young and adventurous; for
of the 4 th and 5th dorsal vertebrae in this case, and the former will find in it much that will harnonize
two years ago an abscess forined in the right lum- with their own matured conclusions, and the latter
bar region, which was opened without antiseptic much that wial be admonitowily profitable. It bas
precautions. it continued to discharge until the been issued by the enterprisin publishers in beau-
one on the opposite side was emptMed and healed. tiful clear type and on excellent paper. Not one
When he patient firat came under treatElent she of its 640:
only weighed 98 lbs. in less than three months matter. e i be o e i
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A TREATISE ON THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE, noma, and the connective tissue as the matricular
for the use of Students and Practitioners. By tissue of the simple neoplasms. Not the matim-
Robert Bartholow. M.A., M.D., L.L.D., Jef-1
ferson Medical College. New York: D. portant part of the work is that in which the view
Appleton & Co. Toronto : Hart & Rawlinson. is sought to be maintained, by an abundant array
Price $5,00. of facts, that carcinoma may be permanently re-
The appearance of this work, from the well lieved by thorough operations practised in the

known ability of the author, has been looked for- early stage of its evolution. We cordially recom-
ward with great anticipation for some time past by mend the work to such of our readers as are inter-
the profession in the United States and Canada. It ested in the subject of mammary tumors.
is however, we must confess, a little disappointing. A TEXT-BOOK F PHYSIOLOGY, by M. Foster, M.
It is not as exhaustive as it should be for a work A MEDB, F PrOLOGY, bys.oster M.
on the practice of medicine. It would appear to A., M.D., F.R.S., Prælector in Physiology and

h Iellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, withhave been the aim of the writer to adapt it as a text- illustrations. Fifth edition, revised, i 2mo, cloth,book for medical students rather than as a guide $3: sheep, $3,75. New York: McMillan &
to the general practitioner, and in that particular it Co. Toronto: Willing & Williamson.
will be found most suitable. It will be preferred This is a new English edition of Foster's Text-
by many students to Flint, Bristowe, Roberts and Book of Physiology by the author, which was
other works of a single volume, which have beern in recently noticed in these columns. It requires no
use more or less for several years past. In further notice than the simple announcement, at
pathology it is in some respects superior to the our hands.
before mentioned w orks, especially as it is more
recent. It is also of a very convenient size for refer- PHYSICTÂNS' VISITING LIST-by LINDSAY & BLA-
ence as a students text-book while in attendance KISTON, Philadelphia.
upon lectures. Many practitioners will find the treat- This is the thirtieth year of publication of this
ment recommended of value to them at the bedside. ever popular, useful, and convenient visiting list.
The author is a strong believer in the efficacy of No practitioner should be without one. It may
medicine in the treatment of disease, and his work be ordered direct from the publishers tlrough any
will serve, in some measure at least, to dispel the bookseller, or through this office at commutation
therapeutic nihilism cf the day. rates with the LANCET.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON TUMORS OF THE MAM-
MARY GLAND, by W. Gross, A.M., M.D., Jeffer-
son Medical College ; illustrated by twenty-nine
engravings. New York: D. Appleton & Co. On the 22nd of Sept., W. A. Dafoe, M.D.,Toronto : Hart & Rawlinson. Cloth, $2.50. L.R.C.P. & S., Edin., of Tweed, to Essa Christina,
This is a work of real and permanent value, and eldest daughter of A. M. VanDusen, Esq.

an excellent contribution to the study of mammary On the 3oth of Sept., in Montreal, H. E.growths. It contains a careful analysis of 65 Mitchell, M.D., of Stanbridge, Que., to Miss
cases of cysts and upwards of goo neop;asms, the Helen Acton, of Lichfield, Eng.
nature of which has been confirmed by the micro- On the 3oth of Sept., in Jefferson, Ohio, L. D.
scope. In his classification, theauthor divides tumors Healy, M.D., of Brantford, Ont., to Miss Emma
of the mammary gland into-. Neoplasms derived M* Harris, of Jefferson.
from the periglandular connective tissue. 2. Neo- On the 6th ult., Dr. Carder, of Hawtrey, in theplasms which proceed from the secreting elements 7oth year of his age.
and are composed of epithelium. 3. Neo- In Kingston, on the 2 4 th of Sept., Thomas B.plasms derived from the higher structures, as Tracey, M.D., M.R.C.S., Eng., aged 38 years.
angioma (blood-vessels) and neuroma. 4. Cysts, At Reed City, Mich., on the 17th ult., Dr. G. H.
caused by obstruction of the ducts. About 83 Case, formerly of Lobo, Ont.
per cent. of mammary tumors are carcinomatous T/e c/arge for notices of birits, deaths and
and 16 per cent. are not. He regards the lacteal * . s fiTh y cents, whicl siouf b e deatcarded
glands as the starting point'of adenoma and carci- in posiage stamps lh t/e co cnici rwatio ad.
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EDUDLEYS EMULSON I

NORWEGIAN COD LIVER.OIL
PANC REATINE

ANID

EL ACTO-PHOSPHATE OF LIME IE
FORMULA.-Each fi. oz. contains six gre. of Pancreatine, sixteen grs. of Lacto-Phosphate of Lime, twenty-five pr. et. of Glycerine, andßlfty pr. et. of Norwegian Cod-Liver Oil.

THE ONLY PANCREATIC EMULSION KADE IN AMERICA.
This preparation is respectfully submitted to Physicians, as being ALWAYs rellable. Although well aware that Cod-Liver 011 Emulsionshave fallen into deserved disrepute, yet we are confident this will stand anly test or trial it may be subjected to. It contains no GUMARABIC, TRAGACANTH, ALBUMEN, SACCHARINE OR ALKALINE MATTER; therefore, it will not SAPONIFY, FERMENT, nor RAN-CIDIFY. The addition of PANCREATINE insures rapid and complete assimilation, enabling patients with very weak stomachs to easily retainand digest it. Guaranteed to keep in any clinate. Phkisicians supplied with 8anples (express paid) on application.

DUDLEY & CO., Pharmaceutical Chemists,
Laboratory, 397 and 399 Pearl Street. 423 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

MussRs DUDLET & Co. : Dear Sirs-Though your EMULsIoN has not been before the profession a long time, still I have used It quiteextensively in my practice, and can truly say I think it one of the most elegant preparations of Cod-Liver O I have ever prescribed. I findit can be readily taken and borne by the most delicate stomach, and the PANCREATINE and PHOSPHATEs make its administration desirable In alarge number of cases other than phthisical. In fact, there are few cases of mal-assimilation and general debility in which its administration
will not do good-and it gives me pleasure to recommend it to my professional brethren.

HOMER L BARTLETT, M.D., Brooklyn, N.Y., Consulting Surgeon Kings County Hospital.
We are quite confident many physicians are deterred from prescribing Cod-Liver Oil Emulsions, simply because they are usp icious of theso called pure oil they are represented to contain. To prove that we use absolutely pure Norway oil, we respectfully submit the following

guarantee:
MUssas. DUDLEY & CO. : Gentlemen-We hereby guarantee the Cod-Liver Oil we Bell you, to be " TRUE NoawIeIAN COD-LrvnR OIL," ofour own direct importation. W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., 170 and 172 William St.. New York.

John Reynders & Co.,
(Late of Otto & ]eynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
UNDER THE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

Manufacturera and Importera of

S URGICAL
AND

OrthopCeical Instruments,

SKELETONS,
AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIONS.

The Manufacture and Importation of every
article used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialties.

Our Illustrated Catalogue and Price Ist
nailed on application, enclosing twelve Cents for Postage.

The Practitioners' Obstetric Bag
--- ---- ---- --- --- ....-

15 inches long, 6 lnches high, containing Barnees' Craniotomy Foi.
ceps, Midwifery Forceps, Perforators, Frenum Scissors, Blunt Hook
and Crotchet, Catheter, 4 Stoppered Bottles, 1 Chloroform Drop
Bottie. Price, $26.
Bag only, Superior Morocco, Gilt Fittingi, - - - - $6 00Plain Fittinga, Chamois

Leather - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 50

THE IMPROVED CLINICAL THERMOMETER WITH KAGNI-
FIED AND IMPERISHABLE INDEX

The mercury is easily seen, and there being no air spec, the liability
to loose the registering needl, is obviated, should by any accident the
whole of the mercury be shaken into the Lup it will register the next
time it is driven up by the temperature.

PRICE IN CASE, - - - - - - - - - - $2.50.
ORDINARY REGISTERING CLINICAL

THERMOMETERS - - - - - - -1 50.

J. STEVENS & SON,
GOWER STREET, 86 King Street East,

London, Eng. Toronto, Ont.

FOR ADVERTIBEMNT OF BEABURY & JOHNSON'S PLASTERB, BM INSIDE PAGE.
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Shuttleworth's Fluid Extracts
Guaranteed of Standard Strength and Quality.

FLUID EXTRACT OF ERGOT.
This most important preparation is made the subject of special care and attention, not only in regard'to the details ofmanipulation but the quality of the crude drug, which is perhaps the most important consideration. The finest ergot'ob-tainable is always employed, and physicians using this extract may rely on producing the specific effects of the drug,

NEW REMEDIES.
Preparations of New and Rare Drugs.

ALSTONIA, Dita Bark. BOLDO, Peumus Boldo, Leaves.
ARECA, Betel Nut. CERCIS CANADENSIS.
AVA, Kava-kava Root. CASCARA SAGRADA.
BAEL, Bael Fruit. COTO, Coto Bark.
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM. USTILAGO MAIDIS, Corn Ergot.
COCA LEAVES. GRINDELIA ROBUSTA.
DAMIANA LEAVES. JABORANDI.
DROSERA, Sundew. KOOSO.
EVENING PRIMROSE. MISTLETOE.
EUCALYPTUS. RHUS AROMATICA.
FUCUS VESICULOSUS. SANDAL WOOD.
GUARANA. SUMBUL.
YERBA REUMA. YERBA SANTA.
RUEBRACHO. PENTHORUM SEDOIDES.
GOA POWDER. etc. CHAULMOOGRA OIL, etc.

Chemically pure CHLOROFORM, ETHER, and OL. TEREBINTH, for AnSsthetic purpo.

CANADIAN MALT EXTR CT.
This is made by a recently devised process by which the greater portion of the Diastase is retained in an active con-dition.
Several combinations are manufactured :-MALT with ]PHOSPHATES, MALT with COD-LIVE.R-QIL and PHOSPHATES, and MALT with HYPOPHOSPHITES.

B. P. PREPARATIONS.
Ail the Officinal Compounds kept in stock, also, a fulli une of Pharmaceutical Preparations generally.

GELATINE-COATED PILLS.
A fuF supply l stock.

Price Lists Forwarded on Application

E *B. SHUTTLE ORTH,
All the Off"ina Copud kept in stck als a> ful line of PhraetclPeartosgnrly

''AFroUt'STR IeeG OIMIsT,
68 Front Street, Toronto.
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Dr.'J. Collis BrovWne's Chlorodyne
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish

to calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease,'invigorate the nervous media, andregulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide ourself with a supply of thatmarvellous remedy discovered by Di. J. COLLIs BaoWNz (late Medical Staff), to whieh he gavethe name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy everdiscovered.

CnaoTon is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderfal and valuable remedyever discovered.
CHLORODYN is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CELoEoD effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,

Group, Ague.
UHLo&oDYNz acts like a charm in Diarrhea, and la the only s pecifle in Cholera and Dysentery
CHLORODYNU effectually outa short all attacks o. Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.
CLOIODYNU is the only palliative in Neuralgia, 9,heumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache.Meningitis, &c.

Extract from 1ndian Economist.
« W* direct the attention of medical mon to a fact observed some years since by erseives, and oorroborated by oursubsequent experienoe, that Dr. J. Collis Brown*'@ Chlorodyne is la many cas of Low Fever immensely uperior toQuinine in ourative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collin Browne's Chlorodynelie yetproperly appraised In India. . . . It may b. given with absolute iafety oven to a ohild three days old. Were medicalmon but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that It vould vork a revolution in the treatment of two-thirds of the disase to which ohildren are subject. Ite ourative power in simply amaing."
"I arl Russell oommuniested to the Collage of Phyicians that h. had reoeived a despateh from Her Majesty's Conou]at Manlla tothe effeot that Choiera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service wa (BLORO-»YNE."-Bc. Came De. 1, 1864.

Yrom W. VUsALIUs PETTIORNW, M.D., Hon. F.RO.S., England.
Formerly Lectu rer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.d I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have neyer met with any medicine #o eois.dmu an Anti-8p modie and Bedative. I have tried it in Conaumption, Asthma, Diarrhma, and other diseases, and amamil perfectiy mataftd vlth th. resuua."

From Dr. Tnoxs SANIro», Passage West, Cork.
"1 will thank yon te send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It wa the most efoioous remedy I ever used, aforta.1ng relief in violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who ha sauffered foryears vith pariodioal attacka of Bpama of a mont painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedies, noh arpa, &o., fand nothing se prompt and eosoious as Chlorodyne.' '

From Dr. B. J. BouLToN & Co., Horncastle.
MWe have made pretty extensive use of Chierodyne in our practioe lately, and look apex it ce an excellent directledative and Anti-8pammodio. It seems to allay pain and irritation lu whatever organ, and from whaterer cause. Itlduves a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and soes te posis this great advantageeem ail other edativce, that It leaves no unpleasant after efoots."

Prom J. 0. Bàm=, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
Mlu is witheut dubt, the miet valuable and ecrtain Anedyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
Cavwon.-The extraordinary medieal reports on the ionesy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that th.publie should obtain the gonuine, whiah bear the words " Dr. J. Collia Brownea' Chlorodyne."Vice-Chanoellor Woon stated that Dr. J. CoLLa Baowxa was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNU: that th@whole story of the DefeDdaat, laEmuia, wa deliberately untrue.
Lord Chanoellor Selborne and 4 ord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate migreprectationa( the deoislon of Vife-Chanoellor WoOd.
Chemista throughout the land ionarm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYNE.
Sold in Bottles at 1 id., 28 9d., 4s 6d., eacb. None genuine without the words "Dr. J.OLLI8 BROWNE'8 CHLORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical

Testimony acompanies each bottle.
Soma KAuuArm a-J. T. DAVE IPORT, 88 GaaAÂ RuuanML BTamT, BLooxShuya, LoxDo@.
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.

SOBTON.
Prof. Francis Minot,
H. H. A. Beach. M.D

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.
Prof. James S. Jewel

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. MoGr
Prof. James F. Noyes
Prof. Albert B. Lyon
Prof. Leartus Connor

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday,
Prof. Ja. B. Joh.so.

Galvan

FOR SALE BY LY

We respeotfally refer to the following Eminent Physicians:
NEW YORK CITY.

Prof. W. A. Hammond, M.D.
Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, M.D.

. Poof. James R. Wood, M.D.
PHILADELPHIA.

Prof. Robert E. Rogers, M.D.
D. Prof. B. Howard Rand, M.D.
I M.»6 CANADA.

JIr. Theo. Maok, M.D., St. Ca
tharines.

Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D., Kingst'n
&W, M.». Dr. John R. Dickson, M.D.,

M.D. Kingston.
M.D. D-. B. H.Lemon, M.D., Tho
M.D. rold.

Drs. Orton & Alexander, M.D.,
Fergus.

M.D. Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D., Ham-
M.D. iltôn.

.Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., Toronto.

o-Faradic Manufacturing Company,
2@8 F OURTU AVENUIE, NEW VO RK.

AN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for their use.

ELIZI F5I gr cigCIS POSPE, Lo,
LACTO-PHOSPHATES prepamred from the formula of Dr. DUSART, of Paris.

Compound ElirP of Phosphates and Calisaya.--A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonic.
TH elegant preparation combinés with a sound Sherry Wine percolated through Wild Sherry Bark and Aromatics.nthe form of an agreeable cordial, 2 gr#. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate of Iron, 1 r. of ka-of Calisaya Bark, Qunia , Quimidi a , Chinchoni a , and ifteen drope offres Phoephoric Acid to eack kta ounce.In the various forme of Dyspepsia, resulting in impoverished blood and de raved nutrition, in convalescing from theZymotic Fovers (Typhus, Typhoid, Diphtheria, Small-pox, Scarlatina Measles in nervous prostration from mental andphysical exertion, dissipation and vicions habits, In chlorotio anSemio women, and in the strumous diathesis in adulte andkblidren It is a combination of great effioacy and reliability, and being very acceptable to the moat fastidious It may betaken for an indefinite period without becoming repugnant to the patient. When Strychnine in indicated the officinalsolution of the Pharmacopeia may be added, each fluid drachm making the 64th of a grain to a half luid ounce of theEliir,-a valuable combination la dyspepsia with constipation and headaches. This compound là prepared with greatcars, and wili b. maintained of standard purity and strength.

DOSa.-For an aduit, one tablespoonful three times a day, after eating; from seven to twolve, one dessert-spoonfal;from two to B WHen, Le tea-spoonful.
Prepared by T. B. WHEELER, M. D., MOINTREAL, D. C

PETROLEUM

VA SELINE
JELLY

The attention of physicians, druggiste and hospitals, is called to this article, and to the fact that ita favourably regarded and extensively used both in the United States and England, by the profession,and by pharmacists for OINTMENTS, CERATES, &c.
As a dressing for WOUNDS, OUTS, BRUISES, BURNS, SPRAINS, PILES, RHEUMATISff

SKIN DISEASES, DATARRH, SORES or ERUPTIVE DISEASES, and all contused and infßamed
surfaces, it is not equalled by any known substance.

In the treatment of COUGHS, COLDS, CROUP, DIPHTHERIA, and of THROAT
and CHEST complainte, the best results are obtained. 25c., 50c. and pound bottles $1.00.

VASEL as awarded a Grand Modal and Diploma at the Centeunial Exposition PhiladelPhiý, 1876. Report of Judges. "Novslle In pharmacvunequalled purity, and superiority of manufacture" Professor *m. OdRng, P.S., Great Britain; Professor O. I.=2r, New York *ro Rudolph Van Wsgner, Germany; Prof. F. A. Genth, Pennsylvania; roi. L F. Ruhlman, Francs; J. W. Maiet,eiNl& PoMaslr neS, vaseline Cold Cream, aseline Camphor Ice, ar a equit tot articles made from pre VaselineAL Clare ont& 5,era0. ad ad r . o.
AGBZVTUW-qLyamuos Cla» & Ce., nete and Lyman Bros9 ,routo.



M ALTOPE PSYN
(IIGE1WFERED 'r OT''rAWA)

FORMULA

SACCHARATED PZPSINS (Parci).......................îo Grains
PANCREATINE.... .................. 5

ACID LACTOPHOSPHATE OF LIME.................. 5
EX3ICCA.TED EXTRACT OF MALT (Equal to onetea-

spoonful of liquid extract of Malt.)......................1o

The new Canadian remedy for Dyspepsia, Indigestion,

Cholera Infantum, Constipation and all Disease

arising from Imperfect Nutrition.

It is also exceedingly valuable as a relief for Vorniting in Pregnancy.

TO THE MEDICAL PROFESSION.
Having been employed in the manufacture of Pepsine, Pancreatine, etc., in the

United States for the past seven years, and knowing that nine-tenths of the nu-
merous brands of Pepsine and Combinations thereof, in the market to-day,are al-
most worthless and inert, and knowing further, that the few really good articles
are absurdly high priced-one dollar per ounce and upwards-I have decided to
offer to the profession, Maltopepsyn, an article unequalled in quality and rea-
sonable in price (fifty cents per two ounce bottle, containing nearly one and one-
half ounces of powder).

I will guarantee Maltopepsyn to be compounded exactly as per formula and
cach ingredient to be of the best quality possible to be made, and therefore I
claim the following advantages over the ordinary preparations now dispensed,
viz:-

First-The Sacclarated Pepsine (Porci) is of a quality superior to any in the
market, it is perfectly soluble, tasteless, odoiless, very active, and, being sacchar-
ated, will preserve its qualities for years, while made in any different manner it will
not. N.B. Pepsine is very difficult to procure free from Mucous Chriatine and
the other impurities of the stomach, and is usually sold containing ail these hurt-
fulsubstances, which not only kill its digestive properties but give it a dark brownish
color, disagreeable odor and acrid taste. Pure Pepsine should be light colored,
nearly odorless and tasteless.

Second-The Pancreatine is tully equal to that made iii London, England,
the only Pancreatine in the market at all reliable, and that is so high priced ($3.00
per oz.) as to alnost prohibit its use.

Third-The Exsiccated, or dry extract, is a more effective, palatable and
coivenient preparation of the nutritive article, Malt, than the liquid extracts usu-
ally dispensed.

Fourth--The Acid Lactophosphate of lime is carefully purified and of the best
quality. Its therapeutic value is too well known to need further comnent.

Upon application fron any of the Medical Faculty, I will.be pleased to for-
vard samples, which will substantiate the claims made for Maltopepsyn, and I

hope for your assistance in this my endeavour to introduce a good preparation at
a low price.

HAZEN MORSE, 57 Front Stree': East, TORONTO.



'MALTOPEPSYN
Combine, all the digestive principles that act upon

food, with the rutritive qualities of Extract of Malt and

the brain food of the Acid Phosphates.

PRICE LIST.
Maltopepsyn, (2 oz. bottles, contair;ir:g nearly ii ozs. powder), roc. per bottle.

S5 oo per dozen.
in half pound bottles S5 oo per pound.

Less than half the price of any good preparation of Pep-
sine in the market, and guaranteed to excel the best in
the results.

Nearly 2,ooo bottles have been sold during the first five
months of its introduction, entirely through physicians' pre-
scription s.

The following is a sample of the great number of testi-
monials I have received frcm medical men

Iazen Morse, Esq., BRUSSELS, JUNE 28th, I88o.

Dear Sir,-I believe Maltopepsyn to be equal, if not superior, toLactopeptine or Pepsine, in the use 'of which I have had a very large expericice.
Yours, etc.. WILLIAM GRAHAM, M.D..

CASE ATTENDED BY DR. BURNS, TORONTo, APRIL, 1880.

Child of Mr. Edgell, Toronto, about two years old, suffering from Diarrhœa
brought on by indigestion; passed undigested food, etc. Dr. B had tried
niany remedies without giving any relief; finally prescribed Maltopepsyn. After
the child had taken six doses, there was narked improvenent, and before one-
half the bottle was used had entirely recovered.

I will make the same offer to medical men on Maltopepcyn as I do* on1 lydroleine, viz: Iwill forwarA ipon application, to physicians only, a ful sizedottle of Maltopepsyn upo- . ipt of twenty-five cents, (half price). This offeronuly applies to the first ix>tue.
HAZENtMORSE 57 Front Street East, TORONTO.
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DETROIT MEDICAL COLLEGE.
(Member of the American Medical College Association.)

SESSION'S OF î88o.'8i

JAMES F. NOYES, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
THEO. A. McGRAW, M.D., PRESIDENT,

Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clin-
ical Surgery.

GEO. P. ANDREWS, M.D.,
I'rofessor of Principles and Practice of Medicine and

Clinical Medicine.
C. B. GILBERT, M.D.,

Professor of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and
Children.

N. W. WEBBER, M.D.,
Professor of Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical

Surgery.
SAMUEL P. DUFFIELD. PH. D., M.D.,

Professor of Toxicology and Medical Jurisprudence.

ALBERT B. LYONS, M.D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Director of the Chemical

Laboratory.
LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., SECRETARY,

Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology.
H. O. WALKER, M.D.,

Professor of Anatomy and Diseases of Genito-Urinary
System.

E. L. SHURLY, M.D.,
Professor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics and

Laryngology.
HAL. C. WYMAN, M.D.,

Professor of Physiology, and Director of the Physiological
Laboratory.

J. H. CARSTENS, M.D., J. W. ROBERTSC
Assistant Clinical Professor of Clin. Gynecology, Instructor in Practice

F. A. SPALDING, M.D., A. E. CARRIE
Assistant Clinical Professor of Obstetrics. Instructor ant Demonstr

T. G. JOHNSON, M.D., MORSE STEWART,
Lecturer on Diseases of Mind and Nervous Sy.tem. Instructor in Materia Medi

E. A. CHAPOTON. M.D., A. B. STEVENS,Lecturer on Pathology and Morbid Anatomy. Instructor in Ph
DAVID INGLiS, M.D., CHAS. G. JENNIN

Instructor in Practice of Medicine. Instructor in Ch
F. H. KNICKERBOCKER, M.nD., Curator of Museum and Librarian.

N, M.D.,
of Medicine.

R, M. D.,
ator of Anatomy.
JR., M.D.,

ca and Therapeutics.
PH. C.,

armacy.

GS, M, D.,
emistry.

The Collegiate Year is divided into two sessions.
THE REGULAR SESSION opens Wednesday, September 8th, i88o, and closes March 1881, (obligatory.)THE SPRING SESSION opens March 15th, 188i, and closes June 23rd, (optional.)All candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine at the DETROIT MEDICAL COLLEGE must successfully completethe following system of training :
PRELIMIARY EXAMINATION must be passed by all candidates for admission who cannot present satisfactorydocumentary evidence that their acquirements are equal, if not greater than the standard adopted. Date of Examination,September 6th and 7th, 1880.
GRADED COURSE covers three regular sessions of six months each. The course of instruction bas been so ar-ranged as to carry the student progressively and systematically, from one subject to another in a just and natural order.DAILY PRACTICAL WORK in Anatomical, Chemical or Physiological Laboratories during the first two sessions.DAILY CLINICAL LECTURES during the first two sessions.
DAILY CLINICAL WORK in the HOSPITAL WARDs or DISPENsARIEs during the entire last session. For thispurpose the Senior Class is divided into small sections, and each section placed in charge of a Clinical teacher for onemonth. Then the sections change teachers, so that during the session every member of the Senior Class is taught to doclinical work in Diseases of the Eye and Ear, in Diseases of the Larynx, in Diseases of Women, in General MedicalCases, in Surgical Cases, in Diseases of the Skin and in Diseases of the Nervous System and in Obstetrics. Thus thetudent makes, or assists in making, examinations and in carrying out treatment, writes prescriptions and histories of cases,dresses wounds, applies bandages, watches the progress of pathological processes internal or external, assists at opera-tions, etc.
DAILY LECTURES AND RECITATIONS on the several scientifie and practical branches of Medicine and Surgery during the entirehree courses.
EXAMINATIONS at the end of each course on the studies of that course.DIVISION OF STUDENTS. -The students are divided into three classes according to time of study and proflciency in study. Eachclass has its lectures, recitations, clinics, and Laboratory work distinct from the others. The small size of the several classes brings thestudent into intimate personal relations with his several teachers.
Three Hospitals-larper's, St. Mary's and St. Luke's- with two large free Dispensaries, afford abuudance of clinical material. Aillectures are delivered on Hospital Grounds. The peculiar feature of this school is the intimate union between its Didactic, its Laboratoryand its Clinicai teachin.
FEE.-For Regular Session, Registration, (yearly).....'....• ••• •• •--............................................... 5 0Lecture Fees ....... .............................................................................. 75 00Final Examination ................. ..................................................... 3000

Lecture Fees to Third Course Students.............................. .......................... ' 50"0
Hospital Tickets free to all who take out other tickets.For Spring Session the fees are $10 to those who attend the Regular Course. All others are required to pay $25, but $15 of this will becredited on the fees of the next Reguiar Course attended All fees payable before Matriculation Examination, to the Secretary, but aro re-turned if the applicant fails to pas the examinatioi.

Announcement and Catalogue, or more detailed account of the above can be promptly obtained by addressing the Secretary,
LEARTUS CONNOR, M.D., 92 Cass Street, DETROIT, Mich.

N.B.-Under no circunstances will there be any reduction or remission of any of the published requirements of the College.
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PUT UP IN SAMPLES FURNISHED
1 POUND CANS., On Application.
5 ' THE POST-OFFICE10 ,, LAWS25 " 1 Forbid anything of an olea-50 '' '' ginous nature being sent100 through the mail.

In chemical composition, Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei] is an oleaginous hydrocarbon, corresponding to the heavy petroleum oils,and containing a large amount of the paraffines and olefines of formulhe C16 H34 & C16H32 It contains but a small percentage of theparaffinesand olefines, corresponding to the formula C7 H16 and C7 H14, respectively, and the offensive and irritating properties of the crude oil havebeen carefully reioved. In the process of purification, no acids, alkalies, or other chemicals are enployed, and no injurious additions ofany kind are nade to the natural product. The result is a semi-solid, translucent substance, with a faint odor, an unctuous feel and aslightly tarry taste.
a osmoline [Uni uentum Petrolei] melts at about 100° Fah. (38' Cent.) ; and boils at about 625' Fah. (329' Cent.); its specific gravity isabout 0.875 at 60' Fali.
As it contains no oxydizable or organic matter capable of change by putrefaction or fermentation, and is absolutely without affinityftn in'iture, it offers to the profession an admirable unguent, which can never decompose, ferment, or become rancid in anv climate ortunipeoature.

291 MADIsoN AvENUE, NEw YORK, February 26th, 1878.
[ have examined the preparations of Cosmoline as manufactured by E. F. Houghton & Co., Philadelphia, and believe them welladapted to the purposes for which they are designed. As lubricants, and as the bases of simple or medicated ointments, they have a decidedadvantage over the fixed oils and fatty substances in ordinary use, in that they do not become rancid, and do not acquire irritating qualitiesfroi atmospheric exposure.

ALFRED C. POST, M.D., LL,D.,Eiserituse Professor of Clinical Surgery in the Univerity of .New York, Visiting Surgeon to Presbyterian Hospital, etc.

218 Souru SIXTEENTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA, July 7th 1880.MK.,sks. E. F. H0t7euTox & Co. :
Gentlemen-The petroleum product prepared by you and supplied to physicians under the name of Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei],wvas first brought to my notice while I was a Resident Physician in the Penunsvlvsnia Hospital, and it at once conmended itself to me as abland emollient, as an elegant substitute for Carron oil in burns and scalds, as a protective in excoriations and certain diseases of theskin, and as an excipient in the place of lard for applications to the eye and ear. For the last five years I have used the plain Cosmoline,both iii hospital and private practice, in Gynecological and Obstetrical cases, with perfect satisfaction, and consider it much superior to OliveOil, which is so generally used. Carbolated Cosmoline is a useful combination, but the rose-scented Cosmoline is beyond all question, a workof art, which cannot be too highly commended. I have the honor to be,

Veryrespectfully, yours, FRANK WOODBURY, M.D.,
Physician to German Hospital.

PHILADELPHIA, July 10th, 1880.Mzssas. E. F. HVOeUroN & CO.:.
I have for a number of years made extensive use of Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei] and consider it a most valuable article for surgi-cal purposes. Either as a dressing by itself, or as a vehicle for the application of medicaments, it is greatly superior to lard or other fattymatters, especially by reason of its non-liability to change by time or temperature.

Yours truly, JOHN H. PACKARD, M.D.

1031 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA.MSR.E. P. HOUGIITON & CO.
I have used extensively Cosmoline [Unguentum Petrolei] both in Dispensary and private practice, with very great satisfaction. Asa vehicle for makimg ointments it is invaluable, and far superior to lard, for the reason that it will not become rancid or undergo chemicalchange like the latter, when exposed to the atmosphere. I cannot too highly commend it as an application in various skin diseases.

Yours truly, JOHN V. SHOEMAKER, A.M., M.D
Physician to the Pennsylvania Free Dispensary for Skin Diseases.

Mesurs, E. F. HouGHTON & CO., 208 West 34th Street, NEw YORE.

GBxrs:-I fully appreciate the value of your Cosmoline or Ungt. Petrolei and prescribe it frequently in ointments. Fluid Cosmoline Ihave used constantly for several years, as a lubricant of urethral sounds. It is the cleanest oil I know of for this purpose.
Yours truly, GEO. HENRY FOX.

PREPARED BY

E. F. HOUGHTON & CO.,
211 S. ]'ROJTT STREET, PI-IIA2DELIT&.

In corresponding with advertisers please mention the CANADA LANCET.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
M.EUIC CAL coLca:.

CITY OF NEW YORK.

S~ESSIOiTS OFs 1880-81.T HE COLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces the Regular Winter Session and a Spring Session.

THE REGULAR SESSION will begin on Wednesday, September 15, i88o, and end about the middte of March,188î. During this Session, in addition to four dfdactic lectures on every weekday except Saturday, two or three hours aredaily allotted to clinical instruction. Attendance upon three regular courses of lectures is required for graduation.THE SPRING SESSION consists chiefly of recitations from Text-Books. This Session begins about the middle ofMarch and continues until the middle of June. During this Session, daily recitations in all the departments are held by acorps of Examiners appointed by the Faculty. Short courses of lectures are given on special subjects, and regular clinicsare held in the Hospital and iu the ColIege building.

Faculty.
ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D., Eneritus Profess or of Obstetric. sud diseases of Women and Children, and President of the Faculty.JAMES R. WOODIJNIMD., LL.D., Ettnentus Professor of Sur,,ery.
FoR DYCE BARKER M.D., LL.D., Professor of Clinical Midwiferv and Diseases of Women.
BENJAMIN W. McCREAD, M D., Emeritus Professor of )'ateria Medica and Therapeutic, aud Prof. of Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN FLINT, M. D., Professor of the Principles aud Practice of Medicine, sud Clinical Medicine.W. H. VAN BUREN,3M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Principleand Practiceof Srerv, Diseases of .enito-Uri:nry System, andnClinicalSurgery.LE~WIS A. SAYRE. M D., I>rofessor of Orthopoedic Surgery aud Clinical Suirgery.
ALEXANDER B. MOTT, M.D., Professor of Clinical and Operative Surgery.WILLIAM T. LUSK, MD., Professor of Obstetrica an Diseases of Women and Children, and Clinical Midwifery.A. A. SMIH, m.D., Professor of Materia Medica sd Therapeutics, and Clinical Medicine.AUSTIN FLINT, JR., M.D., Professor of Physilog.and Physiological Anatomy, and Secretary of the Faculty.JOSEPH D. BORANT, M. D., Professor of Cerai, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.R. OG .EN DJEUS, M.. LL.D., Professor f clielistry and Toxicology.EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D., Prof. of Pat tological Anatomy and Histology, f iseases of the Nervous System, and Clin. Medioine.

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS, ETC.
HENRY D. NOYES, M. D., Professor of Ophthaliology and Otology.J. LEWIS SMITH, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases of Children.EDWARD L. KEYES, M.D., Professor of Dermatology, and Adjunct to the Chair of Principles of Surgery.JOHN P. GRAY, MD., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence.ERSKINE MASON, M.D., Clinical Professor of Surgery.JOSEPH W. HOWE, M. , Cliic i Professor of Surgery.LEROY MILTON YALE, M.D.. Leecturer Adjunct on Orthopædic Surgery.BEVERLY ROBINSON, M.I) Lecturer on Clinical Medicine.FRANE H. DOSWORTFI, M à, Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat.CHARLES A. DOREl. M D., PH. D., Lecturer on Practical Chemistry and Toxicology, and Adjunet to the Chair of Chemistryand Toxioov
FREDERICK S. DENNIS, M.D, M.R.C.S., iubonstrators of Anstomy.
WILLIAM H. WELCH, M. N , ' Do

FACULTY FOR THE SPRING SESSION.
FREDERICK A. CASTLE M.D., Lecturer on Pharmacology.WILLIAM H. WELCH, M. L)., Lecturer on Pathological Histology.CHARLES A. DOREMUS, M.D., Pu.D., Lecturer on Animal Chemistrv.T. HEtIUNG BURCHARD, M.D., Lecturer on Surgical Eniergencies.

-------- Lecturer on Normal Histology.
CHARLES S. BULL, M.D., Lecturer on Ophthalmology and Otology.

FEES FOR THE R EGULAIR SESSION.
Fees for the tirst and second year, each
Fees for all third-year Students, and far ail Graduates o r Coles.................................. ................. o 1Matriculation Fee ................... ................................................................................... 5 0Dissection Fee (including niaterial for dissection)10
Graduation Fee ........... .......................Or for each of the tree ery exanination ........................... 310 00........................................................................... 1000

FEES FOR THE SPRINC SESSION.
Matriculation (Ticket valid for the following Winter)....5
Recitations, Clinics, and Lectures ................................................................. 5 00Dissection (Ticket valid for the followi'g Witer •.............................................................. 1 00

MATRICULATION EXAMINATON.-The matriculation will consist of English Composition (one foolscap page of original cenmposition uponany subject, in the handwriting of the candidate); Gramumar, an exaninuation upon the above-mentioned composition ; Arithmetic, includ-ng vulgar ad decimal fractions; Algebra, imcuding simple equations; Geomnetry, first two books of Euclid. Th cxamination will bewalved for those who have received the degree uf A. IL those who have passed the freshman examination for entrmnce into any incorporatedliteary colege, those who preseht certifl>ates ( proflciency in the subjects of the matriculation examination fron he principal or teachersof any reputable hîgh sehool, aud thotie who have paused a matriculation examination at any recognized mnedical college or at any* scientlficschool or academy in which an examination is requred for admission.
For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving full regulations for graduation and other information, address

Junsest, 1880. PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR,,
l ECRETARY I ELLEv'UE Hlosi'ITATL MyDcAL COLLEGE.
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Drescher's Patent, Poci:et Electro-Magnetic Machines,
PATENTED NOV. 4th, 1879.

These ne and powerful partable machines reeu me in st.le and appearanee the French Gaiffe" instruments, but are far superior,enoc n improvunts, Nhereby aare tchtran nurannt of much greater intensity and longer duration is produced with the same
chà rjetha.in ,ýany instruirent extan t.ue

ith one lfattery 'Cel. Fitted a jent nahogany case, $5 00. No. 2.- With two Battery Cells. This fine instrument isenclosed in a polished mnahog*any case, similar in style to that of No. 1. $750.

INo. 3.-A superior Te o Cell Machine. Rand«
somelv îuounted i a double-lid case, as here lllustrated, and fitted with extra electrodes, $9.00.

MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

F. G. Otto & Sons
64 CHATHAM ST.,

Newx Y01rk City.

. fautfacturer toef . ic ap Ia tru, euta and
Ort hopede A ppliance.ELECTRO-THE ,APEUTIC APPARATUS!

e2) C. POT TER

O & E.r a
31 King Street East,

Separate Coil and Continuous Coil Faradic Batteries. 1S Cell, 20 Cell, and 30 Cell Portable Galvanic Bat-teries. Stationary Batteries put u1p to orcler.

A. M. ROSEBRUGH, M.D., DR. WAD8WDRTH'8
(Burgeon to the Toronto Eye and Ear Dispensry.) UT ER INZ ELEVAToR.May be consulted at the residence of The best Pesary, for Db.plaoemeU

Dr. J. W. Rosebrgh, Upper James St. Hamilton, of the Womb, ever invented; o say
TLSu oe y n.let aPd Price List to

Last Saturday of every Month. .lH. ~3MI'GTON, PropÉrto, roviay IL 1.
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GROSS, CLARE & CO.,
684 TO 690 CRAIC STREET, MONTREAL,

MAUACTUEEs oF
Surgical, Dental, and Veterinary Instruments. Hypoderric Syringes. Prescr p ion Sca ui. LIectro-GalvanicBatteries. Trusses. Shoulder Braces. Abdominal Beits. Aiparaiusfor Spinal C&cv.tute,and every kind of Physical Deforiy. S1uliin, &c.

ARTIFICI AL
"Gross' " Patent for which they hold several Medals and Diplomas.

LIM BS,

INVALID ROLLING CHAIRS
Always on hand. A Full Stock of Surgical kubber Goods, Beds, Cushions, and Hospital Supplies. Ela-tic Stockings,Anklets, Wristlets, and Bandages.

Particular attention given to Repairing, Repolishing, and Nickeling Instruments.

OW Illustrated Catalogues and Price Lists Furnished on Application.

Copy of Judges Report on their Exhibit of Surgical Instruments, at the Dominion Exhibition, held at Ottawa, 18 79
"We consider it the best display of Workmanship in our Department and would recommend the highest Medal

"THE BEST OF AMERICAN MANUFACTURE."-Profs. Van Buren and KeyeL

PLANTEN'S CA PSULES
Known as Reliable nearly f(fty Years.

Premiunm for "GENERAL EXCELLENCE IN MANUFACTURE."

H. PLANTEN & SON, 224 WILLIAM STREET, NEW 10RK,
.A3ST D sOFr rOAesmLs o -ML XI MTIDS,

Also EMPTY CAPSULES (7 Sizes), for taking medicines free of taste, smeli, injury to the teeth, mouth or throat. 100 by mail 50
RECTAL CAPSULES (3 Sitres). oo by mail, 50cts.

For administering medication in the rectum, are most readily solul le and far superior to the ordinary suppositories.
Samples ment f00. WSpecify PLANTEN'S CAPSULES on aul orders.

Sald by ail Druggista.

KEDICAL BOOKS.
-:0: -

T HE UNDERSIGNED would call the attention of the Pro-
fession to their unsurpassed facilities for furnishing

Medical Books, New or .Second-hand, at the

VERY LOWEST PRICES.
Any Medical Book published in the U. S., sold at a

Discomant of 20 per cent.,
From the advertised retail price ; or forwarded by mail,
securely wrapped, postagefrepaid, on receipt of io per cent.
less than the advertised price.

N. R. CAMPBELL & CO.,
P.O. Box 1052. BOSTON, MASS.

»WA recent catalogue of second-hand medical books for-
warded to any address FREE.

|W, F C0L EMAN, M. D., M.3 C.S., Eng.
Fornerly Surgeon to 'oronto Eye andé Ear Infirmary.

OCULIST and AURIST
to St John General Public Hospital. Practice limlted to

ET ] 'D EAÈE1.
Office Cor. Princess & Sydney Sts, St. John,N,B.

D)R. REEVE
CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO

ISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR,
At the Tecumseh House, London,

On the First Saturday of every month.
esidence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto.

Sold by all Druggists.
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To the Medical Profession

LACTOPEPTIN E j
We take pleasure in ca/ing the attent on of the Pro/ession to LACTOPEPTINE. Alter a long series of

careful experiments, we are able to produce ils various components in an absolutely pure state, thus renovingail unpleasant odor and taste, (also slightly changing the color). Wecaz canfidently claim, that its digestive
properties are largely increased thereby, and can assert without hesitation that it is as perfect a digestive as
can be produced.

LACTOPEPTINE is the most important remediJ/ agent ever pecsented to the Profession lor Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Vomiting iii Pregnancy. Cho/era infanum. Constipation, and all dseases arising from
inperfect nutrition. It contains the five active a gents of aigestion, viz: Pepsia. Pancreatine, Diastase, or
Vg. Ptyalin Lactic and flydrochioric Acids, in combination with Sugar of Milk.

FORMULA OF LACTOPEPTINE.

Sugar of M ilk .................. 4o Ounces.
Pepsim ........ ................ 8 ounces.
Pancreatine....... ... ........... 6 ounces.

Veg. Ptyalin or Diastase .. ........ 4 drachms.
Lactic Acid ................ 5 fß. drachms.
lydrochloric Acid..-...- · .5 fd. drachms.

LACTOPEPTINE is sold entirely by Physicians' Prescriptions. and its almost universal adoption by physiciansis the strongest guarantee we can give that its therapeutic %alue lias been móo.st thîoroughly established.

The undersigned having tested LACTOPEPTINE, recommend it to the profession.
AIFRED L. LOOMIS, M.D.,

Professor of PatholoU and Practice of Medicine, Universiti of the City of New York.
SAMUEL R. PERCY, M.D.,

Professor Materia Me-dica, New 1'ork Medical College.

F. LE ROY SATTERLEE, M.D., Pli. D.
Prof. Chen.. Nat. Med. and Therap. in N. Y. Col. of Dent. ; 'rof Chem. & Hyg. in Am. Vet. Col. etc.

JAS. AITKEN MEIGS, M.D., Philadelphia, Pa.
Prof of the Institutes of Med. and Med. 7uris., Jef. Mdical College; Phy. ta Penn. ospital.

W. W. DAWSON, M.D., Cincinnati, Ohio,
Prof Prin. and Prac. Surg., Med. Col. of Ohio; Surg. to Good Samaritan Hospital.

ALFRED F. A. KING, M.D., Washington, D.C.,
Prof. of Obstetrics, University of Vermont.

D. W. YANDELL, M.D.,
Pro;. of the Science and Art of Surg. and Clinical Surg., University of L wisvi/e, Ky.

L. P. YANDELL, M.D.,
Prof of Clin. Med., Diseases of Children, and Dermato1oy, Universitv of Louisville, Ky.
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THE CANADA LANCE'.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-COR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.
The following prices will serve as a guide to intendin purchasers, subject to market fluctuations, quality bing of the frst import.

ne. Tinctures, Syrups4 and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and tbe price quoted includes the bottie. 1-ý Terme Cash; less 6 per cent.

Acid,Carbolie.... ........ oz. 0 07 Jalapin... .175 Rad.c. Re. pulv.. . l. 20Sulph. Ar.. ....... 8 oz. bot. 0 20 Lin. Sapon.s. ... ··.. · .. 8 oz. bot. 24 mahe .. .. .. ... .. b..o. 2Hydrocyan .. ... -- ... 1. '' 23 Liq. Ammon. . 0 24 Sa e · · ·............ l. 0 8.Ether, Nit.. .. .... ..... 8 oz. bot. 0 22 " Arsenic O 17 Soda Bicarb. -........... lb 0 1Sulph............." 0 33 "e Bismuth....... 020 ' Potass. Tart ........ " 0.I' Co- .. ··.· ·.. "e 0 28 " Donovan O 40 Spir. Ammon. Co. 8 o. bot 0 24Antim. Pot. Tart·.. ..... z. 0 08 '' OpiiSed.. 1..0.......... . 28 Syr. Auranti. 0 2Argenti Nit. fus.. 1 20 Morph" Sul 1 20 '' Cod .. 0 54Balsam Copaib....... 8 oz. bot. 0 50 " Mur . 4 25 '' Feris Io·.-••··••. " 0 o4Bismuth, Car... ........ oz. 0 20 01. Crotonis 4 25 Strych. Phos. Co ···.. " 0 8Cerli Oxalas.....·...... ." 0 20 " Jecoris Aslb. & 25 Hypophos ..... · ···. " 038Chloral H3 rate ... · ·... ·.. " 0 13 Pil. Aloes ····.··.··.. •grs. 0 Phosp.C-..·..··.··." 0 2Chlorodyne ................ " 0 1 '' - · e .......... 15 . .trt 0 24Chloroform.... ............ h. 1 30 " Assaf' tid .. 0 30 Tinct. Aconit . ..... " 0Cinchon,Sul............ OZ. 0 45 " Cath. Co., U. S.. 0 45 " Cam .o............. O 24Ergot, u · ·· · · · ·· c··. 0 15 " Hydrarg, Mass.. lb. 1 00 " Cardam. Co .... 0 20Emp. Lte... . 0 20 '' R . Subehlor. Co. gross. 0 30 " Catechu ............. 0
Ext. Beldn...OZ. 0 20 <'Rhei. Co.. .... .......... ..1030 de CatechuC ..... 024,Colocynth ·.. ·... " 0 12 " Podophyllin, Co 40 ' Colch. Semo .·····.. " 0 24Hyoscian, An··......· " 0 25 Plumbi Acet.. 0 40.. Cogl S..•....·.. 0 30Sarza Co., An.,...--.'' 0 30 Potass. Acet O 25 " Digital...... .... ••... 0 20075 " Bicarb 060 " Ergot.........-... " 0 40Gum Aloes Soc-....··.···· " 0 90 Bromid.. 0 35 '' Ferri Perchlor.. " 0 18

Acacia, pulv.c... . · 0 60 '' Ioid. . 0 60 ' Hyosciam.............« 0 20(IiAcacia, pulv.........." O <O lodid.........< 500 di lodine......... 0 50Glycerine, pure ............. lb. 0 30 Pulv. Opii-. O. 0 75 Nucis Vom ........... " 0 24Ferri, Am. Oit...--.......oz. 0 12 Pulv. Creta Co.. z.. . 0 75 " Opui .. ............... 24,e et Quin. Cit........ "75 to 1 00 " COi Op .......... d 0 Vrt V....... .... 02Cirh s'« ' .----- 1 00 " Verat Vir.... ... O. 0 0
Fe Citropos...... ...... ' 15 ecac............'. 2 6 Un. Hyd Nit ............ .. . 00HyrrgC .. .. . . < 0 1 '5 2 25 ' Zinci.................. . 0 40

Hydrarg, · ·lor... .-------- 0 10 Jalapa.. 1 ache... . 0< Vin. Ipecac. ... ...... 8 oz. bot. 30SCrel,' , 071 Quinie Sulpb, Unbliached... OZ. 4 >0 de- Antim................. 0 20
A fulu assorp nel of Trusses, Shoulder Brs Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constant

supply of reliable Vaccmne--Scabs, 82 ; Haif-Scraba, 81. Enemas trom 75c.

-- *5Ci-4L--N

CARBOLATE OFIOMINE
INRALANT,T

REMEDY for all NASAL, THROAT and LUNG Dis-eases, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.This instrument is gotten up on an entirely new principle,and is well adapted to the treatment of all those diseases ofthe air passages requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsedby many leading practitioners, and commends itself to alldesiring an apparatus.*
Dr. George Hadley, late Professor of Chemistry and Phar.macy in the University of Buffalo, lu a carefully considered

report upon its merits, concludes in these words : conOn thewhole, this Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its purposes,by novel, yet by the most simple and effectual means ; tobe philosophical in conception, and well carried out in theexecution."
Always ready, no danger of breaking or spilling, besidesbeing as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as theadept. Made of Hard Rubber, it may be carried about therson as handily as a penoil case, and used regardless ofrime0or place. Patente in tue United States, England andCanada. Over 300,000 now lu us.
Price $1, including Inhalant for two months' use. Neatlyt up and sent by 'mail free, on receipt of $1.25. Extratls of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.Kept by aIl druggists. Send your address and receive ourdescriptive circular, post-paid. Samples to Physicians freeby mail on receipt of $1.

W- H.~ SMITH & CO.,
402 and 410 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.

*See age 188 CANADA LANcET, Feb. 1st, 1880, on Carbolie AcidSpraylIn voughis, Asthma, &c.

BRIG HKA HA L L,
CANANDAIGUA, NEW YORK.

AN ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE OF THE PRIVATE CLASF.INCORPORATED RY SPECIAL ACT IN z859.
Inquiries may be addressed to

DR. D. R. BURRELL
Resident Physicar.

A MONTHLY 'OURNAL OP

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE
CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The independent organ of the Profession, and the lareestand most widely circulated Medical Journal in Canada.

wsued prompUy on the lst of each month.

Subscription $3 per annum in advance. Singlecopies 30 cents, for Sale by
WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

Office at Dudley & Igurns, Printers, Colborne Street
Rear Canadian Bank of Commerce.

Ai Communications containing Rémittanees, Drafts or
Po3t-Office Orders, to be addressed to J. FULTON, M.D.,
303 Church Street, Toronto.
»wAll.kinds of Printing for Physicians doue promptly audl

in good style.
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Chin TrpniLe -:Tonga&:

Introduced by Profes- A remedy introduced
sor Clay, of Birming- from the Fiji Islands.
ham, Eng., as a remedy Highly recommended by
in cancer. We can sup- Drs. Ringer and Mur-
ply moderate quantities reli, as a remedy in
of the genuine drug. neuralgia

Gurjun 3ahsm.

The following is a favo.
rite prescription in the
hospitals of Paris, as a
remedy for gonorrhea.

4 Gurjun Baluain, dim. j.
Gun Arabic, - drm. j.
Infusion of Star
- Anise, - -dr. x.

Make an emulsion, to
be taken in thbstupoon-

I i

A tonia .on.
44+-4

A remedy sometimes
confounded with Dita
Bark or A. Schoha#,
but not so active as that
drug. It l, however
an active tonic, and qgg
be employed with bue.

fui doms after e ach in convalescence Ouml mua. ague.

In corresponding with advertSers please

-Hoang Na- Chaujmoogra Oil.
This new drug i@ in An alterative of pro-high repute in its native nounced activity, especi.

qi, n on- ally in affections of a
uias a remedy in acrofUlous nature. Inleprosy and in the bites chroic non-inflamna

of poisonots reptiles. It tory skin diseases it may
has bcen usedi with mark- be given internally, anded benefit in scrofula, applied locally.
constitutional syphilis, In leprosy, it ha noand in affections cailing equal i n the materiafor the employment of a meuantonic alterative.

- MICH.

Il1line of

ions, and are-4

RARE

Alstonia soho- Extract Duboisia
Ta./e •;-. t

Commonly known as Intounew mrasuti i
Dita Bark, is a valuaible ued as pa, sbsi-
anti-periodic and tonie, mute fopropia, iting
reputed also to have an- morae roPi ithacton,
thelmintic properties. and tteed loa wr it on

Waring says that it ocal oitrbac c pait-
has proved valuable In ional t diturne pe-adn
chronice diarrhaa, and culi t the eladonna
the advanced stage of alkaloidI is rargelydysentery. e e c

mention the CANADA LANCeT.
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